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Abstract 
Electrochemical energy storage is one of the few options to store the energy from 
intermittent renewable energy sources like wind and solar. Redox flow batteries are such an 
energy storage system, which has favourable features over other battery technologies, for 
example, solid state batteries, due to their inherent safety and the independent scaling of 
energy and power content. However, because of their low energy density, low power 
density, and the cost of components such as redox species and membranes, commercialised 
RFB systems like the all-vanadium chemistry cannot make full use of the inherent 
advantages over other systems. This thesis shows a comparison of promising cell chemistries 
with the aim to elucidate which redox system is most favourable in terms of energy density, 
power density and capital cost. Additionally, the choice of solvent and the selection of 
inorganic or organic redox couples with the entailing consequences are discussed. The 
sluggish redox kinetics of the VO2+/VO2+ couple limit the power density of the VRFB, which 
increases the footprint of the power converters and increases capital costs. During recent 
years, much research has been carried out in the field of heterogeneous catalysis, but this is 
now approaching its limits. In this work, homogeneous catalysis was conducted to improve 
the system. The kinetics of the VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction have been investigated in 1M 
sulphuric and 1 M phosphoric acid by cyclic voltammetry, chronoamperometry, 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and flow battery tests. It was found that in 1 M 
phosphoric acid the electron transfer constant k0 is up to 67 times higher than in 1 M 
sulphuric acid and an over-potential dependent difference in electron transfer constant was 
observed and explained. This study shows that the redox kinetics of the VO2+/VO2+ can be 
considerably accelerated by altering the chemical environment of the vanadium ions, and 
that this effect can also be transferred into a flow battery. However, the prevailing 
technology, the all-vanadium system, comprises low energy and low power densities, 
therefore, the chemistry of polyoxometalates, [SiW12O40]4- and [PV14O42]9-, as nano-sized 
electron shuttles was investigated. It is shown that these POMs exhibit fast redox kinetics 
(electron transfer constant k0 ≈ 10-2 cm s-1 for [SiW12O40]4-), thereby enabling high power 
densities; in addition, they feature multi-electron transfer, realizing a high capacity per 
molecule; they do not cross cation exchange membranes, thus eliminating self-discharge 
through the separator; and they are chemically and electrochemically stable as shown by in-
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situ nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. In flow battery studies the theoretical 
capacity (10.7 Ah L-1) could be achieved under operating conditions with Coulombic 
efficiency of 94%. Very small losses occurred due to residual oxygen in the system. Options 
to improve the energy density of the system are discussed.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Electrochemical energy storage is one of the few options to store the energy from 
intermittent renewable energy sources like wind and solar. Redox flow batteries (RFBs) are 
such an energy storage system, which has favourable features over other battery 
technologies, e.g. solid state batteries, due to their inherent safety and the independent 
scaling of energy and power content. However, because of their low energy density, low 
power density, and the cost of components such as redox species and membranes, 
commercialised RFB systems like the all-vanadium chemistry cannot make full use of the 
inherent advantages over other systems. In principle, there are three pathways to improve 
RFBs and to make them viable for large scale application: First, to employ electrolytes with 
higher energy density. This goal can be achieved by increasing the concentration of redox 
species, employing redox species that store more than one electron or by increasing the cell 
voltage. Second, to enhance the power output of the battery cells by using high kinetic redox 
species, increasing the cell voltage, implementing novel cell designs or membranes with 
lower resistance. The first two means reduce the electrode surface area needed to supply a 
certain power output, thereby bringing down costs for expensive components such as 
membranes. Third, to reduce the costs of single or multiple components such as redox 
species or membranes. To achieve these objectives it is necessary to develop new battery 
chemistries and cell configurations.  
In the second chapter, a comparison of promising cell chemistries is focused on, be they all-
liquid, slurries or hybrids combining liquid, gas and solid phases. The aim is to elucidate 
which redox-system is most favourable in terms of energy density, power density and capital 
cost. Besides, the choice of solvent and the selection of inorganic or organic redox couples 
with the entailing consequences are discussed 1.  
One of the remaining challenges and the main drawback is the low power density 
(< 0.1 W cm-2) of the all-vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB), caused by sluggish kinetics of 
the redox reactions. To alleviate this drawback, many studies tried to heterogeneously 
catalyse the redox reactions. However, up to now, there is no consensus in the literature 
which of the two half-cell reactions, the V2+/V3+- or the VO2+/VO2+-reaction, features the 
higher rate constant 2. In the literature, rate constants of the two half-cell reactions spread 
over four orders of magnitude 3. This uncertainty in the literature is due to two factors: 
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- An apparent catalytic effect appears when porous electrode materials are 
investigated with linear or cyclic voltammetry. The porosity reduces the 
separation between anodic and cathodic peak suggesting enhanced kinetics when 
indeed only an interplay of enlarged electrochemical surface area and impeded 
diffusion within the porous electrode is present; 
- The Faradaic current IF is proportional to both wetted surface area Awet and the 
rate constant k0: IF ∝ Awet k0. As both parameters vary with electrode 
composition, it is often difficult to distinguish catalytic from surface area effects. 
The VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction takes place in the catholyte solution of the VRFB. The sluggish 
redox kinetics of the VO2+/VO2+ couple limit the power density of the VRFB, which increases 
the footprint of the power converters and increases capital costs. Therefore, catalysis of the 
redox reaction and a deeper understanding of its intricate reaction pathways is desirable. 
This complex situation was unravelled by using a procedure based on electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy. Combining these results and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy it 
was shown that surface functional groups such as hydroxyl, carbonyl and carboxyl increase 
the wetted surface area Awet, increase the rate constant k0 for the V2+/V3+-redox reaction but 
decrease k0 for the VO2+/VO2+-redox reaction 3,4. Many attempts have already been made to 
improve the system by heterogeneous catalysis but it was shown that in comparison to the 
V2+/V3+ redox reaction, the VO2+/VO2+ couple cannot be catalyzed by oxygen functional 
groups on carbon electrodes 2–5. The research hypothesis in this work is to increase the 
power density of the catholyte of the VRFB by homogeneous catalysis. Therefore, 
investigations by homogeneous catalysis of the VO2+/VO2+-redox reaction by replacing the 
commonly employed sulphate ions by phosphate ions were conducted (see fourth 
chapter) 6.  
Many attempts have been made to improve the application RFB in various directions as 
presented in chapter two but every system reaches its limits sooner or later. Organic redox 
couples can be low cost and made from abundant elements, and they offer greater 
variability than metallic redox couples due to their tuneable structure. A great number of 
organic redox couples were presented in recent years, with capital cost of metallic RFB 
chemistries being the main driver for their development. As most studies have been 
restricted to laboratory cell operation, insights into scale-up with larger cell areas and bigger 
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electrolyte volumes and long-term cycling are currently not available 7. The research 
hypothesis in this thesis is to increase the power and energy density of the electrolyte by 
applying polyoxometalates as a new class of redox electrolyte which combines the 
tuneability of organic molecules with the stability of metal ions. POMs offer an enormous 
variation in topology, size, electronic properties and elemental composition 8 which are 
perfect properties for application in RFBs. Because the power and energy density of VRFBs 
are restricted because of the sluggish kinetics and the transfer of a single electron per 
vanadium ion only, POMs are promising candidates for RFB because of the following 
properties: (1) POMs are large ions and therefore might not permeate through membrane, 
which would decrease capacity loss; (2) fast redox kinetics with high electron transfer 
constants are expected due to the small solvent reorganization energy of POMs, which 
would lead to high current densities; (3) POMs are reducible and re-oxidizable, which 
increases the capacity per molecule; (4) POMs are soluble and stable and (5) their 
composition can be modified, which allows easy adjustment of their redox behaviour. In 
chapter five two POMs, [SiW12O40]4- and [PV14O42]9- as nano-sized electron shuttles are 
presented and electrochemically investigated for application as asymmetric electrolytes in 
RFBs 9. Options to improve the system are discussed.  
An overview about the used electrochemical techniques are given in the third chapter. 
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Chapter 2. REDOX FLOW BATTERIES - CONCEPTS AND CHEMISTRIES FOR COST-EFFECTIVE 
ENERGY STORAGE 
 
2.1 PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION FOR REDOX FLOW BATTERIES 
Electrochemical energy storage (EES) devices store energy for later use. To clearly showcase 
the unique features of RFBs (redox flow batteries), they and their principles will be 
contrasted with three other devices: electrochemical double layer supercapacitors (EDLSCs), 
solid-state batteries (SSBs), and fuel cells (FCs). These four archetypes capitalize on different 
physical and chemical principles, not even all of them employ redox reactions to store 
energy, and are therefore suitable for diverse EES applications. Examples for these 
applications are balancing and stabilizing the electricity grid 10, electric vehicles 11,12 and 
mobile consumer electronics 13,14. Schematics of these four devices are shown in Figure 1. 
EDLSCs (Figure 1 (a)) work on the principle that a potential difference ΔU at an electrode-
electrolyte interface, which establishes itself due to the different Fermi energies of (metal) 
electrode EF,Me and electrolyte EF,EL, is balanced by accumulating charges. Cations or anions 
in the electrolyte form an electrochemical double layer (EDL), conglomerating in order to 
keep the electrochemical potential μe across the interface constant 15,16. Charges in the 
electrode, counterbalanced by charges in the electrolyte form a capacitor with a differential 
capacitance Cd equal to 
 
𝐶d =
d𝑄
d(Δ𝑈)
=
εrε0𝐴
𝑑
 ( 1 ) 
 
with accumulated charge Q, distance between charges d, dielectric constant εr, permittivity 
of free space ε0 and electrochemically active surface area A.  
High specific capacitances of 10-5 F cm-2 are reported in the literature for carbon electrodes 
in aqueous electrolytes 17, because the first layer of charges is very close to the electrode 
(some Ångströms), and carbon can have a high gravimetric surface area (~1000 m g-1) 18–20. 
The energy ESC of an EDLSC, which is stored entirely in the electrochemical double layer, is 
given by 
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𝐸SC =
1
2
𝐶DΔ𝑈
2 ( 2 ) 
 
The maximum voltage Δ𝑈 is limited by the oxidative and reductive stability of the system 
comprising electrodes and electrolyte. Organic electrolytes and room temperature ionic 
liquids (RTILs) can sustain higher voltages than water (approx. 1.23 V) 21,22. In commercial 
EDLSCs propylene carbonate or acetonitrile are used as solvent with quaternary ammonium 
salts as supporting electrolyte, their maximum voltage is typically 2.8 V. Storage of energy in 
the double layer as only principle limits the energy density of EDLSCs to some Wh kg-1, 
however, the build-up of the electrochemical double layers is a very fast process. This 
enables high power density for EDLSCs, in the order of 10 kW kg-1 21.  
As shown in Figure 1(b), SSBs also comprise two electrodes and an electrolyte (plus 
separator), but their energy is not stored in the ECDL, but in the electrodes. The energy 
content in SSBs is given by the product of the charge that can be transferred, the capacity Q, 
and the potential difference at which electrons flow through the external circuit: 
 𝐸Bat = 𝑄Δ𝑈 ( 3 ) 
 
Atom density in condensed matter is roughly 1023 atoms per gram 23, which entails a high 
capacity Q for SSB because the active material is present at a very high concentration. This is 
a significant difference to RFBs, as we will see later. This can be illustrated for the example of 
a lithium metal electrode 24,25. At a mass of roughly 7 u, each lithium atom can be oxidised to 
give a monovalent cation: 
 Li ⇌ Li+ + e−    𝑈0 = −3.04 V vs. SHE ( 4 ) 
 
The standard potential U0 of this reaction is at -3.04 V vs. the Standard Hydrogen Electrode 
(SHE). Hence, a lithium anode could store a theoretical specific capacity of 
𝑞Li
theo,g
 = 3660 mAh g-1 or 𝑞Li
theo,v = 2061 mAh cm-3. Due to the problems associated with 
lithium metal anodes 26, graphite is commonly employed as host material for the anode in a 
lithium ion battery (LIB). Because carbon is heavier than lithium, and six carbon atoms are 
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required to store one lithium cation, the theoretical capacity of carbon is lower at 
𝑞C
theo,g
 = 372 mAh g-1. 
 LiC6  ⇌ C6 + Li
+ + e−    𝑈0 = −2.94 V vs. SHE ( 5 ) 
 
Cathodes for LIBs are typically lithium metal oxides such as LiCoO2 (𝑞LCO
theo,g
 = 170 mAh g-1) 
or LiFePO4 (𝑞LFP
𝑡heo,g
=150 mAh g-1). As intercalation reactions into these cathodes take place 
at a high potential, e.g. 0.7 V vs. SHE for LiCoO2, the energy density of a LIB can be high 
(approx. 200 Wh kg-1) 24.  
Intercalation reactions are not conversion or alloying reactions, which limits the stress the 
electrodes experience during charge or discharge. As LIBs rely entirely on the intercalation of 
lithium ions into interstitial sites of host lattices, high cycle lives are possible.  
The combination of high capacity, high voltage and high stability make LIB the premier 
choice for electric vehicles and consumer electronics. One of the major current challenges is 
safety, as the employed organic electrolyte has a large combustion enthalpy and can 
therefore explode violently.  
FCs oxidize some fuel (hydrogen, methanol, ethanol, carbon, etc.) at the anode while 
reducing an oxidant (oxygen) at the cathode, see Figure 1 (c) 27. The reaction product (H2O, 
CO2, etc.) is exhausted. The energy is stored in the chemical bonds of the fuel, which is 
pumped from external tanks into the power converter and the electrodes contain catalysts 
which facilitate the oxidation of fuel or the reduction of oxygen. Advantages of FCs are the 
high energy density of the fuel (ethanol stores 6.4 kWh L-1) and their versatility in accepting 
various types of fuel. Also, FCs converting hydrogen are local-zero emission, a big advantage 
for FC electric vehicles when looking at the detrimental impact of internal combustion 
engine fumes on human health 12. One of the main challenges are the sluggish redox 
reactions at anode and cathode. In acidic media on platinum, which is one of the best 
catalysts for the hydrogen related reaction, the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) has an 
exchange current density of 1 mA cm-2 28. Therefore, large over-potentials are required to 
obtain a substantial current from anode. For the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) typically 
no exchange current density but a kinetic current is given 29,30. It is agreed however, that the 
activity for the ORR is orders of magnitude lower than that of the hydrogen evolution 
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reaction (HER) on platinum. This is thought to be mostly due to the high stability of reaction 
intermediates such as adsorbed oxygen and adsorbed hydroxyl 31. To obtain a current 
density of 200 mA cm-2 (at 1 bar O2 and H2 pressure) in a low temperature FC, the resting 
potential of 1.23 V is reduced to 0.78 V 16. This kinetic limitation renders FCs low power 
devices.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 Schematics of different electrochemical energy storage devices. The location where 
the active material is stored is highlighted in red. (a) Supercapacitor, (b) solid state battery, 
(c) fuel cell, and (d) redox flow battery. 
RFBs share many characteristics with FCs, as can be seen in Figure 1 (c) and (d). Like FCs, 
RFBs store the active material in tanks which is then pumped to the anode or cathode for 
charge transfer. One of the differences is that the reaction products are not discarded in a 
RFB, but kept in their respective streams and pumped back into the anolyte and catholyte 
tanks. As a RFB is a secondary battery, the discharged species can be re-charged. For that the 
polarity of the RFB is reversed, the anode is now reducing the anolyte redox species, the 
cathode is oxidizing the catholyte redox species (against electrochemical conventions). While 
a FC can use liquid (ethanol, methanol, liquid nitrogen) and gaseous fuels (compressed 
hydrogen), a RFB will usually operate with dissolved redox molecules, it stores its energy 
entirely in solution. For the energy density of the RFB equation ( 3 ) holds. The charge of the 
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RFB is determined by how many redox molecules are in solution (governed by concentration 
c), and number of transferred electrons per molecule n: 
 𝑄 = 𝑛 𝑐 𝐹 ( 6 ) 
 
Because typical concentrations are in the order of one mole of redox molecules per litre 
(6 1023 L-1 ≈ 6 1020 cm-3) and only a single electron is transferred for most RFB chemistries 
(n = 1), the charge contained in the liquid electrolyte is approximately two orders of 
magnitude lower than for SSBs (1023 cm-3). However, storing energy in a liquid has many 
conceivable advantages, some of which are shared with FCs: The electrolyte can be easily 
exchanged by draining and refilling. This could be employed to replace faulty or aged 
electrolyte or to upgrade the battery with a more advanced electrolyte, or to 
instantaneously recharge a battery. Also, it enables the scalability of RFBs: The size of the 
tanks determines the charge Q that is stored in the battery and therefore the battery’s 
energy content. The power is determined by the size of the membrane electrode assembly 
(MEA). This means that RFBs can be easily adapted to specific needs, either by changing the 
size of the tanks, or by altering the size of electrodes and membranes (or the number of 
cells). The power density of a RFB, which is normalized to the geometric surface area of the 
MEA, is limited by four resistances that introduce a potential drop in the cell: 
 𝑅total = 𝑅elec +  𝑅mem +  𝑅CT + 𝑅mass ( 7 ) 
 
The total resistance Rtotal is the sum of the resistances caused by the electronic resistance 
Relec between the various components (e.g. between current collector and electrode), the 
membrane resistance Rmem, the charge transfer resistances on anode and cathode RCT and 
the mass transport resistance Rmass. Because Relec, Rmem and Rmass are related to the 
engineering of the MEA 32,33, only RCT is briefly covered here:  
 
 𝑅CT =
𝑅 𝑇
𝑛 𝐹 𝐴 𝑗0
=
𝑅 𝑇
𝑛2 𝐹2 𝐴 𝑘0 𝑐
 ( 8 ) 
 
with the ideal gas constant R, temperature T, Faraday constant F and electron transfer 
constant k0. Because k0 can spread over several orders of magnitude, from facile couples 
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such as ferrocene/ferrocenium with k0 ≈ 1 cm s-1 34 to sluggish ones such as the VO2+/VO2+ 
redox reaction with k0 ≈ 10-6 cm s-1 3,4, this fundamental parameter is of high importance for 
the power of a RFB. Maximizing it could lead to high-power RFBs, but current technology, 
such as the all-vanadium RFB (VRFB) provides only about 70 mW cm-2.  
With these principles established, the sequence in energy density and power density shown 
in the Ragone plot (Figure 2) can be understood: supercapacitors (SCs) store energy only in 
the electrochemical double layer, by placing charges in a potential field, which gives small 
energy densities. RFBs store energy in redox couples in liquid form, which entails a lower 
density of charge carriers than in SSBs. Lastly FCs store energy in the chemical bonds of 
either the lightest element (H2), or hydrocarbons (ethanol, methanol, gasoline) which makes 
them high-energy density devices. However, because the reactions in a FC are sluggish (ORR, 
HOR), they are low power devices. The intercalation reactions that take place in LIBs are 
faster than the redox reactions occurring RFBs, making the latter slower than the former. SCs 
exhibit the highest power density, because the formation of the double layer is a purely 
physical process and no electron transfer is taking place.  
 
Figure 2 Ragone plot for four electrochemical devices: supercapacitors, batteries, redox flow 
batteries and fuel cells. 
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2.2 CRITERIA FOR TECHNOLOGY 
A typical RFB cell consists of two electrode compartments divided by a separator. The 
separator is commonly an ion exchange membrane which prevents the crossover of active 
species between half-cells but allows the movement of ions between electrode 
compartments for the balancing of charge. The positive and negative electrolyte are stored 
in external tanks and are pumped into each half-cell. The electrodes of a RFB are normally 
inert, serving as the site for the redox reactions of the active species only which remain 
soluble in the electrolyte. Upon exiting the electrode compartments, the electrolytes are 
returned to the storage tanks to be re-circulated through the cell. Individual RFB cells can be 
connected in series to produce cell stacks by the use of conductive bipolar plates which 
connect one cell to another. The array of cell stacks, stored electrolyte and the balance of 
plant constitute a complete RFB system. The balance of plant includes all other components 
necessary for operation of a RFB: pumps, plastic plumbing and tanks, a power conditioning 
system and systems for battery monitoring and control 35. Figure 3 illustrates the creation of 
a RFB system through the building up of individual cells into modular stacks.
 
Figure 3 Figure illustrating the creation of a RFB system through the building up of individual 
cells into modular stacks 36.  
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RFBs can be subdivided into “true” RFBs and hybrid RFBs (see section 3.3 for further detail). 
In short, true RFBs utilise inert electrodes and redox species that remain in solution. 
Examples of classical true RFBs are the iron-chromium 37, bromine-polysulphide 38, and the 
VRFB 39. A schematic of the VRFB is shown in Figure 4. The operation of a hybrid RFB involves 
a phase change during the cell reaction. An example is the zinc-bromine system in which the 
plating and dissolution of zinc at the anode occurs upon charge and discharge respectively 40. 
 
Figure 4 A schematic diagram of the all-vanadium RFB in discharge mode. 
The efficiency of a RFB can be characterised by several parameters. Firstly, the Coulombic 
efficiency ηCE which is the ratio of the current transferred upon discharge to the current 
transferred upon charge.  
 
 ηCE =
𝑄out
𝑄in
∙ 100% ( 9 ) 
 
with Qout the amount of charge during discharge and Qin the amount of charge during 
charge. Low values indicate a crossover of active species between electrode compartments 
causing self-discharge, or side reactions that consume charge. Another parameter is the 
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voltage efficiency ηVE, defined as the ratio of the average discharging voltage Vdischarge to the 
average charging voltage Vcharge. 
 
ηVE =
𝑉discharge
𝑉charge
∙ 100%. ( 10 ) 
 
Activation over-potentials deriving from the reaction kinetics, mass transport over-potentials 
and Ohmic losses are all sources of a discrepancy between the charging and discharging 
voltage (see equation ( 6 )). The Coulombic efficiency ηCE multiplied by the voltage efficiency 
ηVE yields the energy efficiency ηEE of a RFB which indicates how much of the energy that is 
supplied to the battery during charging can be extracted upon discharge. 
 ηEE =  ηCE ∙ ηVE ∙ 100%. ( 11 ) 
 
RFBs have several benefits over conventional secondary batteries. For instance, external 
storage of the electrolyte prevents the self-discharge of the stored solutions. Further, as the 
electrodes are not subjected to continuous plating or intercalation reactions, electrode 
deterioration is minimised. When a conventional battery undergoes repeated 
charge/discharge cycles, the electrode materials expand and contract which results in their 
degradation over time 41. Thus, the lifetime can be much improved when there is no phase 
change at the electrodes during cycling, as in a RFB. The predicted lifetime for a RFB tends to 
exceed ten years and the VRFB is rated at 10 000 cycles 42. 
The life-limiting component of a RFB is typically the cell stack. Wearing of the membranes 
separating the electrode compartments is a source of performance degradation and for the 
VRFB in particular, the cell stack is expected to have a lifetime of ten to 15 years for a RFB 
undergoing 1000 charge/discharge cycles per year 43. The electrolyte storage tanks, 
plumbing, structural components, power electronics and controls of a RFB should have 
longer useful lifetimes 42, but pump replacement may also be required periodically. The 
crossover of active species between the half-cells due to an inefficiency of the separator is a 
source of capacity fade and as such, a degree of electrolyte maintenance may be necessary. 
However, with stack and pump replacement, VRFBs can operate for more than 20 years 43. 
Hazards relating to the operation of RFBs include the use of flammable, toxic and/or 
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corrosive electrolytes. While the flowing electrolytes aid heat dissipation and RFBs such as 
the VRFB classically used aqueous solutions, flammability should be a consideration if a RFB 
electrolyte is based on a non-aqueous solvent. Further, acidic supporting electrolytes are 
typically used which necessitates the use of acid-resistant components and toxicity 
associated with active species is of concern in the event of leakages.  
It is often noted that cost is currently prohibitive for the widespread deployment of RFBs for 
energy storage. The cost of a RFB system includes numerous components: the cell stacks 
including separators, electrolyte solutions, storage tanks, power-electronics equipment, the 
control system, pumps, valves and plumbing as well as the cost of assembly and installation 
costs 41. A target capital cost of $100 per kWh has been suggested for large-scale grid 
storage of energy from renewable sources 44, while a recent cost analysis that considered 
the VRFB set a base case capital cost of $380 per kWh for a 1 MW/12 MWh system 45. Both 
the electrolyte and the cell stack and membrane are implicated as substantial contributors 
to the capital cost of VRFBs 45,46. The cost of the electrolyte is dependent on the price of 
vanadium per kg, while the acidic and oxidising environment of the VRFB requires the use of 
hardwearing yet costly Nafion ion exchange membranes. Thus, at the electrolyte level, 
possible improvements to the capital cost of RFBs relative to the VRFB could come from the 
use of lower-cost active materials and RFB chemistries that allow less expensive porous 
separators to be used. The different RFB chemistries have been summarised in several 
recent review papers 7,47–52 and there is a myriad of published reactions for the positive and 
negative electrode (see Table 1). Aqueous metal-based chemistries are complemented by 
both reports of non-aqueous RFBs and the emergence of active species based on organic 
molecules, as alternatives to the traditional and widely tested RFBs are continually devised. 
The themes of non-aqueous electrolytes versus aqueous electrolytes and non-metallic RFBs 
versus metal-ion chemistries are discussed herein. 
 
2.3 VARIOUS CONCEPTS, ALL-LIQUIDS, GAS/LIQUID, SEMI-SOLID, SLURRIES, REDOX MEDIATORS 
Since their inception in the 1970s at NASA, various combinations of electrolyte/electrode 
phases have been investigated for RFBs 47,49,50. Classic examples, like the Fe-Cr system 53 or 
the VRFB 39,54,55 use two liquid electrolytes, anolyte and catholyte, to store energy. This all-
liquid form exhibits all the advantages and disadvantages related to liquid electrolytes stated 
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in the introduction: lower concentration of charge carriers than in the solid state but a 
capacity that is only limited by the size of the tank (and the cost of the electrolyte).  
The gaseous phase is lighter than liquid electrolytes, and oxygen, if it can be taken from the 
atmosphere, is almost free of costs. This motivated the design of a V-O2 RFB or vanadium/air 
RFB as presented by Hosseiny et al. 56. This embodiment of a gas/liquid RFB hybrid employs 
the V2+/V3+ redox couple as anolyte, and the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and the ORR as 
cathode. The battery published suffered from low ηEE (27% at 60°C), and the need for 
catalyst loading on the cathode. As this battery combines the more problematic half-cell of 
the VRFB 57,58 with the sluggish half-cell of a hydrogen-oxygen FC, the underwhelming 
performance can be understood.  
Combinations of hydrogen electrodes with regular RFB catholytes (H2/2H+-VO2+/VO2+ 59, 
H2/2H+-Fe2+/Fe3+ 60, H2/2H+-Ce3+/Ce4+ 61) might have been born from the realisation that the 
HER contributed a substantial parasitic current in VRFB and Fe-Cr batteries 62,63. The 
replacement of one liquid half-cell by H2/2H+ seems promising from a cost and energy 
density perspective, but problems such as Pt catalyst leaching into the cell and carbon 
corrosion by Ce3+/Ce4+ have to be addressed 61.  
Solid-liquid RFBs comprise one liquid half-cell and one metal electrode which typically 
undergoes a plating reaction 64. One example is the zinc-bromine battery, that features a Zn 
or carbon plastic anode on which Zn is deposited during charge 65. Metal electrodes allow an 
increase in energy density as compared to regular flow batteries, however, they also 
introduce the problems of regular batteries into the RFB: dendrite formation upon plating 
reactions that can lead to internal short-circuits and high self-discharge rates make it 
questionable whether liquid-solid hybrids are useful.  
Slurries of lithium-metal-oxides are well-studied system due to their importance for LIBs. 
Under the moniker “semisolid flow batteries”, they were introduced for RFBs utilizing 
20 vol% LiCoO2 and 10 vol% Li4Ti5O12 66. This concept allows for very high concentrations of 
redox species (estimated ranges from 20 to 80 mol L-1) 67. Conductive slurries are used as 
electrolyte, in which carbon forms a conductive network. The limited conductivity of these 
slurries (0.1 mS cm-1) is one of the contemporary challenges of semisolid flow batteries 66,67. 
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A concept that does not rely on dissolved redox species, but instead on a solid active 
material that is stored in tanks: mediated flow batteries. In these the charge is transferred to 
the active material via redox-mediators such as ferrocene 68 or cobaltocene 69. This type of 
flow battery utilises similar active materials as semisolid flow batteries but avoids the high 
viscosity and poor conductivity of slurries. To avoid losses the potentials of the redox 
mediators must closely match the (de-)intercalation potentials of the active material. 
Another concept is the addition of a solid energy booster to the tank of a RFB 70. This 
approach proposes that the redox transitions of the polymer polyaniline are accessed by a 
redox mediator, storing charge in the emeraldine-pernigraniline and leucoemeraldine-
emeraldine redox transitions of the polymer. As redox-mediators, Fe2+/Fe3+and V3+/VO2+ 
were employed at a concentration of 1 M. When polyaniline was combined with conductive 
carbon and abovementioned electrolytes the volumetric energy density was increased by a 
factor of three, compared to the base case with only iron and vanadium ions 70. Current 
challenges are a “passivation” of polyaniline in certain redox state and sluggish kinetics of 
the V3+/VO2+ couple.  
The advantages and drawbacks of various RFB concepts are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Summary of advantages and drawbacks of various RFB concepts. 
Type Advantages Challenges Ref. 
Solid - liquid  
(e.g.   Zn/Br) 
• High energy density due 
to solid state. 
• Internal short-circuits; 
• High self-discharge. 
65 
Slurries  
(e.g.LiCoO2 / Li4Ti5O12 
• High energy density due 
to high concentration of 
redox species. 
• Limited conductivity of 
the slurries; 
• High viscosities; 
• Potentially sluggish 
kinetics of non-dissolved 
species. 
66 
Mediated FB 
(Ferrocene as shuttle 
and LiFePO4 as 
storage material) 
• Low viscosity of shuttles 
• Good conductivity 
• Limited variety of 
suitable redox 
mediators; 
• Complicated reaction 
mechanism; 
68,69 
Liquid-liquid 
(e.g. Fe/Cr) 
• Capacity that is only 
limited by the size of the 
tank. 
• Lower concentration of 
charge carriers than in 
the solid state. 
53 
Liquid-gaseous 
(e.g. V/O2 or H2/V)  
• Low costs for gaseous 
species; 
• High concentrations of 
gaseous species can be 
reached, therefore high 
energy density, 
 
• Low energy efficiency; 
• Self-discharge; 
• Oxygen gas permeation 
through membrane need 
for catalyst loading on 
electrode; 
• Pt leaching into the cell. 
56,59 
 
 
2.4 SOLVENT: AQUEOUS - NON-AQUEOUS 
In most of the current RFB-systems, acidic, aqueous electrolytes are used. One disadvantage 
of electrochemical application in aqueous solutions is the electrolysis of water. The 
corresponding half-reactions can be described for acidic and basic solutions: 
Cathodic reaction: 
 2 H3O
+ + 2 e− →  H2  +  2 H2O, ( 12 ) 
 2 H2O + 2 e
− →  H2  +  OH
−. ( 13 ) 
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Anodic reaction:  
 6 H2O →  O2 + 4 H3O
+ + 4 e−, ( 14 ) 
 4 OH− →  O2 + 2 H2O + 4 e
−. ( 15 ) 
 
The potential at which those reactions occur depends on the electrode material used. The 
thermodynamic potential window in which no reactions take place is 1.23 V. Out of this 
range, water electrolysis is promoted which leads to parasitic side reactions and therefore to 
efficiency loss and capacity imbalance in a full RFB. This limits the selection of 
electrochemical active species for an aqueous RFB. Furthermore, the application of aqueous 
electrolytes is restricted by the temperature range of 0 to 100°C. Mostly, sulphuric acid is 
added as supporting electrolyte to enhance the conductivity of the electrolyte without the 
addition of additional salts as supporting electrolyte. 
Often, to ensure higher conductivity, hydrochloric acid is added to the aqueous 
electrolyte 71. However, the dissociated chloride ions can promote corrosion processes, thus 
having a negative effect on the lifetime of the battery attachments. Chloride ions are not 
oxidizing agents themselves but they can influence the corrosive conditions and are able to 
catalyse the process depending on the used materials which results in higher maintenance 
costs 72. 
The use of non-aqueous electrolytes is a possibility to enlarge the potential window and the 
temperature range. An example for an organic solvent used in a RFB is acetonitrile 73–76. To 
obtain a reasonable conductivity, a supporting electrolyte like tetrabutylammonium 
hexafluorophosphate (TBA PF6) or sodium perchlorate (NaClO4) has to be added to the 
electrolyte, which can limit the potential window because of decomposition reactions 77. 
Furthermore, these supporting electrolytes increase capital costs. The potential windows of 
acetonitrile with 0.1 M additive on a platinum electrode are from +3.0 V to -2.6 V vs. 
saturated calomel electrode (SCE) in the case of TBA PF6 and from +1.8 V to -1.6 V vs. SCE in 
the case of NaClO4 78. This suggests that the potential window can be enlarged in non-
aqueous media but is limited by the decomposition of the additive. The useable temperature 
range of acetonitrile (anhydrous) is between -43.8 and 81.7°C which is beneficial for low 
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temperature applications. In general, solvents with nitrile groups have a good stability 
towards oxidizing and reducing conditions in electrochemical cells 78. 
Another example for non-aqueous electrolytes are organic carbonates like propylene 
carbonate (PC), ethylene carbonate (EC) and methyl ethyl carbonate (EMC), which are well 
studied due to their application in LIBs 77,79. Those solvents have the capability to dissolve 
salts such as tetrabutylammonium trifluoromethanesulfonate (TBAOTf) and lithium 
hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) to function as supporting charge carrier in the electrolyte. 
The use of organic solvents could potentially require complex maintenance operations, 
especially if the organic solvent is hygroscopic and prone to water intake from the 
atmosphere which would lead to a decreased potential window. Acetonitrile, for example, is 
strongly hygroscopic and will readily absorb water from air if not stored under inert 
conditions. For technical application this would mean that the battery would have to run 
under nitrogen or argon gassing which would result in higher maintenance costs compared 
to the aqueous system. Also, non-aqueous solvents like acetonitrile corrode rubber and 
polymer materials which could damage the tubes the electrolyte are pumped through and 
the innards of the cell which would reduce the lifetime of the battery 72. 
While intensifying maintenance requirements, electrolytes such as PC, EC, EMC, and others 
also carry a significant safety risk. This is aggravated in LIBs because they contain, besides 
the flammable electrolyte, oxidizing material in the form of the lithium-metal oxides that 
typically make up the cathode 80. Therefore, two of the three elements of the combustion 
triangle (fuel and oxidant) are present in LIBs, and the addition of a heat source can lead to 
catastrophic failure. In a large scale RFB application of organic electrolytes, the fuel would be 
present in a much higher quantity than in a LIB, and surrounding oxygen in the atmosphere 
could function as oxidizer. Organic solvents are, in most cases, ecologically questionable and 
their application should be reduced as much as possible because, in spite of safety 
measures, solvents are released into the environment and have a polluting impact. For the 
synthesis of PCs, dichloromethane is used for which carcinogenic effect is suspected and it 
harms aquatic organisms (H-351, H-373) 81. Acetonitrile as a solvent should be considered 
critically as well. Acetonitrile is absorbed by the digestive system, the skin, and the lungs and 
releases cyanide in the human body. Hence, poisoning symptoms of cyanide exposure 
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occur 82. Due to these properties the toxicity of the used solvent must be taken into account 
when developing a battery 83. 
 
The selection of a suitable solvent for conducting experiments requires careful consideration 
as the solvent can have a significant influence on the electrochemical properties of the redox 
couples. The standard potential of a reaction like  
 Mn+ + 𝑛 e− ⇌  M ( 16 ) 
 
depends on the solvent or on the solvation energy of the metal ion. For instance, the 
standard potential is shifted to more negative values in solvents in which the metal ion is 
solvated more strongly 72. In some cases solvents have the capability to change the whole 
reaction mechanism, which affects the electrochemistry of a redox system. For example, a 
one-step reaction in water could be a two-step reaction in an organic solvent. Copper in the 
oxidation state I+ is unstable in water but is stabilized in acetonitrile, which means the 
reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(0) in water occurs at another potential than in acetonitrile. Besides, 
the permittivity and Lewis acidity of a solvent affects the standard potential of metal ions 
significantly. The electron transfer constant k0, an important factor in electrochemistry, is 
affected by the solvent, too, due to its influence on the reorganization energy. 
Another type of electrolyte that receives more and more attention to enhance the energy 
density of RFBs are room temperature ionic liquids 84. They are solvents that consist entirely 
of ions, are non-volatile, non-flammable, chemically stable, and highly conductive 85. 
Furthermore, if free of water, they make a huge potential window and temperature range 
accessible 86,87. RTILs offer environmentally friendly properties and can be used as green 
solvents in electrochemical application, especially RFBs. There are two main types of RTIL: 
one is a mixture of AlCl3 and quaternary ammonium chloride (R+Cl–) and the other type are 
salts of cations like 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium (BMI+), 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium, and 
1-butyl-pyridinium and anions like BF4–,PF6–,CF3COO–,CF3SO3– and (CF3SO2)2N–. The potential 
window depends on the acidity and basicity of the solution, respectively. In the case of 1-
butyl-3-methylimidazolium - PF6- , the potential window is 7.1 V 72. Some properties can be 
adjusted by the anion and in which way the ligand coordinates to the metal centre. The 
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group of Anderson et al. investigated the aforementioned properties in copper ionic 
liquids 88. Cu{NH2CH2CH2OH}6[BF4]2 showed the best results regarding viscosity, conductivity 
and electrochemical reversibility, and was liquid at 25°C, whereas the copper complex with 
one anion exchanged with triflate was solid at room temperature (RT). In addition the 
conductivity changes with the anion. With one 2-ethylhexanoate anion instead of 
tetrafluoroborate, the conductivity decreases from 6.8 to 0.586 mS cm-1 89. 
Membranes in RFBs are used to separate the liquid electrolyte compartments and are 
permeable ions to enable charge balancing 90,91.  The most important properties of those 
membranes are high ionic conductivity and low permeability towards the electrochemical 
active species to inhibit crossover of the catholyte into the anolyte and vice versa. In 
aqueous systems, a cation exchange membrane like Nafion is usually used 92. However, 
anion-exchange membranes 93–95 or porous membranes 96 have also been used. In non-
aqueous media polyethylene-based porous separators 79, anion-exchange membranes 74 and 
cellulose-based dialysis membranes 97 are reported.  
 
The advantages and challenges of various types of electrolytes used in RFBs are tabulated in 
Table 2. 
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Table 2 Summary of advantages and challenges of various types of electrolytes used in RFBs. 
Electrolyte Advantages Challenges Ref. 
Aqueous • Environmentally 
friendly; 
• Inexpensive; 
• High conductivities; 
• Often high solubility 
for redox species. 
• Small potential window 
• Restriction by temperature 
range 
• Corrosion processes by 
chloride ions; 
78 
Non-
Aqueous 
• Larger potential 
window than aqueous 
electrolytes;  
• Larger temperature 
range than aqueous 
electrolytes; 
 
• Potential window limited 
by decomposition of 
additives; 
• Safety risks; 
• Low conductivity; 
• Environmental hazards; 
• Higher (maintenance) 
costs; 
77,81 
Room 
temperature 
ionic liquids 
• Non-volatile; 
• Non-flammable; 
• Highly conductive; 
• Chemically stable; 
• Wide potential 
window; 
• Environmentally 
friendly? 
• High viscosity; 
• High (maintenance) costs; 
• Low conductivity. 
85–87 
 
 
2.5 REDOX CENTRE: METALLIC - NON-METALLIC 
There are two types of metal-based batteries which can be distinguished between Me/Mez+ 
and Mez+/Me(z+1)+ systems (with integer z). An example for Me/Mez+ system is the Zn/Br2 
battery in which metallic Zn is deposited on the cathode during charging and Br- ions are 
oxidised to elementary bromine simultaneously 40,65. In this system the metal is an 
electrochemically active species and forms part of the electrode as well 98. A problem that 
often occurs with this kind of battery is the formation of dendrites, which can lead to a short 
circuit when these protrusions pierce the separator 99,100. 
An example for a Mez+/Me(z+1)+ system is the VRFB 101. In this battery, the redox couples 
V3+/V2+ and VO2+/VO2+ are used. During charging V3+ is reduced to V2+ and VO2+ is oxidised to 
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VO2+ simultaneously. During the entire process, the ions remain dissolved and are not part of 
the electrode. The disadvantage of this type of system is the crossover of the ions across the 
membrane into the other half-cell which decreases the efficiency. In the case of different 
elements, the capacity is significantly reduced by the crossover and the associated 
irreversible contamination. Another point which limits the application is the limited solubility 
of the metal salts used. In the case of the VRFB, the maximum concentration of the VRFB 
electrolyte is 1.7 to 2 M vanadium if only sulphuric acid is used as supporting electrolyte 102. 
It should also be mentioned that at higher concentrations, the V3+ and V2+ ions precipitate in 
the negative electrolyte if the temperature is lower than 10°C. While the solubility of V2+, 
V3+and VO2+ increases with increasing temperature, thermal precipitation of the VO2+ species 
into V2O5 occurs when the positive electrolyte is over 40°C 103. The electrolyte of non-
aqueous system contains a concentration of electrochemically active species from 0.01 M 74 
to 2 M 79. 
The locus of the redox reaction is the electrode surface and this is why the selection of the 
right electrode plays an important role. The electrode requirements for all systems are, in 
general, high conductivity, good resistance towards the chemical environment, mechanical 
stability towards compression, and inexpensive costs. In Mez+/Me(z+1)+ systems, commonly 
carbon-felt materials are used because they do not undergo any redox reaction within the 
stability window of water 3. The surface of the electrode should be active towards the 
desired redox reactions and simultaneously inhibit unwanted side reaction such as the HER. 
 
2.6 REVIEW OF BATTERY CHEMISTRIES 
The development of novel chemistries for RFBs is a research area that attracts a tremendous 
amount of attention at the moment. Therefore, it is impossible to present a holistic 
compendium of all the (half-cell) chemistries investigated. The present chapter should be 
seen as  complimentary to recently published reviews on the topic of chemistries for 
RFBs 7,47–52. In this selection, chemistries that target the capital costs of RFBs are focused on, 
which is currently the main inhibitor for their wide-spread application. Avenues to achieve 
these cost-savings are: high capacity chemistries that allow for a reduction in footprint of the 
battery, high power chemistries that allow for a reduction in size of the cells and, therefore, 
reduce the footprint and costly materials such as membranes and low-cost molecules.  
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2.6.1 HIGH ENERGY DENSITY ALL-VANADIUM RFBS 
2.6.1.1 VRFBS WITH INCREASED CONCENTRATION 
As described, for VRFBs, V2+ and V3+ species in the negative half-cell precipitate below 10°C 
while VO2+ precipitates as V2O5 above 40°C in the positive half-cell which allows a maximum 
vanadium concentration of 2 M in the sulphuric acid electrolyte and limits the energy density 
to 25 Wh kg-1 103. Reformulation of the electrolyte is a possible way to access higher 
vanadium concentrations and increase energy density. Indeed, Li et al. demonstrated use of 
a mixed sulphate and chloride electrolyte that allowed a 2.5 M concentration of vanadium to 
be achieved 104. This represented about a 70% increase in energy density relative to current 
sulphate-only systems. It was found that vanadium in all four oxidation states was stable in a 
solution of 2.5 M SO42- and 6 M Cl- from -5 to 40°C, and a subsequent study demonstrated 
the stability of VO2+ in solution at 50°C. The mixed electrolyte could, therefore, provide an 
extended operational temperature range of -5 to 50°C, compared to the 10 to 40°C 
temperature window that is allowable for VRFBs that use a supporting electrolyte of 
sulphuric acid only. The enhanced stability of V(V) is attributed to the formation of soluble, 
neutral vanadium-containing complexes of formula VO2Cl(H2O)2 as the temperature 
approaches 20°C 104. This was evidenced by use of the Amsterdam Density Functional 
program and by 51V and 35Cl nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) analysis. 
Quantum calculations also indicates that in sulphate solution, V(V) exists as [VO2(H2O)3]+ 
which is converted to insoluble V2O5-3H2O at elevated temperatures. The solubility and 
stability of V3+ and VO2+ is also thought to be increased by the lower sulphate concentration 
of the mixed electrolyte relative to standard sulphate concentrations for VRFBs. When a 
2.5 M vanadium solution in the mixed sulphate-chloride electrolyte was tested in a RFB cell, 
a stable performance with 87% energy efficiency over 20 days was achieved. Energy 
densities of >36 Wh L-1 were demonstrated for 2.5 M vanadium solutions in mixed 
electrolyte compared to around 22 Wh L-1 for 1.6 M vanadium solutions in 4.5 M sulphate 
electrolyte 103,104. The formation of Cl2 gas during cycling is a concern but it has been 
reported that no significant gas evolution is observed. It is possible to show that k0 of the 
VO2+/VO2+ reaction in 1 M H3PO4 is up to 67 higher than in 1 M H2SO4, which is attributed to 
a different chemical coordination in the electrolytes 6. 
Electrolyte additives are also a possible measure that can be implemented to increase 
vanadium concentration and achieve higher energy densities for the VRFB. For instance, Roe 
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et al. recently investigated various stabilising additives for the purpose of preventing the 
thermal precipitation of VO2+ species 104,105 (Figure 5). Several inorganic additives were 
studied as it was noted that finding effective organic additives that had long-term stability 
was a challenge due to the high oxidising power of VO2+. Sodium pentapoly phosphate, 
K3PO4, H3PO4 and (NH4)2SO4 were thus screened as stabilisers for 3 M supersaturated VO2+ 
solutions. H3PO4 (1wt%) was found to be most effective at maintaining VO2+ concentration at 
30°C while a 1wt% H3PO4 + 2wt% ammonium sulphate formulation performed best at 50°C 
and was investigated further in cell cycling tests. Such stabilising behaviour could be 
attributed to the formation of V(V)-phosphate complexes and the increase in H+ 
concentration due to phosphoric acid addition causing thermal precipitation of V(V) as V2O5 
to become disfavoured. A 3 M VO2+ solution with 5 M total sulphate concentration and 
containing 1wt% H3PO4 + 2wt% ammonium sulphate demonstrated stable efficiencies over 
90 charge/discharge cycles with a slight decrease in cell capacity observed 105. No 
precipitation was evident during the experiments. A viable 3 M vanadium electrolyte could 
allow a 60% – 90% increase in energy density relative to the practical concentrations of 
1.6 M – 1.8 M that are currently used in VRFBs. 
A number of organic additives were proposed 106 and researchers found that amino acids 107, 
coulter dispersant 108, polyacrylic acid and its mixture with CH3SO3H 109 as well as fructose, 
mannitol, glucose, and D-sorbitol 110 and other 111 organic compounds could improve the 
temperature stability of the catholyte in the VRFB. However, Nguyen et al. studied the effect 
of additives glucose and ascorbic acid, and found that they only led to an apparently 
enhanced stability 111. They claimed that the catholyte with organic molecules was more 
stable because these molecules were oxidised by the VO2+ ions, thereby reducing the state 
of charge (SOC) of the VRFB. As precipitation occurred at high SOCs, when the catholyte was 
mostly present as VO2+ and these additives effectively diminished the concentration of VO2+, 
the time until precipitation occurred was prolonged.  
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(a)  
 
(b)  
Figure 5 Performance data of a VRFB employing 3 M vanadium in 5 M total sulphate 
electrolyte with 1wt% H3PO4 + 2wt% ammonium sulphate additives. (a) Coulombic, voltage 
and energy efficiencies vs. cycle number; (b) capacity vs. cycle number 105. 
 
2.6.1.2 VRFBS WITH INCREASED CELL VOLTAGE 
The energy density of a RFB is proportional to the cell voltage, but for aqueous electrolytes 
the voltage is limited by the electrochemical window of water. In light of this, Liu et al. 
investigated a non-aqueous electrolyte for application in RFBs 73. Vanadium (III) 
acetylacetonate (V(acac)3) was dissolved in acetonitrile with tetraethylammonium 
tetrafluoroborate (TEABF4) as the supporting electrolyte. The stability window for the system 
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was approximately 4 V (-2.5 V to 1.5 V vs. Ag/Ag+) and within this voltage range, the analysis 
of V(acac)3 by cyclic voltammetry (CV) showed peaks corresponding to V2+/V3+ and V3+/VO2+ 
redox couples. From the potentials of these reactions, a useful cell potential of 2.2 V for a 
RFB was calculated. The charge-discharge performance for a non-aqueous V2+/V3+-V3+/VO2+ 
system was tested in an H-type glass cell. The separation between charging voltage and 
discharging voltage was around 3 V and Coulombic efficiencies ηCE near 50% were obtained 
for a 0.01 M V(acac)3 solution. Nonetheless, the 4 V stability window of acetonitrile indicates 
the higher electrochemical window offered by non-aqueous solvents and it is noteworthy 
that both the V2+/V3+ and V3+/VO2+ redox couples revert to the same V3+ species upon 
discharge. This system saw further evaluation focusing on kinetics 112 (Figure 6), degradation 
mechanisms 113 and the influence of different solvents and supporting electrolytes 114,115. 
 
Figure 6 Cyclic voltammograms recorded at 0.5 V s-1 at a glassy carbon electrode in 0.5 M 
TEABF4 in CH3CN (dashed line) and 0.01 M V(acac)3 and 0.5 M TEABF4 in CH3CN (solid line) 
(measurements were taken at room temperature) 112. 
 
 A1 and C1: V(acac)3 + e
− ⇌ [V(acac)3]
−, ( 17 ) 
 A2 and C2: V(acac)3 ⇌ [V(acac)3]
+ + e−, ( 18 ) 
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RFBs that discharge to the same active species in both half-cells mitigate the issue of cross-
contamination of half-cells resulting from active species crossover. In a similar way, a non-
aqueous chromium acetylacetonate RFB was also investigated 116. A cell potential of 3.4 V 
was indicated for a one-electron disproportionation reaction of Cr(acac)3 in which CrIII(acac)3 
was oxidised to [CrIV(acac)3]+ and reduced to [CrII(acac)3]-. The charge-discharge performance 
in an H-type cell of 0.05 M Cr(acac)3 in acetonitrile with a 0.5 M TEABF4 supporting 
electrolyte was evaluated. The cycling between 0 to 50% of the theoretical SOC yielded ηCE 
of 53 - 58% and ηEE of 21 - 22%. A non-aqueous RFB utilising manganese acetylacetonate was 
also later investigated 74. A 1.1 V cell potential was indicated for a RFB based on 
MnIII(acac)3/[MnII(acac)3]- and MnIII(acac)3/[MnIV(acac)3]+ redox couples. A cell containing 
0.05 M Mn(acac)3 in 0.5 M TEABF4/acetonitrile supporting electrolyte showed a discharge 
plateau at around 0.3 V over ten cycles. An increase in ηCE from ∼74% to ∼97% was 
attributed to an unknown side reaction, while the ηEE remained at around 21% during 
cycling. 
 
2.6.1.3 VRFBS WITH NOVEL REACTOR DESIGN 
A co-laminar flow cell (CLFC) is a microfluidic device with a “membrane-less” design: 
achieving laminar flow in adjacent liquid streams allows two solutions to flow side by side 
with mixing occurring only by diffusion of active species between streams 117,118. The 
prevention of turbulent mixing thus allows the two electrolytes to flow side by side in a 
CLFC, with ionic conduction still permitted but no requirement for a membrane, thereby 
omitting a significant cost contribution 45 and source of overvoltage through membrane 
resistance. A high power density RFB that utilises vanadium chemistry was presented in the 
form of a CLFC by Goulet et al. 118. The high power density was mainly attributed to a novel 
in operando deposition method of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) that was applied to the flow-
through porous carbon paper electrodes of the CLFC. This involved suspending the CNTs 
directly in the electrolyte that was to be flowed through the cell. The deposition of CNTs 
enhanced the electrochemical active surface area by adhering to the carbon paper 
electrodes and forming a conducting nano-porous layer. Further, an improvement in mass 
transport was indicated which was attributed to both the deposition of material directly in 
the reactant flow path and a reduced average pore size of the electrodes. The power density 
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of the flow cell subjected to CNT deposition was 2 W cm-2 (a typical power density for a RFB 
cell is 0.1 W cm-2  41,118). CLFCs are classed as microfluidic electrochemical cells and as such, it 
is noted that the cell is limited in scale. However, the addition of CNTs directly to the redox 
electrolyte presents as a simple and inexpensive method that lead to an enhancement of 
both the surface area and mass transport properties of the electrodes. A real-time image of 
the CLFC discharging with colour changes indicating the different vanadium ion oxidation 
states and a schematic of the construction of the cell are shown in Figure 7. 
 
   
Figure 7 A co-laminar flow cell by Goulet et al. 118 (a) A real-time image of the CLFC 
discharging with colour changes indicating the different vanadium ion oxidation states; (b) a 
schematic of the construction of the cell (the flow-through cross-sectional area of the 
electrode is highlighted in red. 
A tubular vanadium redox flow cell was presented by Ressel et al. 119. This approach was 
chosen to enable reduced manufacturing costs and less shunt currents in a cell stack. The 
tubular cell was constructed from extruded current collectors and a welded tubular 
membrane, it was able to produce 70 mA cm-2 at a ηEE of 55%.  
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2.6.1.4 VANADIUM CHLORIDE/POLYHALIDE RFB 
In order to avoid the precipitation of V2O5 at high temperatures, a RFB which used a 
polyhalide solution in the catholyte and a vanadium(II)/vanadium(III) chloride redox couple 
in the anolyte was developed 120. The occurring reactions are 
 V2+  ⇌ V3+ +  e−                            𝑈0 = −0.25 V vs. SHE, ( 19 ) 
 ClBr2
− +  e− ⇌ 2Br− +  Cl−          𝑈0 = +1.04 V vs. SHE. ( 20 ) 
 
During the charging process, the bromide ions in the positive half-cell are oxidised to the 
polyhalide ion Br2Cl−; the reaction between Br2 and Cl− leads to the Br2Cl− ion, while Cl2 
dissolved in a Br− solution generates the Cl2Br− ion that has high oxidation potential. The 
application of those compounds in a vanadium chloride/polyhalide redox flow cell would 
lead to a cell potential of around 1.3 V. A CV was conducted on a graphite electrode and the 
authors claimed that the redox reaction of VCl3/VCl2 was reversible 120. A correction for the 
high surface area and porosity of the electrode, which could elucidate k0 3, was not 
performed.  A higher chloride ion concentration apparently shifts the peak potentials. In 
8.48 M Cl− supporting electrolyte, the anodic peak appears at a potential of −0.27 V vs. SHE 
(recalculated from SCE) and the corresponding cathodic peak at −0.33 V vs. SHE. Another 
advantage is that no hydrogen evolution is observed at potentials below the V(III) reduction 
peak which is favourable for the charging process in RFBs. A short-term cell test was 
conducted and the composition of the negative half-cell electrolyte was 1 M VCl3 in 1.5 M 
HCl, while that of the positive half-cell electrolyte was 1 M NaBr in 1.5 M HCl. The ηCE and ηVE 
values were calculated as 83% and 80%, respectively. The long-term experiments to 
investigate the crossover across the membrane of electrolyte and the stability tests of the 
bromine–polyhalide mixture have to be conducted. 
 
2.6.2 BROMINE-POLYSULPHIDE RFB 
The bromine-polysulphide RFB was patented in 1984 38. Upon charge bromide ions are 
oxidised to bromine at the positive electrode which are complexed as the tribromide ion Br3- 
in solution, and the S42- anion is reduced to S22- at the negative electrode. Upon discharge 
the reverse occurs, with S22- anions oxidised to the polysulphide anion S42- at the anode and 
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bromine reduced to bromide ions at the cathode. The catholyte and anolyte originally 
reported were an aqueous 1 M NaBr solution saturated with bromine and a 2 M Na2S 
solution, the optimal pH for the electrolytes being neutral or slightly basic pH, while a cation 
exchange membrane separated the half-cells to allow the transfer of Na+ ions between the 
electrodes to complete the circuit 38. The open circuit voltage of the system is around 
1.5 V 50. 
Anolyte: 
 S4
2− + 2 e− ⇌ 2 S2
2−            𝑈0 =  −0.265 V vs. SHE. ( 21 ) 
Catholyte: 
 3 Br− ⇌  Br3
− + 2 e−          𝑈0 =  +1.09 V vs. SHE. ( 22 ) 
 
The bromine-polysulphide RFB was investigated extensively by Regenesys Technologies Ltd. 
in the 1990s and early 2000s, leading to the production of three scales of bromine-
polysulphide modules with 5 kW, 20 kW and 100 kW power output and a 1 MW pilot scale 
facility that was built at Aberthaw Power Station near Cardiff, United Kingdom 121. Interest in 
the system culminated in the construction of a 15 MW/120 MWh demonstration plant at 
Little Barford power station, also in the United Kingdom. However, the plant was never fully 
commissioned and the funding for the technology was later withdrawn 122. Problems 
encountered with the bromine-polysulphide system include cross-contamination of 
electrolyte solutions due to membrane inefficiency, possible deposition of sulphur species in 
the membrane, as well as concern over the formation of H2S and Br2 gases 50. 
 
2.6.3 ZINC/POLYIODIDE HYBRID RFB 
On the subject of higher energy density RFBs, Li et al. presented a zinc/polyiodide hybrid 
flow battery 123. The aqueous electrolyte, a ZnI2 solution in both compartments, was 
ambipolar; both the cationic and anionic ions were redox active which eliminated the need 
for counter ions. Further, the Zn2+ species also functioned as a charge carrier so a supporting 
electrolyte was not needed. Upon charge, zinc is deposited at the anode and polyiodide ions 
are formed in solution at the cathode while the reverse reactions occur upon discharge. 
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Anolyte: 
 Zn ⇌  Zn2+ + 2 e−          𝑈0 =  +0.76 V vs. SHE. (23) 
Catholyte: 
 I3
− + 2 e− ⇌  3 I−           𝑈0 =  +0.54 V vs. SHE. (24) 
 
A high ηCE of 99% was demonstrated in charge/discharge cycling using concentrations of ZnI2 
from 0.5 M to 3.5 M. Over 40 cycles, a 3.5 M ZnI2 electrolyte showed no obvious efficiency or 
capacity decay. While ηEE was shown to decrease with higher ZnI2 concentrations due to the 
increasing electrolyte resistance, a 5 M ZnI2 solution reached an energy density of 167 Wh L-1 
based upon the discharge energy density which approached the energy density of some LIBs. 
An electrolyte stability window of −20 to 50°C was reported. However, as discussed in a 
previous section for the zinc-bromine RFB, an issue with the operation of the Zn/Zn2+ redox 
couple was the formation of dendrites when zinc was deposited at the anode during 
charging which was observed in the zinc-polyiodide flow battery.   
 
2.6.4 SEMI-SOLID LITHIUM SLURRY RFBS 
Optimisation of the VRFB remains a compelling topic, but alternative RFB chemistries also 
garner attention in the pursuit of improved energy densities. For instance, concepts of LIBs 
are naturally carrying over into flow battery research. As well as the increased cell voltages 
allowed by the use of a non-aqueous electrolyte, LIB operation involves ionic transport 
within solid electrodes which allows greater storage of active species and higher energy 
densities. As such, a semi-solid flow cell utilising Li-ion chemistry and slurries of suspended 
electrode material was presented by Duduta et al. 66. The electrolytes were semi-solid 
suspensions containing a nanoscale conducting carbon network that was formed by Ketjen 
black in alkyl carbonate/LiPF6 solution, with micrometre-scale particles of electrode material 
(e.g. LiCoO2) distributed throughout the network. The flowable suspensions that were 
demonstrated had up to 12 M active material concentration. A full-cell test using 
intermittent flow mode in which a single volume of the semi-solid suspensions was pumped 
into the cell, discharged and later displaced by a new volume gave a first demonstration of a 
fully operational semi-solid flow cell. Suspensions containing LiCoO2 were utilised at the 
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cathode (20 vol% (10.2 M), 1.5% Ketjen black) and suspensions containing Li4Ti5O12 were 
active at the anode (10 vol% (2.3 M), 2% Ketjen black), both in 1 M LiPF6 in dimethyl 
carbonate. A ηCE of 73% and 80% was achieved in the first and second cycles. A calculated 
theoretical energy density for a semi-solid system utilising LiCoO2 and Li4Ti5O12 with 40vol% 
solid in each suspension at an average discharge voltage of 2.35 V was 397 Wh L-1. More 
generally, it was estimated that optimised semi-solid flow cells utilising lithium intercalation 
compounds could have energy densities of 300 to 500 Wh L-1. However, higher viscosity 
electrolytes are associated with increased parasitic energy losses, owing to the additional 
energy that is required to pump the electrolyte. 
 
2.6.5 REDOX ACTIVE POLYMERS FOR RFBS 
The use of organic molecules or polymers as the active materials in RFBs are also gaining 
prominence in RFB research as such species can be synthesised from inexpensive organic 
raw materials. An all-polymer RFB utilising a polymer bearing the TEMPO moiety at the 
cathode and a viologen-based polymer at the anode was presented by Janoschka et al. 97. 
The TEMPO unit (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl) is a heterocyclic, stable radical 
nitroxide molecule that can be oxidised to an oxammonium cation, while viologens are 
dicationic 4,4’-bipyridine derivatives that can be reduced to monocationic radicals. Both 
polymers also contain quaternary ammonium units to aid solubility. A study of the redox 
properties of the polymers by CV indicated the TEMPO-containing polymer underwent 
oxidation to TEMPO+ at 0.7 V vs. Ag/AgCl while the viologen polymer underwent a reduction 
at around −0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl which corresponded to the formation of a monovalent radical 
Viol+• species. The electrolyte for the all-polymer battery was an aqueous sodium chloride 
solution and a low-cost cellulose-based dialysis membrane was used to prevent crossover of 
the polymeric species but allow the movement of ions between half-cells. Figure 8 shows a 
schematic representation of the polymer-based RFB and the fundamental electrode 
reactions of the TEMPO and viologen radicals.  
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Figure 8 Schematic representation of the polymer-based RFB and the fundamental electrode 
reactions of the TEMPO and viologen radicals 97 (a) Polymer-based RFB, consisting of an 
electrochemical cell and two electrolyte reservoirs (A semipermeable size-exclusion 
membrane separates the anolyte and catholyte.); (b) the fundamental electrode reactions of 
the TEMPO and viologen radicals. 
The open-circuit voltage in cell testing was 1.1 V and energy densities of around 10 Wh L-1 
are reported for the polymer solutions. After 10 000 cycles, 80% of the initial capacity was 
retained in a static, unpumped cell. A faster capacity fade was observed in a pumped cell, 
thought to be attributable to oxidation of the viologen radical species by oxygen entering 
the electrolyte. The cytotoxicity of the redox-active polymers was also tested and compared 
with the cytotoxicity of VCl3, VOSO4 and two other cationic polymers, poly(L-lysine) and 
branched poly(ethylene imine), materials chosen because of their wide use. The TEMPO 
polymer showed less toxicity than the viologen polymer, while both polymers were less 
cytotoxic than poly(L-lysine), poly(ethylene imine) and the vanadium salts. 
The use of size-exclusion membranes that prevent polymeric active species from crossing 
into the adjacent electrode compartment instead of more costly Nafion ion exchange 
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membranes illustrates a promising aspect of RFBs that utilise polymers. However, as the 
concentration or the molecular weight of a dissolved polymer increases, so too does the 
viscosity of a polymer solution. While for any RFB, a higher concentration of active species 
leads to a greater energy density, increasing the concentration of a polymer solution may be 
problematic as viscous solutions increase the energy cost of pumping the electrolytes. Thus, 
the advantage of the use of a size-exclusion membrane in a polymer RFB could be 
counterbalanced by the viscosity that is intrinsic to polymer solutions. 
The use of TEMPO and viologen as small organic molecules in a RFB is an alternative to 
TEMPO and viologen-based polymers. For instance, a RFB that used aqueous solutions of 
TEMPTMA (N,N,N-2,2,6,6-heptamethylpiperidinyl oxy-4-ammonium chloride) (a TEMPO 
derivative) and methyl-viologen (N,N’-dimethyl-4,4-bipyridinium dichloride) had an energy 
density of 38 Wh L-1 for a theoretical cell voltage of 1.4 V and excellent capacity retention 
over 100 cycles 124. 
Winsberg et al. presented a polymer-based RFB that utilised two polymers bearing the 
boron-dipyrromethene (BODIPY) unit 125 in propylene carbonate as solvent. CV of the 
monomer containing the BODIPY group showed two redox reactions at −1.51 V vs. AgNO3/Ag 
and 0.69 V vs. AgNO3/Ag which corresponded to reduction of the monomer to BODIPY- and 
oxidation to BODIPY+ respectively. The BODIPY monomer was copolymerised with either 
TASt ((vinylbenzyl)trimethylammonium perchlorate) or TEGSt ((vinyl-benzyl)-triethylene 
glycol monomethyl ether) to generate two different polymers that could be used as the 
anolyte and catholyte in cell testing. Two static cell tests were performed (Figure 9). One 
employed poly(BODIPY-co-TEGSt) as anolyte with a further polymer that bore the TEMPO 
group used as the catholyte (poly(TEMPO-co-PEGMA). The second cell utilised poly(BODIPY-
co-TASt) and poly(BODIPY-co-TEGSt) as the catholyte and anolyte respectively. A size-
exclusion membrane separated the half-cells and a solution of 0.5 M tetrabutylammonium 
perchlorate (Bu4NClO4) in propylene carbonate was used as the supporting electrolyte. The 
TEMPO/BODIPY battery outperformed the all-BODIPY battery, with an average discharging 
voltage of 1.82 V and a ηVE and ηEE of 89% and 88% respectively. A ηCE of 99% was achieved 
over 100 cycles, with 70% of the initial discharge capacity preserved. The all-BODIPY system 
had a charging plateau at 2.06 V while the mean discharge voltage was 1.28 V leading to a 
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ηVE and ηEE of 62% and 55% respectively, with ηCE reaching 89%. The energy density of the 
electrolyte was 0.5 Wh L-1 for both polymer RFBs. 
 
Figure 9 Performance data of a polymer-based RFB presented by Winsberg et al. 125 
(a) Representative charge/discharge curves of an all-organic polymer RFB using poly(TEMPO-
co-PEGMA)and poly(BODIPY-co-TEGSt) operating in the range of 1.4 V and 2.15 V, showing 
cycles 3 to 5; (b) long-term battery cycling at a constant current of 0.25 mA (an electrolyte of 
propylene carbonate with 0.5 M Bu4NClO4 was used). 
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2.6.6 POLYOXOMETALATE RFB 
Pratt et al. presented a flow battery containing vanadium- and tungsten-polyoxometalates 
(POMs), in which the POMs underwent multi-electron reactions 126,127. POMs are suitable for 
electrochemical energy storage applications because they are often stable over a wide range 
of temperatures, exhibit multi-electron transfer with high kinetics 128. Also, oxidation or 
reduction of POMs is usually accompanied by proton or cation transfer, a mechanism that 
avoids the generation of highly charged radicals 129. In the publication by Pratt et al., two 
three-electron POM redox couples ([SiV(V)3W(VI)9O40]7- / [SiV(IV)3W(VI)9O40]10- and 
[SiV(IV)3W(VI)9O40]10- / [SiV(IV)3W(V)3W(VI)6O40]13-) were investigated for application as 
electrolyte in aqueous or non-aqueous media for RFBs.  
The ηCE in aqueous solution was greater than 95% with a low capacity loss observed during 
more than 100 charge-discharge cycles and no decomposition of the molecule was 
reported 126. The POM also dissolved in a non-aqueous electrolyte (0.5 M TBAOTf in 
propylene carbonate) and the non-aqueous system had a higher operating voltage (1.1 V, 
0.3 V higher than the aqueous system) but a drop of ηCE (initially 87%, after ten cycles 
dropped by half) occurred. With a concentration of 20 mM POM and 0.5 M H2SO4, the 
observed current densities were one order of magnitude lower than in conventional RFBs. A 
reasonable approach to increase the current would be to enhance the POM concentration. 
The stability and costs were not reported. In the paper, the dimerization and eventual 
deposition of POMs containing W-ions at negative potentials was not discussed 126. Keita and 
Nadjo reported that at negative potentials (approx. 1 V vs. SHE) in acidic solutions, POMs will 
modify the electrode surface 130. The deposited material is usually a catalyst for the HER, 
thereby reducing the stability window of the electrolyte 131. For [SiW12O40]4-, the precursor 
for the redox active material used in Ref. 126, electrode coverages of 33 to 120 monolayers 
are reported 130.  
A potential candidate for a POM catholyte was reported: [MnII3SiW9O34]7-  128,132. While this 
molecule was able to transfer six electrons at high potentials, by oxidising three Mn(II) to 
Mn(IV), the POM adsorbed on the electrode and was too difficult to synthesise to make 
upscaling reasonable.  
Another symmetric POM RFB was presented by Liu et al. 133. They employed H6[CoW12O40] in 
both anolyte and catholyte of an aqueous battery. The reactions for the anolyte were two 
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two-electron waves at −0.04 V vs. SHE and −0.16 V vs. SHE (in 1 M H2SO4, recalculated form 
the SCE) 134. As catholyte, the single one-electron redox reaction of the Co(II)-heteroatom at 
1.1 V vs. SHE was used. The POM was exceptionally soluble, up to 0.8 M, and 14 Ah L-1 were 
reached as capacity. However, for that result four times more catholyte volume than anolyte 
volumes were used (and above volumetric capacity is given for the anolyte) which was 
necessitated by the imbalance in charge transfer reactions at low and high potentials.  
 
2.6.7 METAL-FREE ORGANIC-INORGANIC AQUEOUS RFBS BASED ON ANTHRAQUINONES 
A RFB with quinones as aromatic redox-active organic molecules instead of redox-active 
metals was developed with the main objective to reduce capital costs 135. The molecule used 
in the anolyte was 9,10-anthraquinone-2,7-disulphonic acid (AQDS) dissolved in 1 M H2SO4 
(Figure 10). According to the authors, AQDS can be synthesized from cheap, conventional 
educts.  
 
Figure 10 Chemical structure of 9,10-anthraquinone-2,7-disulphonic acid. 
In the positive half-cell, the redox couple was Br2/Br- complementing the 
quinone/hydroquinone redox couple in the anolyte. For this type of battery, a tremendous 
power density of 1 W cm-2 was reported  at a relatively low cell voltage of 0.86 V 136,137. The 
storage capacity retention reached was more than 99% per cycle (99.90% per cycle over 40 
cycles). These losses are thought to originate from the leakage of the anolyte, crossover of 
bromide, and destruction of redox species 138.  
The theoretical capacity of 35 Wh L-1 cannot be reached in the cell; only 23 Wh L-1 could be 
realized. A possible explanation was provided by Carney et al., who found intermolecular 
dimerization of AQDS at concentrations greater than 10 mM 139 . This behaviour is pH 
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dependent and might reduce the electrons that can be carried per AQDS molecule from two 
to one and a half in acidic media. 
A further advantage is that the chemical and electrochemical properties of the AQDS 
molecules can be engineered by adding functional groups. Addition of a hydroxyl group 
reduces the standard potential of the redox reaction, thereby increasing the open circuit 
potential UOCV. A CV of 1 mM solution of AQDS in 1 M sulphuric acid on a glassy carbon disk 
working electrode was conducted and a fast reversible two-electron two-proton redox 
reaction occurred. The peak separation was 34 mV and correspond to a two-electron 
process. The kinetic reaction rate constant k0 was calculated to 7.25 10-3 cm s-1 which was 
greater than that found for other components used for RFBs such as V3+/V2+ (compare Table 
1).  
The main advantages of the AQDS/Br system are low electrolyte costs and fast kinetics. The 
crossover of bromine into the negative half-cell could affect the lifetime and the stability of 
the organic compound should be investigated. The array of π-aromatic redox-active organic 
compounds constitutes a new opportunity for low-cost large-scale energy storage.  
Another cell chemistry employing quinones is the 2,6-dihydroxyanthraquinone 
(DHAQ)/Fe(CN)6 system in alkaline media 140. At pH 14, the Fe(CN)63-/ Fe(CN)64- avoids the 
use of the problematic Br2/HBr employed in the acidic quinone chemistry 135, and the cell 
reaches a higher cell voltage of 1.2 V. The modest solubility of both DHAQ and Fe(CN)6, 
however, limits the theoretical energy density to 9.2 Wh L-1, of which 74% have been shown 
experimentally 140.  
 
2.6.8 A RFB WITH AN ALLOXAZINE-BASED ORGANIC ELECTROLYTE 
In this work an aqueous RFB utilizing an organic redox compound was reported. As 
electrochemically active molecule alloxazine, which was a tautomer of the isoalloxazine 
backbone of vitamin B2 was used 141.  It could be obtained by a single-step coupling of o-
phenylenediamine derivatives and alloxan with a yield of 95% at room temperature. The 
synthesis route was inspired by nature and the educts were reported to be inexpensive. 
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Figure 11 Alloxazine 7/8-carboxylic acid (ACA). 
The alloxazine was functionalized with acarboxylic acid group (alloxazine 7/8-carboxylic acid 
(ACA), see Figure 11) to increase its solubility in aqueous solution. ACA was investigated by 
CV and the standard potential was −0.62 V vs. SHE. The rate constant was calculated from 
rotating-disc electrode measurement and determined to be k0 = 1.2 ± 0.2 10−5 cm s-1, which 
was an order of magnitude higher than that of the reactions of the VRFB 3. The full-cell test 
was conducted using 0.5 M ACA (1.5 mmol) as the negative electrolyte and 0.4 M 
ferrocyanide (4.5 mmol) + 40 mM ferricyanide (0.46 mmol) as the positive electrolyte. Both 
solutions were adjusted to pH 14 by KOH. An excess concentration of the positive electrolyte 
was used to determine the electrochemical stability of the negative electrolyte. The resulting 
alkaline aqueous RFB exhibited an OCV of 1.2 V and ηCE and capacity retention reaching 
99.7% and 99.98% per cycle, respectively. The alloxazine redox centre demonstrated a high 
electrochemical and chemical stability and a high solubility. It was shown in theoretical 
studies that structural modification such as adding electron-donating groups to the 
alloxazine could increase the battery voltage. This aza-aromatic molecule undergoes 
reversible redox reaction in aqueous electrolyte and constitutes a class of radical-free redox-
active compounds for application in RFBs with high power density and low costs.  
 
2.6.9 TEMPO-BASED CATHOLYTE FOR NON-AQUEOUS RFBS 
Although only a catholyte was presented, due to its potential it was included in this review. 
A lithium hybrid flow battery containing TEMPO, a stable, heterocyclic nitroxide radical, as 
the organic active material was developed 79. Figure 12 shows the redox reactions taking 
place in anolyte and catholyte. CVs were conducted in an electrolyte of 0.005 M TEMPO and 
1.0 M LiPF6 dissolved in EC/PC/EMC (4:1:5 by weight) and clear redox peaks in the potential 
range of 2.5 - 4.0 V of TEMPO were obtained. The peak separation of 61 mV at 10 mV s-1 
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corresponds to a one-electron-transfer between the nitroxide radical and the oxoammonium 
cation. 
 
Figure 12 Redox reactions in the negative and positive electrolyte during charge and 
discharge in a hybrid TEMPO-Li RFB 79. 
The electrochemical performance was tested in a non-aqueous hybrid RFB with a 
polyethylene-based porous separator. The anode was a hybrid anode consisting of lithium 
foil and graphite felt, and as cathode, a graphite felt was used. Both electrodes were 
compressed by 15%. An additive, fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC), was added to protect the 
Li anode. TEMPO was dissolved in a solution containing EC/PC/EMC (weight ratio of 4:1:5) 
and LiPF6 as supporting electrolyte. The TEMPO based electrolyte was static within the 
anode compartment and was not flowed, whereas in the cathode compartment the 
electrolyte was circulated through the graphite felt at a flow rate of 50 mL min-1. 
Galvanostatic charge/discharge cycling with various concentrations of TEMPO (0.8/1.2 M, 
1.5/1.8 M, and 2.0/2.3 M) were conducted. Charge and discharge experiments were 
conducted and 100 cycles were obtained with a ηCE of 99%, a ηVE of 87% and a ηEE of 86%, 
and an average capacity retention of 99.8% per cycle were achieved. Due to high viscosities 
of the electrolytes, the flow cells were cycled at current densities of 2.5 mA cm-2 at 1.5 M 
and 1.0 mA cm-2 at 2.0 M.  
The theoretical energy density of the system with 2.0 M TEMPO is 126 Wh L-1 and is much 
higher than that for a conventional VRFB. Due to the high energy density and overall voltage 
of 3.5 V, TEMPO is a promising candidate for flow batteries. 
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2.7 OVERVIEW OF SOME REDOX REACTIONS OF IMPORTANCE FOR RFBS 
The overview of some redox reactions of importance for RFBs is shown in Table 3. If 
approximate realised energy density is given, the energy content is calculated from the given 
publication. Chemistries not demonstrated in flow batteries were usually tested in a 
stationary cell configuration.
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Table 3 Overview of redox reactions of importance for RFBs. 
Redox couples U0 vs. SHE Medium k0 / cm s-1 Concentration n Energy content 
realised 
Ref. 
Br-/Br2 1.09 V Aqueous   2 3 MWh 40,142 
Zn/Zn2+ -0.76 V Aqueous -  2 
Fe2+/Fe3+  0.77 V Aqueous 6 10-5 2 M  1 12 kWh in 1981 143,144 
 Cr2+/Cr3+ -0.41 Aqueous 2.2 10-5 2 M 1 
VO2+/VO2+ 1.0 V Aqueous 10-6 1.6 – 2M 1 800 MWh 
contract signed 
in 2016 
3,145 
V2+/V3+ -0.25 V Aqueous 10-6 1.6 – 2M 1 
Br3-/Br- +1.09 V Aqueous 4 10-5  1 M NaBr saturated 
with Br 
2 120 MWh in 
2002 
50,146,147 
S42-/S22- -0.265 V Aqueous 3 10-6  2 M Na2S 2 
I3-/I- +0.54 V Aqueous - 5.0 M ZnI2 2 Approx. 0.01 
Wh in 2015 
123 
Zn/Zn2+ -0.76 V Aqueous - 5.0 M ZnI2 2 
Ce3+/Ce4+ +1.28 to +1.72 V Aqueous - 0.2 M Ce(III) methane 
sulfonate 
1 Approx. 3 Wh in 
2011 
148 
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(0.5 M methane 
sulfonic acid) 
Zn/Zn2+ -0.76 V Aqueous - 1.5 M zinc methane 
sulfonate 
(0.5 M methane 
sulfonic acid) 
2 
Mn2+/Mn3+ +1.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl Aqueous - 1 M MnSO4 + 1.5 M 
TiOSO4 (3 M H2SO4) 
1 Approx. 20 Wh 
in 2015 
 
149 
Ti3+/TiO22+ ∼-0.09 V vs. Ag/AgCl Aqueous - 1 M MnSO4 + 1.5 M 
TiOSO4 (3 M H2SO4) 
1 
Fe2+/Fe3+ +0.77 V Aqueous 6 10-5 1 M FeCl2 + 0.5 M 
CdSO4 (3 M HCl) 
 No flow cell 
demonstrated. 
 
150 
Cd/Cd2+ -0.40 V Aqueous - 1 M FeCl2 + 0.5 M 
CdSO4 (3 M HCl) 
2 
NiOOH/Ni(OH)2 0.490 V Aqueous - 1 M ZnO (10 M KOH) 2 Approx. 0.3Wh 
in 2007 
151 
Zn/Zn(OH)42- -1.215 V - 1 M ZnO (10 M KOH) 2 
VIII(acac)3/[VIV(acac)3]+ +0.45 V vs. Ag/Ag+ Non-
aqueous 
1. 3 10-4 0.01 M  1 No flow cell 
demonstrated. 
73,112 
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VIII(acac)3/[VII(acac)3]- -1.8 V vs. Ag/Ag+ Non-
aqueous 
- (0.5 M TEABF4 
/acetonitrile) 
1 
RuIII(acac)3/[RuIV(acac)3]+ +1.0 V vs. SCE Non-
aqueous 
3.4 10-3 
 
0.1 M (0.5 M TEABF4/ 
acetonitrile) 
1 Approx 0.2 Wh 
in 2011 
152,153 
RuIII(acac)3/[RuII(acac)3]- -0.85 V vs. SCE Non-
aqueous 
1 
MnIII(acac)3/[MnIV(acac)3]+ +0.7 V vs. Ag/Ag+ Non-
aqueous 
- 0.05 M (0.5 M 
TEABF4/acetonitrile) 
1 No flow cell 
demonstrated. 
74 
MnIII(acac)3/[MnII(acac)3]- -0.4 V vs. Ag/Ag+ Non-
aqueous 
- 1 
CrIII(acac)3/[CrIV(acac)3]+ +1.2 V vs. Ag/Ag+ Non-
aqueous 
- 0.05 M (0.5 M 
TEABF4/acetonitrile) 
1 No flow cell 
demonstrated. 
112 
CrIII(acac)3/[CrII(acac)3]-/ -2.2 vs. Ag/Ag+ Non-
aqueous 
- 1 
[RuII(bpy)3]2+/[RuIII(bpy)3]3+ +1.0 V vs. Ag/Ag+ Non-
aqueous 
- 0.02 M (0.1 M 
Et4NBF4/acetonitrile) 
1 n.a. 75 
[RuII(bpy)3]2+/[RuI(bpy)3]+ -1.6 V vs. Ag/Ag+ Non-
aqueous 
 1 
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[V(mnt)3]2-/[V(mnt)]- 0.856 V Non-
aqueous 
- 0.02 M (0.1 M 
TBAPF6/acetonitrile) 
1 No flow cell 
demonstrated. 
154 
[V(mnt)3]2-/[V(mnt)3]3- -0.227 V Non-
aqueous 
- 1 
Fc/Fc+ (Fc = ferrocene) 0.041 V vs. Ag/Ag+ Non-
aqueous 
- 0.01 M (1 M 
TEAPF6/acetonitrile) 
1 Approx. 0.3 
mWh 
155 
Cc/Cc+  
(Cc = cobaltocene) 
-1.290 V vs. Ag/Ag+ Non-
aqueous 
- 1 
CoII(acacen)/ 
[CoI(acacen)]- 
-0.2 V vs. Ag/Ag+ Non-
aqueous 
- 0.01 M (0.1 M 
TEAPF6/acetonitrile) 
1 No flow cell 
demonstrated. 
156 
CoII(acacen)/ 
[CoIII(acacen)]+ 
-2.2 V vs Ag/Ag+ Non-
aqueous 
- 1 
QCl4/QH2Cl4 
(QCl4 = Tetrachloro-p-
benzoquinone) 
 
0.71 V 
 
Aqueous 
-  
0.5 M CdSO4 
(1 M (NH4)2SO4 + 
0.5 M H2SO4) 
 
2 
Approx. 0.2 Wh 157 
Cd/Cd2+ -0.402 Aqueous - 2 
BQDS/H2BQDS 
(BQDS = 1,2-benzoquinone-
3,5-disulfonic acid) 
 
0.85 V 
 
Aqueous 
 
1.55 10-4 
0.2 M  
(1 M H2SO4) 
2 Approx. 0.1 Wh  
 
158 
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AQS/H2AQS 
(AQS = anthraquinone-2-
sulfonic acid) 
 
0.09 V 
 
2.25 10-4 
0.2 M  
(1 M H2SO4) 
2 
TEMPO/TEMPO+ 
 
0.30 V vs. Ag Non-
aqueous 
- 0.1 M 
(1 M NaClO4 
/acetonitrile) 
1 < 1mWh 76 
 
N-methylphthalimide/  
N-methylphthalimide-• 
-1.30 V vs. Ag Non-
aqueous 
- 0.1 M 
(1 M NaClO4 
/acetonitrile) 
1 
TEMPTMA/ 
TEMPTMA+ 
0.79 vs. AgCl/Ag Aqueous 4.2 10-3 2 M  
(in NaCl) 
1 Approx. 0.6 Wh 124 
Methyl Viol2+/ 
Methyl Viol+• 
-0.63 V vs. AgCl/Ag 3.3 10-3 1 
Polythiophene/ 
Polythiophene+ 
 
+0.5 V vs. Ag/Ag+ Non-
aqueous 
- Suspension of 
polythiophene (0.1 eq. 
L-1 of thiophene 
repeating units) 
(1 M TEABF4 
/propylene carbonate) 
1 Approx. 1.5 
mWh 
159 
Polythiophene/ 
Polythiophene- 
-2.0 V vs. Ag/Ag+ 
 
Non-
aqueous 
- 1 
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TEMPO/TEMPO+ +0.7 V vs. Ag/AgCl Aqueous (4.5 ± 0.1) 10-4 polymer solutions 
(2 M NaCl) 
1 Approx. 80mWh 97 
Viol2+/Viol+• ∼-0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl (9 ± 2) 10-5 1 
Poly(BODIPY)/ 
Poly(BODIPY)+ 
0.69 V vs. AgNO3/Ag Non-
aqueous 
- polymer solution (0.5 
M Bu4NClO4/ 
propylene carbonate) 
1 Approx. 0.006 
mWh 
125 
Poly(BODIPY)/ 
Poly(BODIPY)- 
-1.51 V vs. AgNO3/Ag Non-
aqueous 
- 1 
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2.8 CONCLUSIONS: WHAT WOULD BE THE IDEAL RFB? 
The primary properties of the ideal RFB chemistry are high energy and power density, long-
time stability and low capital costs. Secondary features are high efficiencies and safety, and 
low toxicity of the chemistries. However, the detail in these secondary features will not be 
discussed, because efficiencies are very much related to the issues power density and 
stability, and the ideal toxicity level is easily assessed: the ideal RFB chemistry is not harmful 
to the health of humans or the environment, such as claimed by the nanoFlowcell Holdings 
Ltd. for their undisclosed nanoFlowcell technology 160, which, due to its unverified claims, is 
regarded very sceptically by the scientific community. 
Energy density: The (volumetric) energy density E for a RFB is given by the combination of 
equations ( 3 ) and ( 6 ). There are three parameters that can be adjusted to increase E: the 
number of electrons transferred per molecule n, the concentration c, and the cell voltage 
∆𝑈. For most molecules discussed in this chapter, n = 1, with some exceptions such as the 
AQDS and Br2/Br- systems which transfer n = 2 electrons 50,135,146 and POM systems with 
n ≥ 3 126,133. In the latter case, this property is achieved only by employing heavy molecules 
(molar mass larger than 2000 g mol-1). Due to the high solubility of POMs, this can increase 
the volumetric energy density, but hardly the gravimetric energy density. Highly charged 
species are often not stable, and therefore, multi-electron transfer is usually accompanied 
by proton transfer 128,129,161. While this prevents the formation of radicals, balancing of 
protons adds an additional challenge to the system, if it does not operate at very low pH. As 
shown in section 3.4, the question of maximum cell voltage ∆𝑈 is intricately connected to 
the question of aqueous or non-aqueous chemistry. While the limit of ∆𝑈 in water is roughly 
1.6 V, this value can be significantly higher in organic electrolytes. However, as the use of 
non-aqueous electrolytes comes with a serious penalty in terms or costs and ease of 
operation, the cell voltage has to be increased at least to 3 V in order to warrant drastic 
step 162.  
Concentration c is probably the most freely adjustable parameter that determines the 
energy density. Employing slurries of lithium ion battery cathode materials concentrations as 
high as 12 M for the active material are reported 66. Classical RFBs such as the VRFB reach 
concentrations of 1 – 3 M, often with the use of stabilisers or in concentrated acids.  
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Looking at the discussion of the three parameters above, something like the expected value 
can be defined in terms of volumetric energy density for an aqueous RFB: This cell transfers 
one electron n = 1 per molecule, anolyte and catholyte are present as c = 2 M solutions, and 
the cell voltage takes the maximum advantage of the stability window of carbon electrodes 
in water, ∆𝑈 = 1.6 V. The result is a battery with energy density E ≈ 43 W L-1. Any RFB 
chemistry that features a higher volumetric energy content, while simultaneously satisfying 
the other constraints (power, cost, safety, efficiency), would be desirable.  
Power density: The power that can be drawn from a battery is limited by the overvoltage 
Rtotal I that has to be applied to reach a certain current I. This total resistance Rtotal, often 
given as area-specific resistance (ASR) of the power converter, comprises the single 
resistances Relec, Rmem, RCT, and Rmass as given in equation ( 7 ). Relec and Rmass are from the 
realm of power converter design and electrochemical engineering, and are, therefore, not 
discussed here 32,33,50,121. The membrane resistance Rmem is determined by the membrane 
used or separator, but that is pre-determined by the chemistry used, for instance, the 
resistance of many types of membranes decreases after soaking in VO2+ containing 
solution 90,163. Ideally, size-exclusion membranes 97 or fluorinated exchange membranes with 
high proton concentrations are used to keep Rmem low. In non-aqueous solvents or in neutral 
aqueous electrolytes, the membrane can have a significant contribution to the ASR. One 
major factor is the charge transfer resistance RCT that depends on the employed redox 
couple. The electron transfer constant k0 which determines RCT (see equation ( 8 )) spreads 
over more than three orders of magnitude for different redox couples used for RFBs (see 
Table 1). With c = 2 M L-1, n = 1 and k0 = 0.001 cm s-1, the RCT = 0.1 Ω·cm2 would contribute 
only minimally to the ASR for which an upper bound of 1.5  Ω·cm2 was given 162.  
Long-time capacity stability is an obvious criterion for an RFB. In terms of the chemistry, this 
can be subdivided into cycling stability and chemical stability. The former is diminished by 
side-reactions during charge and discharge, and cross-over through the membrane. Only the 
fraction of electrolyte volume in the power converter is subjected to it. The latter, chemical 
stability, concerns either individual oxidation states or redox molecules themselves. For 
most of these phenomena, mitigation strategies can be found. For example, in a VRFB, 
hydrogen evolution takes place 63, ion-specific cross-over through the membrane occurs 164, 
and V2+ is oxidized by O2. All these effects lead to an imbalance in the electrolyte, thus 
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anolyte and catholyte are not at the same SOC during battery operation. Re-mixing of the 
electrolytes or electrochemical rebalancing can be employed to mitigate this capacity 
loss 165. More problematic is chemical instability, if the employed redox shuttles react to 
form other species. This is because even if the temporal capacity fade, such as for the bis((3-
trimethylammonio)propyl)- ferrocene dichloride / bis(3-trimethylammonio)propyl viologen 
tetrachloride seems extremely low, at the reported 99.90%/d 166, the capacity has dropped 
to 70% of its initial value after one year.  
Degradation effects that do not stem from the electrolytes can be due to membrane 
fouling 167, bipolar plate corrosion, and electrode ageing 5,57. These are serious issues, but 
they could be remedied by replacing the cell stack which might be cheaper than replacing 
the electrolyte.  
The ideal RFB chemistry features high Coulombic efficiency, however, ion crossover and side 
reactions can be tolerated if the battery is symmetric as in the case of the VRFB, and viable 
rebalancing strategies exist. Chemical instability cannot be tolerated, as even smallest decay 
rates add up very quickly.  
The discussion of costs for a RFB is dominated by the goal set by the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) of the Department of Energy (DOE) of the United States to 
limit the capital cost to US$100 per kWh for widespread adoption 168,169. Since then, a 
number of cost calculations for RFBs have appeared 45,162,168, comparing the costs for the 
various components. For the VRFB, Zhang et al. found that the electrolyte and the 
membrane were the major cost contributors 45. However, it is also reasonable that when the 
main application of RFBs shifts from frequency regulation to grid storage, the ratio of power 
(kW) to energy content (kWh) will decrease, favouring longer storage times over power 
output. In that case, the contribution of the power converter will lose importance and the 
main cost factor will be the electrolyte. The cost for battery grade V2O5, a convenient 
benchmark, fluctuated a lot over the last decade, with maximum costs of US$28 kg-1 and 
minimum costs of  US$8 kg-1 170. Assuming a cost of US$21.13 kg-1 for vanadium, the capital 
cost price tag for a 1 MW/12 MWh VRFB battery was put at US$400 kWh-1 45. Acknowledging 
that even at a power to energy ratio of 1:12, this value greatly exceeds the DOE’s target. 
There are two conceivable pathways for capital cost reduction:  
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First, it is considered that the vanadium employed does not degrade over the course of the 
battery’s lifetime. Therefore, it can be fully recuperated at end of operation, potentially with 
minimal purification necessary. The capital cost spent is, therefore, not lost but is merely an 
investment. With respect to recycling, the VRFB, and RFBs in general, have a clear advantage 
over LIBs in which the single components are more intimately entangled and cannot be 
separated easily.  
The second possibility is to replace vanadium as active element by cheaper molecules. 
Substitution of vanadium by organic molecules that only contain cheap elements 97,125,135 is 
envisioned, or by replacing it with cheaper metals such as iron and chromium 171 or 
manganese 149. Whatever the strategy, Darling et al. concluded that the active species 
should not cost more than US$5 kg-1 and the electrolyte not more than US$0.1 kg-1 (for 
aqueous systems) assuming a weight of not more than 150 g per mole of electrons 
stored 168. They further concluded that while the design space for non-aqueous systems 
seemed wider than for aqueous chemistries, the additional costs for the electrolyte (must 
not cost more than US$5 kg-1) imposed additional hurdles that needed to be taken by the 
chemistry such as ∆𝑈 > 3V and c > 4 M. Therefore, the conclusion is that the ideal system, in 
terms of cost, is either a combination of two aqueous redox couples that can be easily 
produced on large-scale and is cheaper than US$5 kg-1, or that there is rethinking regarding 
the VRFB system, with the electrolyte not seen as something that is spent after the battery’s 
operation, but as an investment that keeps its value, or might even increase in value during 
the operation of the battery.  
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CHAPTER 3. ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES 
 
3.1 CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY 
Cyclic voltammetry is a method to investigate the behaviour of an electrochemical system 
and to acquire qualitative and quantitative information about electrochemical reactions. For 
the first time in literature this technique was mentioned and described by Randles and 
Sevick in 1948 172. In this work CV was used to evaluate the suitability of POMs as 
electrolytes for RFBs to check their stability and to get semi-qualitative insights about the 
electrode-electrolyte system. Furthermore, the vanadium redox reactions were investigated 
by CV in various electrolytes.  
CV is a reversal technique and an established standard procedure to investigate 
electrochemical processes that take place in an unstirred solution at the interface between 
electrolyte and electrode by using a three-electrode arrangement of working electrode (WE), 
reference electrode (RE) and counter electrode (CE). During CV the potential U is 
continuously cycled between two set potential limits, for example in aqueous solution the 
onset of hydrogen and oxygen evolution, or for a certain time at a variable scan rate 
𝑑𝑈
𝑑𝑡
 and 
a potentiostat monitors the resulting current. This potential-time behaviour at the working 
electrode has got a triangular waveform, and an example for the current response over 
potential can be seen Figure 13. The actual voltammogram is the plot of the potential at the 
WE versus RE against the flowing current.  
 
Figure 13 (a) Cyclic potential sweep over time (b) resulting CV showing the current response 
versus applied potential. Figure taken from reference 173 and modified. 
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Cyclic voltammograms give access to information about the location of U0 of a redox 
reaction, the energetic positions of HOMOs (highest occupied molecular orbital) and LUMOs 
(lowest occupied molecular orbital) 174, the reversibility of a reaction, the 
adsorption/desorption processes and whether multiple reaction steps are involved and the 
approximate kinetics of chemical reactions 175. A complete analysis of a CV to obtain kinetic 
information is complex and gives only semi-qualitative results because the electrode 
surfaces deviates from ideal, flat geometry which could lead to apparent electro-catalytic 
effects 176. 
In general the peak separation ΔU (the difference in potential position of the oxidation and 
the reduction peak) of Ured and Uox is a good approximation to obtain kinetics of a redox-
reaction on non-porous electrodes. The fastest one-electron redox-reactions exhibit a peak-
separation of 59 mV which is independent of the applied scan-rate 176.  
The equilibrium of a redox reaction is described by the Nernst equation ( 23 ): 
 
𝑈 =  𝑈0 +
𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
𝑛 ∙ 𝐹
𝑙𝑛
𝑎(𝑂𝑥)
𝑎(𝑅𝑒𝑑)
= 𝑈0 + 2.3026
𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
𝑛 ∙ 𝐹
𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑎(𝑂𝑥)
𝑎(𝑅𝑒𝑑)
 ( 23 ) 
 
with the relative activities of the oxidized a(Ox) and the reduced a(Red) species at 
equilibrium. In applications the activity is often replaced by the concentration c of the redox-
active species for simplification and the standard potential is replaced to the formal 
potential U0'. The Nernst equation is a useful expression to calculate and predict the respond 
of a system to changes of the concentration or electrode potential 177.  
Electrochemical reversibility is defined by the ratio of the electron transfer constant k0 and 
mass transfer. The latter is dependent on the scan rate and the electrochemical reversibility 
parameter Λ can be described by following equation 173: 
 
Λ =
𝑘0
(
𝐷 ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ 𝑣
𝑅 ∙ 𝑇 )
1
2⁄
 ( 24 ) 
 
 
For ranges of Λ ≥ 15 (k0 ≥ 0.3 v1/2 cm s-1) an electrochemical system is defined as reversible, 
for ranges 15 ≥ Λ ≥ 10-2(1 + α) (0.3 v1/2 ≥ k0 ≥ 2 10-5 v1/2 cm s-1) as quasi-reversible and for 
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ranges of Λ ≤ 10-2(1 + α) (k0 ≤ 2 10-5 v1/2 cm s-1) as totally irreversible 173. The applied scan rate 
is an important parameter and determines the speed the potential is scanned and has an 
effect on the monitored CV. The higher the scan rate, the smaller is the size of the diffusion 
layer and higher currents are monitored (see Figure 14 (a)). The flux to the electrode is 
smaller at slow scan rates than at fast rates and the current is proportional to flux towards 
the electrode. The Randles−Sevcik equation ( 25 ) describes for electrochemically reversible 
electron transfer processes how the peak current Ipeak increases linearly with the square root 
of the scan rate v and can be used to calculate the diffusion coefficient D 177.  
 
𝐼peak = 0.4463 ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑐 ∙ (
𝑛 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ 𝑣 ∙ 𝐷
𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
)
1
2
 ( 25 ) 
 
If the position of the current maximum occurs at the same voltage for all scan rates, as it is 
nearly the case in Figure 14 (a), the electron transfer reactions are often referred to be 
reversible. An indication for irreversible or quasi-reversible processes is that the peak 
currents for reduction and oxidation shift to different potentials with scan rate. 
 
Figure 14 (a) Cyclic voltammetry of 33 mM poly(para-nitrostyrene) in 0.1 M TBAPF6 at 
various scan rates, Pt disk working electrode (0.04 cm2) (b) Randles–Sevcik plot. Figure taken 
from ref. 178. 
A plot of peak current versus square root of scan rate is called Randles-Sevcik plot and an 
example can be seen in Figure 14 (b). If the plot shows a linear curve, the diffusion 
coefficient can be obtained from the slope.  
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By using CV it is also possible to determine the double layer capacity. Therefore, CVs in a 
blank electrolyte are conducted which can be seen in Figure 15. The investigated region is 
between around 425 mV to 675 mV vs. SHE at different scan rates because in this range no 
Faradaic reactions occur, only the charging of the double layer of the electrode/electrolyte 
boundary proceeds and a rectangular voltammogram is obtained. 
 
Figure 15 CVs of a platinum electrode (3 cm2) in contact with an aqueous electrolyte solution 
of 0.05 M H2SO4 in the double-layer region, scan rate = 20 to 100 mV s-1. Figure taken from 
ref. 175. 
The currents observed at the same potential at various scan rates are obtained and a plot of 
these currents versus the scan rates yields a linear curve. The slope is equivalent to the 
double layer capacity. The behaviour of the double layer is similar to that of a plate 
condenser. By dividing the obtained double layer capacity by the literature value for the 
double layer capacity for an ideally flat surface of 20 μF cm-2, the roughness factor of the 
electrode can be calculated 175.  
The electron transfer constant k0 for a quasi-reversible reactions can be obtained from the 
peak separation by using the methodology published by Nicholson 179: from the data the 
peak separation is extracted and from the obtained value a dimensionless value Ψ can be 
determined (see ref. 179). The rate constant can be obtained from Ψ when the peak 
separation is between 61 and 212 mV by the following equation 175: 
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Ψ = (
𝐷ox
𝐷red
⁄ )
α
2⁄
∙ 𝑘0 ∙ [(𝑅 ∙ 𝑇)
1
2 ∙ (𝑛 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ 𝑣 ∙ 𝐷ox)
1
2] ( 26 ) 
 
 
3.2 ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a technique where the current response is 
observed with an AC potential. For more than a century, EIS has been used to investigate, 
inter alia, corrosion processes, adsorption properties and to test the properties of batteries 
and fuel cells 180. EIS is based on the fundamental property that the complex resistance Z, 
the impedance, of a parallel combination of a resistor and a capacitor is frequency 
dependent 176. Because the resistance follows Ohm's law, a representation of the opposition 
force to electrical currents in AC circuits is the impedance, which includes phase angles not 
equal to zero and capacitive and inductive effects 180. In an EIS experiment with three-
electrode set-up, a sinusoidal voltage is applied. The electrode is perturbed from equilibrium 
and the impedance will arise from the Ohmic resistance ROhm, the double layer capacitance 
CDL, the charge transfer resistance RCT (and the Warburg element Zw). The polarization of the 
electrode in solution can be described as the charge transfer resistance and the double layer 
capacitance in parallel plus an Ohmic resistance in series 176. A Randles circuit is shown in the 
inset in Figure 16. The impedance for a single electrochemical reaction on a flat surface can 
be described by following equation 176: 
 
𝑍 = 𝑅𝑂ℎ𝑚 +
𝑅𝐶𝑇
1 + 𝑖 ∙ 2𝜋 ∙ 𝑓 ∙ 𝑅𝐶𝑇 ∙ 𝐶𝐷𝐿
 ( 27 ) 
 
with frequency of the sine-wave f and imaginary number i. The real Z' and imaginary Z'' parts 
of the impedance are expressed by the following equations: 
 
𝑍′ = 𝑅𝑂ℎ𝑚 +
𝑅𝐶𝑇
1 + ω2 ∙ 𝑅𝐶𝑇
2 ∙ 𝐶𝐷𝐿
2 
( 28 ) 
 
                         
with angular frequency ω. 
 
𝑍′′ =
𝑅𝐶𝑇
2 ∙ 𝐶𝐷𝐿 ∙ ω
1 + ω2 ∙ 𝑅𝐶𝑇
2 ∙ 𝐶𝐷𝐿
2 ( 29 ) 
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Figure 16 shows a Nyquist plot, whereas the imaginary part Z'' (-Im(Z)) is plotted against the 
real part Z' (Re(Z)) of the impedance. 
 
Figure 16 Nyquist plot and simple Randles equivalent circuit for an electrochemical cell. 
Figure taken from reference 180 and modified. 
The Nyquist plot is a representation that allows to determine ROhm and RCT. For high 
frequencies (f ~ 105 Hz) the quotient is zero and therefore Z = ROhm. The physical explanation 
for that is that at high frequencies CDL is shorted and RCT is bypassed because not enough 
charge is transferred to fully charge the capacitor which is therefore blocking. RCT can be 
calculated by the width of the semicircle because at low frequencies (f ~ 1 Hz) Z ≈ ROhm + RCT. 
Is the measured semicircle depressed due to heterogeneity of the electrode, the CDL can be 
replaced by a constant phase element (CPE) 176. The chosen frequency range should meet 
the dynamic response of the system under investigation, usually across the range of mHz to 
kHz, sometimes up to MHz with an amplitude of around 5 mV to 50 mV 181. 
At low frequencies Warburg contributions due to mass-transport limitations can be seen and 
the Warburg element ZW reflects the diffusion of the ions in solution during an 
electrochemical reaction. In the Nyquist plot the Warburg impedance appears as a diagonal  
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 line of 45° and is defined by equation:  
 
and the Warburg coefficient σ for a reversible reaction is given by 182: 
 
A Bode plot shows frequency information whereas the logarithm to base ten of the absolute 
impedance and the phase angle φ (φ = tan-1(Re(Z)/Im(Z)) plotted against the logarithm to 
base ten of the frequency (see Figure 17). 
 
Figure 17 Bode Plot showing impedance behaviour of a simple electrochemical cell involving 
a single Faradaic process. Figure taken from reference 183 and modified. 
The Bode plot is less intuitive because of the double-logarithmic scale but can be useful to 
obtain capacitive and inductive effects.  
In this work values for ROhm, RCT and CDL are obtained by fitting experimental curves to 
equivalent circuits. To obtain reliable data the investigated redox species should be present 
in equilibrium (cox = cred) and the resting potential UOCV should be equal to U0. Are the 
aforementioned criteria met, EIS is a quick, trustworthy method to determine k0 176. 
 |𝑍W| =
√2 ∙ σ
ω
1
2⁄
⁄  ( 30 ) 
 
σ =
𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
√2 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑐 ∙ 𝐹2 ∙ 𝐷
1
2⁄
 ( 31 ) 
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3.3 CHRONOAMPEROMETRY 
Chronoamperometry (CA) is a technique that uses sudden electrode potential steps (PSs) 
applied to the WE which is in contact with a solution containing the redox species under 
investigation to perturb the electrode potential from U0 (or any other potential relative to a 
reference potential) and the flowing current-time dependence is measured. Initially the 
measured current is large and only limited by Ohmic resistance of the electrolyte solution 
and for charging the EDL. 
The Butler-Volmer equation describes dependency of the current I of the applied over-
potential. Equation ( 32 ) shows the Butler-Volmer equation derived by Erdey-Gruz and 
Volmer 15: 
 
𝐼 = 𝐼0 (𝑒𝑥𝑝 [
αa ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝐹
𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
∙ η] − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−
αc ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝐹
𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
∙ η]) ( 32 ) 
 
 
with over-potential η, anodic/cathodic transfer coefficient αa/c  which is a measure of the 
symmetry of the energy barrier and diffusion coefficient for redox species Dox/red. At high 
positive (negative) over-potentials the Butler-Volmer equation simplifies to equation ( 33 ) 
and only the anodic (cathodic) branch of equation has to be considered.  
 
𝐼 = 𝐼0 (𝑒𝑥𝑝 [
αa ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝐹
𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
∙ η]) and 𝐼 = −𝐼0 (𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−
αc ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝐹
𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
∙ η]) ( 33 ) 
 
 
An exponential relationship between current and over-potential is obtained and the over-
potential can be considered as logarithmically dependent on the current. A graph where log 
current density is plotted versus over-potential is known as Tafel plot (Figure 18) and from 
the slope the transfer coefficient αa/c and from the intersection with the y-axis the exchange 
current I0 can be obtained which directly proportional to the electron transfer constant k0. 
This approximation is applicable for small currents only because at high currents transport 
limitation becomes dominant over charge transfer limitations 175. 
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Figure 18 Tafel plots for anodic and cathodic branches of the current - over-potential curve 
for О + e- ⇌ R with a = 0.5, T = 298 K, and I0 = 10-6 A cm-2. Figure taken from 173 and modified. 
Initially of the PS the electrochemical double layer is charged but is only significant during 
the initial period of typically a few milliseconds. A non-Faradaic current INF contributes in the 
initial phase and afterwards a decreasing Faradaic current IF can be measured as a 
concentration gradient develops on the electrode surface and the mass transport can be 
observed since the diffusion layer grows continuously with time. The time-dependence of IF 
is described by the following equations ( 34 ) and ( 35 ) for short times 176: 
 
𝐼𝐹 = 𝐼0 (𝑒𝑥𝑝 [
𝑎a ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝐹
𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
∙ η] − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−
𝑎c ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝐹
𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
∙ η]) ∙ (1 − 2λ√
𝑡
π
) ( 34 ) 
 
λ =  
𝐼0
𝑛 ∙ 𝐹
(
1
𝑐ox ∙ √𝐷ox
𝑒𝑥𝑝 [
𝑎a ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝐹
𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
∙ η] +
1
𝑐red ∙ √𝐷red
𝑒𝑥𝑝 [
𝑎c ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝐹
𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
∙ η]) ( 35 ) 
 
An example of a PS and the resulting current response versus t1/2 with extrapolation of the 
exchange current I0 for a VO2+/VO2+ solution can be seen in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19 Chronoamperometric experiment and resulting current-(square root of)time 
response for +700 mV over-potential of 50 mM VO2+/VO2+ in 1 M sulphuric acid with 
extrapolation of I0. The inset shows the potential step of +700 mV over-potential versus 
time. 
The INF decays exponentially with the cell time constant RuCDL, with uncompensated 
resistance Ru, and the full establishment of a PS requires around 5 RuCDL, hence, a PS must 
last at least 10 RuCDL for sufficient quality of produced data.  The cell time constant is 
dependent of the size of the electrode, hence, the lower limit of experimental time scale is 
also determined of the size of the electrode 173. The fastest measurable redox-reactions 
given by Yeager and Kuta, assuming a fast potentiostat and a concentrated supporting 
electrolyte (around 1 M) 176, can be described by following equation 184: 
 
with potentiostat response time τpot. With τpot = 50 10-6 s and D = 10-6 cm2 s-1 the fastest 
measurable redox-reactions have a rate of k0,max = 0.35 cm s-1 176. 
The Cottrell equation ( 37 ) 185 describes the resulting current on a planar electrode following 
a large over-potential in a reversible redox reaction as a function of t-1/2: 
 
𝑘0,max ≤ 2.5 ∙ (
𝐷
τpot⁄ )
1
2⁄
 ( 36 ) 
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In a Cottrell-plot the measured current is plotted versus t-1/2 to obtain the concentration, the 
diffusion coefficient, number of transferred electrons or the surface area from the slope. 
  
 
𝐼 =  
𝑛 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑐 ∙ √𝐷
√π ∙ 𝑡
 ( 37 ) 
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CHAPTER 4. ANION EFFECTS ON THE REDOX KINETICS OF POSITIVE ELECTROLYTE OF THE ALL-
VANADIUM REDOX FLOW BATTERY 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
As described in chapter two major effort has been made to improve the VRFB system. 
Compared to other energy storage systems, the VRFB offers essential advantages: VRFB has 
a low self-discharge, long lifetime and high cycle stability 49,50. Another advantage is that 
power and capacity can be scaled independently. Even with regard to safety aspects, the 
VRFB does not pose any major risks, as its components are not flammable and less toxic than 
other elements employed for redox flow batteries. In contrast to iron / chromium or zinc / 
bromine RFBs, the advantage of the VRFB is that by using purely vanadium ions in catholyte 
and anolyte, no cross-contamination of both circuits occurs by diffusion of vanadium ions 
through the membrane which would cause irreversible loss of capacity. One of the 
remaining problematic challenges is the low power density (< 0.1 W cm-2) due to slow 
kinetics of the VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction. The electron transfer constant k0 of 
aforementioned redox reaction is 1 - 3 10-6 cm s-1 on carbon electrodes 3 which indicates 
that the power density is limited by the charge transfer resistance. In addition, it was shown 
by Gattrell et al. that the redox reaction is not a simple electron transfer, but indeed a 
combination of two chemical (de-/protonation) reactions and an electron transfer 186,187. The 
sequence of these steps is not fixed but their contribution depends on the applied over-
potential and other parameters. To complicate things further, a deposition of vanadium 
oxides on carbon electrodes from the electrolyte has been observed 2,186,188. To increase the 
power density of the VRFB catalysis of the vanadium reactions is desirable. However, it was 
shown that in contrast to the V2+/V3+ redox reaction, the VO2+/VO2+ couple is not catalyzed 
by oxygen functional groups on carbon electrodes 2–5.  Therefore, homogeneous catalysis by 
replacing the commonly employed sulphate ions with phosphate ions is now investigated. In 
this study it is shown that transferring the system from 1 M sulphuric acid to 1 M phosphoric 
acid the electron transfer constant k0 is increased. This observation is confirmed by 
chronoamperometry, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy as well as qualitatively by 
cyclic voltammetry and symmetric flow cell tests. 
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
4.2.1 ELECTROLYTE 
To prepare a solution of 50 mM VO2+ and 50 mM VO2+, 25 mM vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) 
and 50 mM vanadyl sulphate (VOSO4) were added to the supporting electrolyte (1 M 
sulphuric acid, 1 M phosphoric acid, 0.5 M sulphuric acid / 0.5 M phosphoric acid) and 
heated to reflux until completely dissolved. After cooling to RT (21°C) the solutions were 
used. 
 
4.2.2 NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY 
NMR spectra were recorded at room temperature with Bruker Avance III at a frequency of 
300 MHz. 
 
4.2.3 ELECTROCHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS 
CVs, EIS and CA were conducted with a Bio-Logic SP-300 in a custom-built glass cell at RT 
(21°C). The used cell comprised a three-electrode set-up (mercurous sulphate reference 
electrode (MSE in 1 M sulphuric acid, 0.674 V vs. SHE), gold counter electrode, glassy carbon 
working electrode (surface area A = 0.02 cm2). For CV, CA and EIS experiments the geometric 
surface area was used to calculate the current density j from the current I. The concentration 
of the solutions was 50 mM VO2+ and 50 mM VO2+ in various electrolytes for CV, CA and EIS. 
Before each experiment nitrogen was passed through the solution and the working 
electrode was polished with 0.05 μm polishing alumina. Between each potential step the 
working electrode was polished again. The over-potential was applied in 50 mV steps in the 
range from ± 50 to ± 1000 mV. For the data analysis, the transients were fit in the time 
regime from 0.25 to 0.40 s1/2 in a current versus square-root of time plot. To conduct EIS the 
open circuit potential (OCP) was perturbed with a 10 mV amplitude in a frequency range 
from 40 kHz to 100 mHz. The data were fitted with EC-Lab. Cyclic voltammetry was carried 
out with a scan rate of 100 mV s-1. 
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4.2.4 RFB CELL TESTS 
For flow cell tests a C Flow LAB 5x5 cell was used in conjunction with a Reglo ICC pump. GFD 
graphite felts (50 x 50 x 4.6 mm3) from SGL Carbon were used as electrodes. The half-cells 
were separated by a Nafion N117 membrane. Before each battery test, the electrodes were 
heat-treated at 400°C for 12 h in laboratory atmosphere and the membrane was boiled in 
1 M sulphuric acid for 30 min. Initially, both electrolyte tanks contained the same 
electrolyte, 50 mM VO2+ and 50 mM VO2+ in 1 M sulphuric or 1 M phosphoric acid, 
respectively, so that only the catholyte of a VRFB was investigated. The experiments were 
conducted within an acrylic box at RT and both electrolyte tanks contained 60 mL of 
electrolyte and were continuously purged with nitrogen. The battery was charged and 
discharged by the potentiostat Bio-Logic SP-300 with currents from 25 to 2000 mA. The cut 
off potentials were ±1.0 V. 
 
4.3 RESULTS 
4.3.1 NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY 
51V NMR spectra were recorded to investigate the effect of the anion of the supporting 
electrolyte on chemical environment of the VO2+ ion. Vanadium is diamagnetic and 
susceptible for NMR in the oxidation states (-III, d8), (-I, d6) and (+V, d0). Vanadium (+IV, d1) is 
paramagnetic under normal conditions and cannot be observed 189. As shown in Figure 20, 
the peak of VO2+ ion in 1 M sulphuric acid appears at -543.81 ppm and in 1 M phosphoric 
acid the peak is located at -556.81 ppm. When vanadium pentoxide is dissolved in a mixture 
of both supporting electrolytes, 0.5 M each, the peak appears between these, at 
- 550.56 ppm. This result indicates, that the coordinating environment of the VO2+ ion 
changes with the supporting electrolyte and the containing anions.  
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Figure 20 51V NMR spectra of 50 mM V2O5 dissolved in three different supporting 
electrolytes. 
Around pH 1 vanadium (V) is present as the vanadyl cation VO2+ which has a cis-dioxo 
structure and the formation of the pseudo-octahedral species [VO2(H2O)4]+ is assumed 190. In 
sulphuric acid and phosphoric acid the formation of sulphate/phosphate-compounds that 
still contain the octahedral cis-VO2 is suggested. Gresser et al. showed that phosphate and 
pyrophosphate anions form anhydrides with vanadate and heteropolyvanadate ions as well 
as cyclic di-anhydrides can be formed 191. The difference in chemical shift observed for the 
three supporting electrolytes suggests that both sulphate and phosphate anion interact with 
the VO2+ ion and that the result is a different vanadium-anion compounds in each solvent. 
The chemical shift is very sensitive to the chemical environment. It is assumed that in the 
mixed electrolyte the VO2+ ion undergoes a rapid anion exchange and appears as a single 
peak at the average chemical shift. This phenomenon occurs when ions or molecules 
transform quickly between two states and the total magnetization, which does not dephase 
notably, emerges from all ions 192. 
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4.3.2 CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY 
Figure 21 shows CVs of 50 mM VO2+ and 50 mM VO2+ in 1 M sulphuric acid (red), 1 M 
phosphoric acid (black) and in 0.5 M sulphuric acid / 0.5 M phosphoric acid (green). 
Apparent characteristic standard potentials calculated from the mean of anodic and cathodic 
peak potential are similar in all electrolytes, but differ greatly from the tabulated standard 
potential of 𝑈Θ = 1.00 V vs. SHE 193 (see Table 4). This might be due to the assymetry in the 
electron transfer reactions.  
 
Figure 21 CVs of 50 mM VO2+ and 50 mM VO2+ in various electrolytes at a scan rate of 
100 mV s-1. 
The anodic and cathodic peak potentials vary with electrolyte as shown in Table 4. The 
smallest peak separation can be found in 1 M phosphoric acid and the largest in 1 M 
sulphuric acid. The mixed electrolyte shows an intermediate separation. This may indicate 
that the kinetics of the redox reaction are faster in 1 M phosphoric acid than in the other 
electrolytes because on flat electrodes a smaller peak separation suggests a higher electron 
transfer constant 3,173. 
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Table 4 Parameters extracted from CVs of 50 mM VO2+ and 50 mM VO2+ in various 
electrolytes. 
Electrolyte 
apparent 𝑼𝚯 / V 
vs. SHE 
𝑼𝒑𝒆𝒂𝒌
𝒐𝒙 / V vs. 
SHE 
𝑼𝒑𝒆𝒂𝒌
𝒓𝒆𝒅 / V vs. 
SHE 
Peak separation 
/ V 
1 M H2SO4 0.824 1.590 0.058 1.532 
1 M H3PO4 0.793 1.257 0.328 0.929 
0.5 M H2SO4 / 
0.5 M H3PO4 
0.752 1.437 0.067 1.370 
 
 
4.3.3 ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY 
EIS was recorded for all three electrolytes and Nyquist plots and one representative Bode 
plot are shown in Figure 22.  
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Figure 22 (a) Nyquist plot of 50 mM VO2+ and 50 mM VO2+ in various electrolytes. For clarity, 
only the data points recorded at high frequencies are shown for the spectrum in 1 M H2SO4. 
(b) Bode plot of 50 mM VO2+ and 50 mM VO2+ in 0.5 M H2SO4 / 0.5 M H3PO4. The recorded 
data points were fitted to the Randles circuit shown as inset. 
By fitting the experimental spectra to the Randles circuit the parameters listed in Table 5 are 
obtained. The double layer capacitance CDL is calculated from the constant phase element Q 
by the formula given by Hirschhorn et al. for a surface distribution 194: 
 
𝐶DL = 𝑄
1/α (
(𝑅Ohm ∙ 𝑅CT)
(𝑅Ohm + 𝑅CT)
⁄ )
(1−𝑎)/𝑎
 ( 38 ) 
 
with constant phase element parameter α. The electron transfer constant k0 is given by 
rearranging equation ( 8 ).  
As shown in Table 5, RCT is 67 times higher in the sulphuric than in the phosphoric acid 
system. In the mixed acid electrolyte RCT is 13 higher than in phosphoric acid and five times 
lower than in sulphuric acid. The calculated capacitances are similar for all electrolytes. 
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Table 5 Fitted parameters of EIS of 50 mM VO2+ and 50 mM VO2+ in various electrolytes. 
 1 M H3PO4 1 M H2SO4 0.5 M H2SO4 / 0.5 M H3PO4 
ROhm / Ω m2 7.84 10-5 1.21 10-5 5.03 10-5 
RCT / Ω m2 8.81 10-4 0.06 4.42 10-3 
α 0.824 0.856 0.858 
Q / Fs(α-1) 5.74 10-6 3.58 10-6 3.61 10-6 
CDL / F 4.36 10-7 4.32 10-7 4.57 10-7 
j0 / A m-2 29.34 0.44 5.87 
k0 / cm s-1 6.09 10-4 9.15 10-6 1.21 10-4 
 
 
4.3.4 SYMMETRIC FLOW CELL - CHARGE DISCHARGE TESTS 
Charge and discharge experiments in a symmetric cell with 50 mM VO2+ and 50 mM VO2+ in 
1 M sulphuric acid and 1 M phosphoric acid in both tanks were conducted with various 
currents to compare the over-voltages and determine the charge transfer constant k0.  
Figure 23 shows the charge/discharge curves for both systems. Due to high over-voltages, 
currents of 1000 and 2000 mA could not be applied on the sulphuric acid system. 
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Figure 23 Charge/discharge test with SGL-GFD 4.6 electrode, Nafion N117 membrane and 
60 mL 50 mM VO2+ and 50 mM VO2+ in (a) 1 M H2SO4 and (b) 1 M H3PO4. 
At a SOC of 50%, when half of the full capacity for the respective cycle was reached, the 
voltage was determined for each applied current. The full capacity is determined as the 
capacity that is present at that point where the slope of the curve significantly changes. 
Figure 24 shows a pseudo Tafel plot and the exchange current density j0 corresponds to the 
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intersection with the ordinate. 
 
Figure 24 Pseudo Tafel plot obtained from evaluating the charge-discharge curves in Figure 
23. The current density is calculated from the currents with surface area ADL from the 
evaluation of the double layer capacitance CDL. 
 
In order to transform I0 to k0 the surface area has to be known. The Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller (BET) surface area ABET of the GFD electrodes per gram is given as 0.44 m2 g-1 for 
untreated felts 195. With the weight of the electrode m = (1.083 ± 0.015) g, 
ABET = (4760 ± 66) cm2. The value for the specific capacitance for graphite felts is a 
combination of the specific capacitance of the basal plane (bp) 𝐶DL
bp
 = 3.2  10-6 F cm-2 and that 
of the edge plane (ep) 𝑐DL
ep
 = 47.8  10-6 F cm-2 196. With heat treatment the proportion of edge 
planes increases 197,198. Assuming that the electrode felts consist mostly of basal plane (94%) 
with a small contribution from the edge plane (6%) 196, the specific capacitance should be 
CDL = 0.94 𝐶DL
bp
 + 0.06 𝐶DL
ep
 = 5.9 10-6 F cm-2. With the capacitance of the electrodes 
determined by EIS to be CDL = 0.02055 F, the surface area of the electrode ADL = 3483 cm2. 
Using ADL the exchange current density j0 and thereby k0 can be calculated from the I0 values 
shown in Figure 24. In the symmetric cell, k0 is 38 times larger in phosphoric acid 
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(k0 = 9.05 10-5 cm s-1) than in sulphuric acid (k0 = 2.38 10-6 cm s-1). In a full cell experiment as 
performed here, the RCT is only part of the total resistance that leads to an over-voltage. 
Besides the kinetic activation represented by RCT also the membrane resistance Rmem, the 
diffusion resistance Rdiff contribute to and limit k0.  
 
4.3.5 CHRONOAMPEROMETRY 
Figure 25 (a) shows exemplary CA experiments ±200 mV over-potential in 1 M sulphuric acid 
and 1 M phosphoric acid (see also Figure 19).  
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Figure 25 (a) Exemplary potentiostatic pulse experiments for 50 mM VO2+ and 50 mM VO2+ 
in 1 M sulphuric (red) and 1 M phosphoric acid (black). The applied potential pulse was 
±200 mV. (b) Extrapolated faradaic current densities at t → 0 s over the potential they were 
recorded at. 
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The current density response was plotted versus the square-root of time to extrapolate the 
Faradaic current at t → 0. Current densities were j (t → 0) determined for all over-potentials 
η from ±50 to ±1000 mV and are given in Figure 25 (b). The Tafel plot shows that the 
cathodic area the data points for both curves are almost identical regarding position and 
slope. Only at small over-potentials |η| < 200 mV, the extrapolated currents are significantly 
higher in 1 M phosphoric acid than in 1 M sulphuric acid. Hence, for a linear fit to η = 0 the 
resulting apparent cathodic exchange currents 𝐼0,red are similar. The shape of the reduction 
branch for both electrolytes is consistent with the investigations of Gattrell et al. 187 who 
found a very low transfer coefficient of αcathodic = 0.15. In Figure 25 (b) the cathodic 
transfer coefficients are αcathodic
H3PO4 ≈ αcathodic
H2SO4 = 0.11 for η >200 mV and αcathodic
H2SO4 = 0.38 for 
η < 200 mV. In the anodic area both curves differ in slope and magnitude for over-potentials 
η < 500 mV. In that region the current values measured in 1 M phosphoric acid are 
significantly higher than in 1 M sulphuric acid, and the transfer coefficients are αanodic
H2SO4 = 0.31 
and αanodic
H3PO4 = 0.21. In the region η > 500 mV both curves exhibit a plateau on which the 
currents are the same for both electrolyte systems. Looking at the data points before the 
plateau and extrapolating back to zero over-potential the apparent anodic exchange current 
𝐼0,ox in the phosphoric acid system is about eight times higher than in the sulphuric acid 
system. 
 
4.4 DISCUSSION 
CVs, EIS, CA and full cell tests on the VO2+/VO2+ redox couple in 1 M sulphuric acid, 1 M 
phosphoric acid and in a mixed electrolyte were conducted. All investigations indicate that 
electron transfer constant k0 in the presence of PO43- anions is higher than with SO42- anions. 
A comparison of the results is shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6 Summary of all results obtained by CA, EIS and charge/discharge experiments. 
 
Determined from 
anodic branch CA 
Determined from 
EIS at OCP 
Determined from sym. 
flow cell 
Electrolyte k0 / cm s-1 𝑘0
OCP/ cm s-1 𝑘0
apparent
/ cm s-1 
1 M H2SO4 1.52 10-5 9.15 10-6 2.38 10-6 
1 M H3PO4 1.19 10-4 6.09 10-4 9.05 10-5 
0.5 M H2SO4 / 
0.5 M H3PO4 
---- 1.21 10-4 ---- 
 
However, while there is an agreement in the fact that the reaction is faster in phosphoric 
acid, the determined acceleration compared to sulphuric acid varies greatly. EIS was 
measured at OCP at small over-potentials (amplitude 10 mV). At OCP 𝑘0
OCP is 67 times larger 
in phosphoric acid than it is in sulphuric acid. The Tafel plot obtained from CA, Figure 25 (b), 
also shows a difference for the  j (t → 0) values in phosphoric acid and sulphuric acid for 
over-potentials -200 mV < η < 500 mV, with the largest difference around OCP. A suggestion 
is that there are two over-potential dependent reaction regimes, in the anodic as well as in 
the cathodic branch. For over-potentials -200 mV < η < 500 mV the data points indicate the 
reaction is faster in phosphoric acid than in sulphuric acid, for over-potentials outside of that 
region, η < -200 mV and η > 500 mV, the determined current values for the two systems 
coincide because in this region diffusional effects dominate and the diffusion-limited current 
in the order of 20 to 40 mA cm-2 is visible. Gattrell et al. have stated that both the oxidation 
and the reduction of VO2+/VO2+ proceed via two chemical reactions (C) coupled to an 
electron transfer (E) 186,187. The chemical reactions are proton transfer reactions. The set of 
equations proposed by Gattrell et al. 186,187 is presented in Figure 26. They have found that 
for both oxidation and reduction three possible reaction pathways exist and that they all 
contribute to the current, but that their contribution varies with over-potential. For the 
oxidation they found that the main contributors are the sequences electron transfer E-C-C 
(oxidation 1, red line) and C-E-C (oxidation 2, green line) 187. Interestingly, the modelled C-E-
C reaction is characterized by a plateau for η > 150 mV. Looking at the data, it can be 
proposed that in the initial over-potential region (0 mV < η < 500 mV) Oxidation 1 (E-C-C) 
dominates which is then replaced by Oxidation 2 (C-E-C) mechanism at η > 500 mV as major 
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contributor. This change in reaction pathway can be concluded because at η > 500 mV the 
current in both electrolytes exhibits a plateau as modelled for the C-E-C mechanism 
described in 187. Also the fact that at η > 500 mV the measured current densities are similar, 
whereas before that over-potential the current density in 1 M H3PO4 was larger, suggests 
that a new rate-limiting step (with the same rate in both electrolytes) determines the rate of 
electron transfer. This interpretation would suggest that the rate of the E-step is faster in 
phosphoric acid than in sulphuric acid, therefore enabling higher currents in the former 
system than in the latter when the E-step is the first reaction, but that the first C-step in the 
CEC reaction at high over-potentials is similar in both systems and rate-limiting. 
 
Figure 26 Possible reaction pathways for the VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction according to 187. The 
measured data suggests, that for the oxidation the reaction follows Oxidation 1 (red) at low 
over-potentials and Oxidation 2 (green) at high over-potentials. In the latter pathway the 
electron transfer step (E) is preceded by a proton exchange step (C) which appears to be rate 
limiting. 
For the reduction of VO2+ Gattrell et al. assumed that the electron transfer takes place 
through a layer of adsorbed intermediates at high over-potential 186. This was hypothesized 
on the basis of a low apparent transfer coefficient, like the one which was observed 
(αcathodic
H3PO4 ≈ αcathodic
H2SO4 = 0.11, see Figure 25 (b)). Using the Marcus theory, the transfer 
coefficient and its applied potential dependence can be predicted. For low over-potentials 
and if no species is adsorbed on the electrode, the α value should be close to 0.5 249. In the 
case the α value is notably lower than 0.5 it may correspond to a concerted process or to a 
stepwise process which involves a slow electron transfer 250. The presence of reaction 
intermediates was also postulated to explain EIS 2 and X-ray absorption fine structure 188 
experiments. It therefore can be assumed that the electron transfer through this layer of 
adsorbed species is independent of electrolyte and limits the rate at high cathodic over-
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potentials (η < -200 mV). As a consequence, the E-C-C reduction mechanism determines the 
rate only at the smallest over-potentials such 0 mV < η < -200 mV in CA.  
The effects of phosphate additives on the stability of the positive electrolyte has been 
investigated by Ding et al. 199. They showed that adding small amounts of phosphate, 
c(NH4H2PO4) ≤ 0.2 M, to the electrolyte (1.6 M VO2+ / 3 M H2SO4 solution at temperature of 
50°C) improves the thermal stability and delays the precipitation time of VO2+. A charging 
and discharging test (1.6 M V3+/VO2+ in 3.0 M H2SO4) has been conducted and has shown 
improved performance regarding long-term stability and energy efficiency (83%, 300 cycles) 
with 0.2 M NH4H2PO4 additive 199. The results also indicate that the introduction of 
phosphate reduces the over-potential within the cell, however, no quantitative values were 
obtained. Earlier heating/cooling studies from Zhang et al. showed that adding 3wt% Na3PO4 
notably improves the thermal stability (-5 to 40°C) of 2 M V(III), V(IV) and V(V) in 5 M 
sulphate solution 109. The time without precipitation at the aforementioned temperature 
range has been extended in case of all three investigated vanadium species by many days. In 
the experiments, it was observed that after a few days a precipitation occurs in the 
phosphoric acid solution which is re-dissolvable by heating to 70°C for 30 min. 
 
4.5 CONCLUSION 
As other researchers before, it can be concluded that the VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction is an 
intricate combination of electron transfer and chemical reactions 2,186–188. Previous 
experiments have clearly shown that the reaction is not catalysed by oxygen functional 
groups on the surface of carbon electrodes 2–4 which is in agreement with other research 
groups 58,200–203. In this publication it was able to show that the electron transfer reaction 
part of the VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction can be considerably accelerated when 1 M phosphoric 
acid is used as supporting electrolyte instead of 1 M sulphuric acid. However, it was also 
shown that the change in supporting electrolyte only accelerates the electron transfer part 
of the reaction. The coupled chemical reactions that limit the rate at high anodic over-
potentials, or the electron transfer through a layer of reaction intermediates at cathodic 
over-potentials which seems to slow down the reaction, is independent of the employed 
anion. Nevertheless, in a laboratory scale flow cell that employed dilute vanadium 
electrolyte (100 mM vanadium), it was able to show that the over-voltages can be 
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significantly lower in phosphoric acid than compared to sulphuric acid. Considering that 
commercial VRFB electrolyte contains phosphoric acid as a stabilising agent, it can be 
worthwhile to explore the ideal ratio of H2SO4/H3PO4 in terms of kinetics and stability for 
technical and commercial systems.   
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CHAPTER 5. ASYMMETRIC POLYOXOMETALATE ELECTROLYTES FOR ADVANCED REDOX FLOW 
BATTERIES 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
By now the champion and best explored RFB of the dissolved metal chemistries is the VRFB 
with its prodigious advantages described previously 39,55,67,204. The main drawbacks of the 
VRFB are the sluggish kinetics of the V2+/V3+ and the VO2+/VO2+redox reactions which limit 
the current density and therefore the power density 3. As shown in the previous chapter the 
electron transfer constant k0 for the vanadium reactions are in the order of k0 = 10-6 cm s-1 
and homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis of the half-cell reactions could improve the 
system only slightly 6,205. Other groups have shown that the positive effects on the V2+/V3+ 
half-cell are not permanent because the low potential at which it is operated reduces the 
oxygen groups, thereby eliminating their catalytic effect 57,58. Nevertheless, the VRFB uses 
the mature RFB chemistry, with large demonstration projects and commercial energy 
storage power stations built globally; for example the 200 MW/800 MW h power station in 
Dalian, China, for which the construction contract was signed in October 2016 145. Organic 
redox couples can be low cost and made from abundant elements, and they offer greater 
variability than metal ion redox couples due to their tuneable structure 7. A great number of 
organic redox couples have been presented in recent years, with the capital cost of metal ion 
RFB chemistries being the main driver for their development 7,47,162,206. As most studies have 
been restricted to laboratory cell operation, insights into scale-up with larger cell areas, 
bigger electrolyte volumes and long-term cycling are currently not available 7. Another type 
of redox electrochemistry that can be employed in RFBs uses polyoxometalates. POMs form 
a class of discrete transition metal-oxide nanoclusters with promising properties and are 
described in the following sections. 
 
5.2 POLYOXOMETALATES 
Polyoxometalates are discrete early transition metal-oxide cluster anions, containing mostly 
vanadium, molybdenum and tungsten 207, and form a class of inorganic complexes of 
unmatched versatility and structural variation in symmetry and size with a length scale from 
1 – 5 nm 208,209. The first POM was the heteropolyacid H3[PW12O40] ∙ 6H2O reported by Keggin 
in 1933, the archetype of the Keggin-ions 8,210. POMs are clusters with unique structural 
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characteristics and diversity of electronic structures and many compounds were synthesised 
with Keggin, Wells-Dawson, Preyssler, and Lindquist type (see Figure 27). They are known in 
versatile applications such as catalysis, medicine, material science and can act as ligands to 
coordinate various transition metal ions because of their high electronic density 211. 
 
Figure 27 Molecular structures of polyoxometalate types (clockwise, from the upper left 
corner: Lindqvist, α-Keggin, α-Wells–Dawson, and Preyssler type; oxygen in red, other atoms 
in yellow). Figure taken from ref. 212. 
The structure of the POMs can be described as linked MOn polyhedra (with n = 4 – 6) that 
form two principal groups: the first group contains silicates or oxoanions of neighbouring 
main-group elements (B, Si, Ge, P, As, Sb, S, Se, Te, I) which form polymeric structures based 
on linked MO4 tetrahedra; the second group is mainly characterized by MO6 octahedra with 
short, terminal M=O bonds. Due to their low surface charge density extensive solution 
chemistry in aqueous and non-aqueous media is accessible because on the surface of the 
POM anions terminal (M=O) and bridging (M-O-M) oxygen are present whereas the bridging 
oxygen atoms are carriers of a greater negative charge and are often protonated. During the 
synthesis the POM forms itself commonly by self-assembly, although the exact mechanism is 
not fully understood 176.  
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POMs as new chemistry are promising candidates for RFBs as replacement for vanadium in 
the VRFB because as described in previous chapters the vanadium chemistry is limited. 
POMs offer the following properties: 
1. Electrons added to POMs by reduction are often delocalised over several metal 
atoms 213 and this will facilitate fast electron transfer which enables high current 
densities 214. Additionally, their hydrodynamic radius is quite large (some Ångströms) 
and the total solvent reorganization energy of POMs is small which predicts facile 
electron transfer according to Marcus theory 251; 
2. POMs are anions and are bigger than solvated transition metals 215,216. Therefore, 
POMs should not permeate through cation exchange membranes typically employed 
in RFBs;  
3. Electron transfer by POMs is often coupled to cation or proton transfer 128. 
Therefore, the net charge of the polyoxoanions does not change upon oxidation or 
reduction. This concept, often found in biological systems, avoids highly charged 
species and results in increased stability 217; 
4. Some POMs are highly soluble, with the maximum concentration determined by 
the kind of POM, the electrolyte and also the present counterions 218. Coupled with 
multi-electron transfers per molecule this can lead to high energy densities 133. 
Other studies on POMs as the RFB electrolyte focused on symmetric chemistries, cells in 
which the same molecule was used as anolyte and catholyte 126,133,219. A tri-vanadium 
substituted Keggin ion ([SiV3WVI9O40]7-) has been tested in aqueous and non-aqueous 
solvents 126. This system was only demonstrated for a small capacity (4 mAh) at a low POM 
concentration (20 mM) 126. Much higher concentrations of 0.8 M were reached for an RFB 
employing H6[CoW12O40] as anolyte and catholyte 133. While H6[CoW12O40] was well suited as 
the anolyte (the tungsten-ions transfer four electrons at an average potential of -0.1 V vs. 
SHE) the cobalt heteroatom transfers only one electron at 1.1 V vs. SHE. Therefore, to 
balance the charges in the two tanks the catholyte volume had to be four times larger than 
the anolyte volume. A capacity of 13.4 Ah L-1 was demonstrated for the anolyte, while the 
catholyte exhibited only 3.3 Ah L-1 133. Another symmetric POM RFB was presented by 
VanGelder et al. who employed a series of Lindqvist polyoxovanadate-alkoxide clusters as 
electroactive species in acetonitrile 219.  
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Because it is difficult to prepare a substituted POM that transfers more than three electrons 
at potentials suitable for a catholyte, an asymmetric POM chemistry for RFBs is proposed. In 
POMs, a trend was observed that with increasing electronegativity χ of the polyatom the 
redox potential decreases 220, and tungsten (χ = 2.36) is the most electronegative metal 
that can be used as polyatom in POMs, and so [SiW12O40]4- (SiW12) was used as anolyte. A 
ball-and-stick representation of the anion is shown in Figure 32 (b). Because of the low 
electronegativity of vanadium (χ = 1.63), a polyoxovanadate anion was chosen as catholyte 
species: [PV14O42]9- (PV14), shown in Figure 35 (b) 221. The POMs have a similar structure 
(Keggin structure), with the difference that PV14 has two additional metal-oxygen caps. The 
following sections show the investigations of both electrolytes in detail and the flow battery 
studies of the new PV14-SiW12-System. 
 
5.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Tungstosilicic acid hydrate H4[SiW12O40] · xH2O and all other reagents and solvents were 
purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without further purification. 
 
5.3.1 SYNTHESIS OF PV14 
The hydrated sodium salt of [PV14O42]9- (PV14), Na4.75H4.25[PV14O42] ∙ NaCl ∙ 12H2O was 
obtained by a modification of the preparation method by Selling et al. 222. A suspension of 
NaV03 (14 eq.) in water was boiled to dissolve the salt. After cooling to RT (23°C) 
concentrated (85%) phosphoric acid (4 eq.) was added slowly to the metavanadate solution 
and the pH of the solution was adjusted to 2.3 with aqueous HCl. After stirring for three 
days, the pH was readjusted to 2.3 and after additional two day the pH was adjusted again. 
NaCl was added to obtain a total concentration of 3 M NaCl. The solution was cooled to 4°C 
for three days and crystals of PV14 were obtained by filtration. The product (dark-red 
powder) was dried under vacuum and the yield was 95% (on vanadium). The identity of PV14 
was confirmed by dissolving the product in water and taking a 51V NMR spectrum that 
showed the three distinct peaks of PV14 (51V NMR, δ = -530.8, -585.1, -596.0 ppm and Figure 
38 (a)). 
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Selling et al. measured the numbers of protons attached to PV14 anions in solution by 31P 
and 51V NMR.222 They found that there are multiple [HxPV14O42](9-x)- species with x = 1 - 6 in a 
pH range from 1.5 < pH 6.5. The lower the pH, the higher the number of protons per PV14 
polyoxoanion. As each of the species has its own pKa value, it is assumed that PV14 can act as 
buffer. Therefore, a titration curve was measured during the formation of PV14 from NaVO3 
as shown in Figure 28. Initially, 300 g NaVO3 were dissolved in 1 L of ultra-pure type 1 water 
(ELGA Option- Q) with 70 mL conc. phosphoric acid added dropwise. Then the pH was 
measured (Mettler Toledo, Lab 850 benchtop pH meter) while adding concentrated 
hydrochloric acid. The protons taken up per PV14 polyoxoanion p were calculated by 
subtracting the “free protons” 𝐻free
+  from the added protons 𝐻added
+ : 
 𝐻added
+  = 𝑐HCl ∙ 𝑉 ( 39 ) 
 𝐻free
+  = 10−𝑝𝐻 ∗ (𝑉 + 1.07 L) ( 40 ) 
 𝑝 =  (𝐻added
+ − 𝐻free
+ ) / 𝑛PV14 ( 41 ) 
 
With concentration of concentrated HCl 𝑐𝐻𝐶𝑙 = 12.1 M, volume of added aqueous HCl V, 
amount of PV14 𝑛PV14 = 0.176 mol. 
Figure 28 shows that the pH of the solution drops from pH 5.8 to pH 2.0 upon addition of 
101 mL of concentrated HCl. The number of protons per PV14 rises linearly from 0 to 7.  
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Figure 28 Titration curve measured during the synthesis of PV14. The abscissa gives the 
volume of added HCl, the left ordinate (black data points) the measured pH values and the 
right ordinate the calculated number of protons taken up by each PV14 in solution. 
 
The measured pH value exhibits two plateaus during the measurement, indicating that the 
PV14 solution acts as a buffer in these regions. Addition of 32 mL of concentrated 
hydrochloric acid changed the pH by one unit, from 3.0 to 2.0.  
 
5.3.2 51V NMR AND IN-SITU NMR 
51V (I = 7/2, nat. abund. 99.76%) NMR spectra were measured at 78.94 MHz without proton 
decoupling on a Bruker Avance III 300 Spectrometer in 5 mm o.d. tubes at a temperature of 
298K. Chemical shifts are relative to neat VOCl3 as an external reference. 90º excitation 
pulses of 9.2 µs duration were used, and rapid T1 relaxation as a result of the nuclear 
quadrupole led to line widths of 1000 – 2000 Hz.  For the in-situ NMR measurements the 
spectral width was 1188 ppm and the FID was acquired into 1024 data points, leading to an 
acquisition time of 0.00546 s, so that with a relaxation delay of 0.001 s it was possible to 
acquire 2048 transients in less than 14 s.  Measurements were made at intervals of 
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85 seconds over a period of 10 hours, and the individual FIDs were transformed into 
32678 points after multiplication by a 50 Hz exponential window. 
 
5.3.3 ELECTROCHEMISTRY 
Three electrode measurements were performed at RT in custom-built glass cells with a 
polished glassy carbon working electrode (surface area A = 0.02 cm2), a gold wire (diameter 
d = 0.5 mm) counter electrode and a Mercury/Mercurous Sulphate reference electrode in 
1 M H2SO4 (MSE, 0.668 V vs. SHE). Prior to the measurements the electrolyte was purged 
with nitrogen, and the cell was kept under nitrogen pressure during the experiment. A Bio-
Logic SP300 potentiostat was used for control and data acquisition.  
Bulk electrolysis was conducted with a bulk electrolysis cell from BASi containing a 
reticulated vitreous carbon WE, platinum wire CE and an Ag/AgCl (in 3 M NaCl, 0.209 V vs. 
SHE) RE. Before the experiment, the solution was stirred and purged with nitrogen for 
15 min. The solution was reduced with constant current of -50 mA until the desired amount 
of charge was reached. To reduce a solution of 30 mL with a concentration of 20 mM POM 
by 0.5 electrons per molecule, the added charge was 28.9455 C (total time = 9 min 39 s). 
During the reduction the solution was stirred and purged with nitrogen. After reduction the 
OCV was measured. 
The flow battery experiments were conducted in a commercial cell (C-Tech 5 x 5, surface 
area A = 25 cm2) at RT. Graphite felts (GFD, SGL Carbon) were used as electrodes and pre-
treated at 400°C for 24 h in the laboratory atmosphere. In the cell the 4.6 mm thick 
electrodes were compressed to 3.5 mm. A cation exchange membrane (FUMASEP - F1040, 
thickness 40 µm) was employed and boiled in 1 M lithium chloride for 30 min before 
application. During the experiment the cell and the pump with tubing were kept in a 
polycarbonate box purged with nitrogen. 
The stationary battery cell (A = 16 cm2) was designed by Jochen Friedl and a schematic can 
be seen in Figure 29. The entire void space of the two half-cells was filled with carbon felt 
electrodes (GFD, SGL Carbon) which were heat-treated for activation before every 
experiment (24 h at 400°C). As proton exchange membrane, Nafion N117 was used and 
boiled in 1 M lithium chloride for 30 min before it was assembled. To ensure a good seal, the 
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two PTFE half-cell are supported by stainless-steel plates. During the experiment the cell was 
kept in a polycarbonate box purged with nitrogen. 
 
Figure 29 Schematic of the stationary battery cell designed by Jochen Friedl (by private 
communication). 
 
5.4 INVESTIGATIONS OF THE ANOLYTE, SIW12 
The redox properties are determined by the heteroatom in the Keggin ion and can be Si, P, 
As, Ge, W or Mo 223. By varying those addenda ions the redox properties are modified and 
therefore it is possible to adjust parameter like ∆U 176. The POM SiW12 was chosen because 
this molecule is able to transfer electrons at a low potential, hence, it is suitable as anolyte.  
5.4.1 CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY OF SIW12 AND PH STABILITY 
Stability of all redox species used is one of the main criteria for suitability as RFB electrolyte. 
As POMs are fairly complicated molecules, it is imperative to test whether they remain 
stable or possibly decompose. SiW12 is known to be a stable Keggin ion which exists in very 
acidic media and starts to decompose at pH 4.5 224,225. The decomposition mechanism of 
SiW12 to [WO4]2- and [SiO4]4- proceeds via the intermediates [SiW11O39]8- and [SiW9O34]10- 226. 
Because the literature studies investigated the stability of SiW12 at low concentrations c (e.g. 
c = 6 10-4 M in ref. 224) it was looked at pH stability at a concentration more suitable for RFBs, 
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c = 0.1 M. The voltammetric response of [SiW11O39]8- and [SiW9O34]10- is clearly distinct from 
that of SiW12 128, therefore CVs were employed as analytical tools to assess stability. It was 
determined that after 24 hours in electrolytes with 1 ≤ pH ≤ 6 SiW12 at c = 0.1 M was 
undamaged (see Figure 30). pH-stability was assessed by preparing a series of 0.1 M 
solutions of SiW12 and adjusting their pH to values in the range 1 - 6 by addition of 3 M LiOH. 
These solutions were stored for 24 h and were then diluted to a common pH and 
concentration (1 mM) by addition of 1 M H2SO4. The CVs are shown in Figure 30 and indicate 
that exposure for 24 h to an electrolyte with pH up to 6 does not affect SiW12 detrimentally 
as the CV pattern is very similar for each curve, similar to the CV of freshly prepared SiW12 
shown in Figure 30 and is in accord with CV data published in the literature 134,227,228.  
 
Figure 30 Cyclic voltammogram of 1 mM SiW12 after storage for 24 h in aqueous solution 
ranging in pH from 1- 6. Measured in 1 M H2SO4 aqueous solution. 
The next Figure 31 (a) shows the CVs of 1 mM SiW12 in diluted aqueous HCl solution at 
various pH values. The first two waves correspond to single electron transfer and the third 
wave corresponds to a two electron transfer. What can be seen in the Pourbaix-diagram, 
Figure 31 (b), is that the first two one-electron waves are pH-independent, whereas the third 
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wave corresponds to a pH-dependent redox process and is shifted to more negative 
potentials with increasing pH which is in agreement with the literature 229. 
Figure 31 (a) Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM SiW12 in diluted aqueous HCl at various pH 
values between 0.12 and 1.02, (b) Pourbaix-diagram of the first three redox processes of 
SiW12 as a function of pH. 
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Figure 32 compares a cyclic voltammogram of 1 mM SiW12 with a CV of 12 mM V3+ in 
1 M H2SO4. This comparison is made because the anolyte of the VRFB contains V2+/V3+ and 
SiW12 serves as its replacement in the negative half-cell. The electrodes are glassy carbon 
discs used after polishing. The CV of SiW12 exhibits the typical pattern of two one-electron 
redox reactions followed by one two-electron redox reaction which has been described in 
the literature 134,227,228.  
 
Figure 32 (a) Comparison of cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM SiW12 and 12 mM V3+ in 
1 M H2SO4. These are the anolyte species of the presented all-POM RFB and the VRFB. 
(b) Ball-and-stick representation of SiW12. Colour code: silicon – yellow; tungsten – blue; 
oxygen – red. 
Determined equilibrium potentials U0(SiW12), peak potential separations ∆𝑈 and number of 
transferred electrons n for the three redox reactions of SiW12 at 100 mV s-1 are given in 
Table 7: 
Table 7 Parameters of the SiW12 redox reactions determined from the CV shown in Figure 32 
at 100 mV s-1. 
Redox reaction n 𝑼𝟎(𝐒𝐢𝐖𝟏𝟐)/ V vs. SHE ∆𝑼 / 𝐦𝐕 
SiW12/SiW12- 1 0.01 57 
SiW12-/SiW122- 1 -0.21 56 
SiW122-/SiW124- 2 -0.37 29 
 
The determined values for ∆𝑈 are small, in fact they are close to the theoretical minimum 
for a one (59 mV) or a two (29.5 mV) electron redox reaction. The redox behaviour of SiW12 
is well investigated and the 1-1-2 electron redox pattern has been reported by many 
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authors 134,227,228. In this study, the reduction of SiW12 was restricted to the first two electron 
transfers because at potentials in the vicinity of the third redox wave the POM irreversibly 
modifies the electrode which leads to its decomposition and catalysis of the HER 130.  
The V2+/V3+ redox reaction is a sluggish reaction and exhibits significant current only on 
oxidised carbon materials, on the polished glassy carbon electrode used here the current is 
negligible 2,58,200,201. The current which is associated with the reduction of V3+ and the 
subsequent reoxidation of V2+ is very small, current from the hydrogen evolution reaction 
appears to be larger. Figure 33 compares the previously shown CV of 12 mM V3+ in 
1 M H2SO4 on a polished GC electrode with a CV of 12 mM V3+ on a GC electrode which has 
been electrochemically oxidised.  
 
Figure 33 Comparison of the V2+/V3+ redox reaction on a polished and on an oxidised (2 V vs. 
SHE for 10 s in 1 M H2SO4) glassy carbon working electrode.   
For this the potential of the GC electrode was stepped to 2 V vs. SHE for 10 s in 1 M H2SO4. 
The much higher current on the oxidised GC indicates that the electrochemical pre-
treatment produced a catalytic electrode surface. This is in accordance with other studies 
that attributed catalytic properties for the V2+/V3+ redox reaction to oxygen functional 
groups 2,58,200,201. The reason for this catalytic effect is most likely a bridge activated electron 
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transfer, as for Fe2+/Fe3+ 17,230,231. This has consequences for the VRFB in which the evolution 
of hydrogen decreases the Coulombic efficiency 62.  
With standard potentials of U0,1(SiW12) = 0.01 V vs. SHE and U0,2(SiW12) = -0.21 V vs. SHE, the 
first two redox reactions of the POM are positive of the measured standard potential of the 
V2+/V3+ redox reaction 𝑈0(V
2+/V3+) = -0.29 V vs. SHE. However, the peak separations and the 
comparable current density, despite a twelve-fold higher concentration for the V3+, suggest 
that the electron transfer for SiW12 is much faster than for V2+/V3+. For the latter the 
literature gives values on GC of 𝑘0
V2+/V3+
= 10-6 cm s-1  3.  
 
5.4.2 ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY OF SIW12 
In order to determine the redox kinetics of SiW12 electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
measurements were performed in 1 M H2SO4 with 20 mM SiW12. This solution was reduced 
by 0.5 electrons per SiW12 polyoxoanion by bulk electrolysis. The solution then contained 
10 mM SiW12 and 10 mM SiW12- and the measured open circuit potential was equal to the 
standard potential of 𝑼𝐒𝐢𝐖𝟏𝟐
𝛉,𝟏  = 0 V vs. SHE for the first reduction. EIS was measured at the 
OCP with an amplitude of 10 mV from 1 MHz to 100 mHz. The obtained spectra were fitted 
to a Randles circuit (shown in Figure 34) with added inductance accounting for the 
inductivity of the setup 3.  
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Figure 34 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements of the first two redox 
reactions of SiW12. (a) Nyquist plots of 10 mM SiW12/10 mM SiW12- and 10 mM SiW12-/ 
10 mM SiW122- with fits and the used equivalent circuit shown. (b) Detail of (a) showing the 
semicircle. (c) Bode plot of 10 mM SiW12-/10 mM SiW122- with fits. (Experiments were 
conducted by Jochen Friedl and Faye Cording). 
The electron transfer constant k0 was then calculated from the charge transfer resistance RCT 
obtained from the fit. All fitted parameters are given in Table 8, the double layer capacitance 
was calculated from the constant phase element with the formula given by Hirschorn et al. 
for a surface distribution.194  
Table 8 Parameters for first two redox reactions of SiW12 determined by fitting the 
experimental data to the equivalent circuit given in Figure 34 or by reading the impedance at 
0.16 Hz. 
Redox 
reaction 
ROhm / 
Ω 
RCT / 
Ω 
CPE / F 
s(a - 1) 
a (*) 
k0 / 
cm s-1 
CDL / 
µF 
|Z| at 
0.16 Hz/Ω 
D /     
cm2 s-1 
SiW12/SiW12- 4.8 15.5 2.6 10-6 0.85 0.011 0.31 510 1.0 10-6 
SiW12-/SiW122- 4.6 10.0 21.2 10-6 0.76 0.018 1.0 494 1.1 10-6 
(*) constant phase element parameter  
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The measurement described above was repeated to measure the kinetics of the second 
electron transfer of SiW12; 1.5 electrons were added to fully oxidised SiW12, the composition 
of the solution is then 10 mM SiW12- and 10 mM SiW122- and the OCP was 𝑈SiW12
θ,1  = -0.21 V 
vs. SHE. Nyquist plots for both measurements with their fits are shown in Figure 34 (a) and 
Figure 34 (b). ROhm is very similar for both measurements, the double layer capacitance CDL is 
lower for SiW12/SiW12- than for SiW12- /SiW122- . For the latter measurement a specific 
capacitance CDL = 14 10-6 F cm-2 is reasonable for a glassy carbon electrode 17.  
The determined electron transfer constants are in the order of k0 ≈ 10-2 cm s-1. It appears 
that the second redox reaction SiW12- /SiW122- is faster than the first redox reaction 
SiW12/SiW12-. To the best of my knowledge, this has not been investigated in the literature 
and could be an interesting research topic.  
Diffusion coefficients D was determined from the magnitude of the admittance (1/|Z|) at a 
frequency of 0.16 Hz. The calculations yield a very similar diffusion coefficient for 
SiW12- /SiW122- and SiW12/SiW12- at D = 1.1 10-6 cm2 s-1 and D = 1.1 10-6 cm2 s-1 respectively. 
The literature value for D of [SiW12O40]4- in 0.9 M Na2SO4, 0.1 M H2SO4 at 25°C is higher at 2.6 
10-6 cm2 s-1  134.  
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (see Figure 34 and Table 8) shows that the transfer 
of the first redox wave, SiW12/SiW12-, proceeds at a rate of k0 = 1.1 10-2 cm s-1 and for the 
second redox wave, SiW12-/SiW122-, k0 = 1.8 10-2 cm s-1 was measured. Therefore, the kinetics 
of SiW12 are significantly more facile than those of V2+/V3+. The diffusion coefficient of SiW12 
was also determined by EIS to be approximately D ≈ 10-6 cm2 s-1. Inserting this value into the 
Stokes-Einstein equation,  
 
𝐷 =
𝑘𝐵 ∙ 𝑇
6π ∙ η ∙ 𝑟
 ( 42 ) 
 
with kB Boltzmann’s constant, η dynamic viscosity 232 and r hydrodynamic radius of spherical 
particle, gives a value of r = 2 nm for SiW12. This is larger than the crystallographic radius 
(r ≈ 0.5 nm), but this makes sense as the hydration shell of the charged molecule has to be 
considered, too 134.  
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5.5 INVESTIGATIONS OF THE CATHOLYTE, PV14 
The POM PV14 was chosen because this molecule is able to transfer electrons at a high 
potential, hence, it is suitable as catholyte. 
 
5.5.1 ELECTROCHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE CATHOLYTE, PV14 
Figure 35 compares a CV of 1 mM PV14 recorded in 1 M LiCl at pH 2.3 with a CV of 
14 mM VO2+ in 1 M H2SO4. This comparison is made because the catholyte of the VRFB 
contains VO2+/ VO2+ and PV14 serves as its replacement in the positive half-cell.
 
Figure 35 (a) Comparison of Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM PV14 and 14 mM VO2+, the 
catholyte species of the presented all-POM RFB and the VRFB. VO2+ was measured in 
1 M H2SO4, PV14 in 1 M LiCl at pH 2.3 (b) Ball-and-stick representation of PV14. Colour code: 
phosphorus – green; vanadium – silver; oxygen – red. 
Because PV14 is less investigated than SiW12, a more detailed study is presented here. The 
PV14 redox waves are multi-electron transitions, the overlap of many redox reactions makes 
it difficult to determine exact standard potentials and peak separations. Comparison with 
14 mM VO2+ shows that 1 mM PV14 reaches similar peak current densities.  
For the VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction with standard potential 𝑈0(VO
2+/VO2+) = 1.0 V vs. SHE 204 
the peak separation is 1.37 V at 100 mV s-1, which is typical for very sluggish redox reactions 
(𝑘0
VO2+/VO2
+
= 10-6 cm s-1  3,6,186,187). Figure 36 (a) shows five CVs of 20 mM PV14 at scan rates 
from 10 mV s-1 to 250 mV s-1. PV14 exhibits a multi-electron redox reaction in the range from 
0.2 – 0.7 V vs. SHE. Both the oxidation wave and the reduction wave consist of (at least) two 
individual peaks, labelled Ox. 1, Ox. 2, Red. 1 and Red. 2 in Figure 36a. The peaks Ox. 2 and 
Red. 2 are the most pronounced for all scan rates, their arithmetic mean gives an 
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approximate standard potential 𝑈0(PV14) = 0.60 V vs. SHE. The peak potential positions shift 
only minimally with scan rate, Ox. 2 shifts 13 mV higher from 0.01 V s-1 to 0.25 V s-1, during 
the same change in scan rate the potential position of Red. 2 decreases by 18 mV s-1. 
However, because it is unknown how many electrons are transferred during each peak a 
kinetic assessment is difficult.  
In order to determine the number of electrons n transferred in the redox waves the peak 
current densities of Ox. 2 and Red. 2 are plotted over the square root of the scan rate in 
Figure 36 (b). The data points for oxidation reaction and reduction reaction are on a straight 
line for smaller scan rates, but for 0.1 V s-1 and 0.25 V s-1 they fall below those lines. This 
indicates a limitation in the rate of electron transfer, such as slower preceding chemical 
reaction. 
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Figure 36 Electrochemical investigation of PV14. (a) Cyclic Voltammograms of 20 mM PV14 
with various scan rates. Observed peaks are labelled. (b) Peak current density vs. square root 
of scan rate for peaks Ox. 2 and Red. 2. (c) A charge-discharge curve for a symmetric flow cell 
with PV14 (d) Discharge capacity over cycle number for the symmetric flow cell. 
The determined slopes allow to determine n with the Randles-Sevcik equation ( 25 ), if the 
diffusion coefficient is known. The diffusion coefficient of PV14, determined in section 5.5.5, 
was inserted into equation ( 25 ). The calculation yields that during the oxidation nox = 5.5 
electrons are transferred, during the reduction nred = 3.6 in the investigated peaks. The 
imbalance between nred and nox can be explained by the larger peak current of Red. 1 than 
Ox. 1 as additional electrons are transferred. However, nred and nox are only rough estimates, 
the baseline of the preceding peaks (Ox. 1 and Red. 1) are not been taken into account, the 
inserted value for D most likely comes with a large error, and non-integer values for n do not 
make sense. However, it is clear from the analysis that indeed multiple electrons are 
transferred during the redox waves in shown Figure 36 (a). 
To confirm that multiple electrons can be transferred per PV14 polyoxoanion, a symmetrical 
flow cell was set up. Both tanks of the cell, anolyte and catholyte, were 0.05 M PV14 solution. 
Hydrazine was added to one tank to reduce the PV14 in it. The electrons generated by this 
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chemical reduction are then transferred from one tank to the other during the charge and 
discharge of the battery. Because the amount of PV14 is known, the reached capacity Q is a 
direct measure for the number of electrons transferred per molecule n: 
 𝑄 = 𝑛 𝑉 𝑐 ( 43 ) 
 
with V volume of the tanks and c concentration of PV14. One cycle of the symmetric battery 
is shown in Figure 36 (c). As can be seen, the charge and discharge curves (at 8 mA cm-2 / 
200 mA) are symmetrical around zero cell voltage, as expected for a symmetrical flow cell. 
Multiple additions of hydrazine increased the capacity with each injection. The maximum 
number of electrons transferred was n = 7, higher numbers were not tested. This result 
confirmed the findings of Figure 36 (a) and Figure 36 (b), that the redox reactions of PV14 are 
multi-electron. The capacity of the symmetric flow battery faded quickly, at approximately 
5 mAh per cycle, which is attributed to re-oxidation of reduced PV14 species, as the tanks 
were not purged with nitrogen during the experiment.  
 
5.5.2 INVESTIGATION OF PROTON COUPLED ELECTRON TRANSFER OF PV14  
One aspect that arises from the use of PV14 in the catholyte of an RFB is that the electron 
exchange is coupled to a proton transfer. To confirm that behaviour, the polyoxovanadate 
was reduced and oxidized in a flow battery while the pH was measured in the tank. The 
other half-cell consisted of an excess of Fe2+. The result is shown in Figure 37. Upon 
reduction the pH increases, as PV14 takes up electrons and protons. This behaviour is 
reversible and depends on the concentration of PV14 as expected. 
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Figure 37 Evolution of pH value during reduction and oxidation of PV14 against an excess of 
Fe2+. The measurement is shown for two concentrations: 10 mM (red circles) and 30 mM 
(blue circles) PV14 for reduction and oxidation. 
In Figure 37 the evolution of the pH value for an electrolyte in which PV14 is reduced is 
shown. Upon reduction PV14 takes up electrons and protons. Thus for a solution with fixed 
volume the pH rises from 2.3 to 3.0 in a 10 mM PV14 electrolyte and to pH 5 in a 30 mM PV14 
electrolyte upon reduction by two electrons. Subsequent oxidation of PV14 returns the pH to 
its initial value. It is assumed that this experiment worked without destroying the PV14 
because the POMs served as buffer solution. This is suggested by the titration curve 
recorded while synthesising PV14 by addition of conc. HCl (compare Figure 28). A solution 
with pH 2, which corresponds to a hydronium ion concentration of 𝑐H3O+
 = 0.02 M, cannot 
supply the required protons to allow 0.03 M PV14 to take up two protons per molecule. 
Therefore, PV14 must release protons with increasing pH, a phenomenon that counteracts 
the consumption of protons during the proton coupled electron transfer (PCET). This buffer 
effect is in line with research from Selling et al. who found that there are multiple 
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[HxPV14O42](9-x)- species with x = 1-6 in a pH range from 1.5 < pH 6.5, each species with its 
own pKa value 222.  
 
5.5.3 51V NMR INVESTIGATION OF PV14 TO MEASURE PH STABILITY 
Selling et al. showed by 51V NMR that PV14 in solution is in equilibrium with free vanadium 
(VO2+) and decavanadate ([V10O28]6-).222 PV14 is the dominant vanadium species at around 
pH 2.3, more acidic conditions favour VO2+, whereas higher pH values see most vanadium 
incorporated in [V10O28]6-. PV14 undergoes PCET and therefore changes the pH value of its 
electrolyte when being oxidised or reduced (Figure 37). This might be expected to shift the 
pH of the electrolyte to a value outside of the stability range of PV14. While it was stated that 
the transformation of PV14 to [V10O28]6- at high pH and to VO2+ at low pH is a slow process, 
the exact time dependence was not given.222 Therefore, the time-dependence of the 
transformations was determined as shown in Figure 38.  
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Figure 38 (a) Typical 51V NMR spectra for 50 mM PV14 in water with pH 1.3: 3 hours after 
adjusting the pH (black curve), after 6 hours (red curve) and after 78 hours (blue curve). 
(b) Development of VO2+ to PV14 ratio evaluated over time. The three lines for pH 1.7, 1.9 
and 2.1 overlap. 
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The pH stability of PV14 was measured by 51V NMR. For this purpose, spectra in electrolytes 
ranging in pH from 1.1 to 2.1 were recorded immediately after adjusting the pH, and again 
after 3, 6 and 78 hours. The ratio of free vanadium (VO2+) to PV14 was determined by 
integrating the intensities of the peaks labelled PV143 and VO2+. The signal PV143 arises from 
two vanadium sites in PV14, and so its integrated intensity was divided by 2 for comparison 
with the single vanadium site in VO2+. In electrolytes with pH from 2.3 to 1.7 51V NMR shows 
no indication of vanadium species other than PV14 after 78 hours. At pH 1.3 17% of the 
vanadium is present as free vanadium, and after 78 hours, at pH 1.1 this is increased to 51%. 
Figure 38 (b) shows that the transformation is not instantaneous but builds up over time. 
Therefore, in an RFB electrolyte a pH value of 1.7 can be tolerated permanently, and even 
lower values are permissible for short periods of time. This dynamic equilibrium of vanadium 
species, first described by Selling et al., endows PV14 with self-repairing properties 222. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 39 which shows 51V NMR spectra of various vanadium species.  
 
Figure 39 Evolution of 51V NMR spectra of 0.2 M vanadium species in 0.05 M H3PO4 initially 
at pH 2.3. 
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Initially, at pH 2.3 (grey spectrum), three peaks are present. These can be attributed to the 
three vanadium positions in PV14 222; PV143 stems from the two vanadium atoms in the cap, 
PV141 from the 4 vanadium atoms in the plane of the phosphorous ion in the centre, and 
PV142 from the remaining eight. Reducing the pH to 0.6 with HCl (red curve) leads to a shift of 
the vanadium species equilibrium towards free vanadium, its peak emerges at -550 ppm in 
the spectrum. At pH 0.6 PV141, PV142 and PV143 are located at more negative chemical shifts 
than at pH 2.3, an effect that has been reported before 222. Successive increase of pH to 2.3 
showed that the VO2+ peak had vanished after two hours, however peaks for [V10O28]6- have 
appeared (blue curve). Remeasuring this solution after 24 hours yields a spectrum that 
contains only PV14 (green curve), the molecule has reassembled. It is plausible that the 
formation of PV14 from VO2+ proceeds via [V10O28]6- as intermediate, because a few synthesis 
protocols for PV14 start with decavanadate 233,234.  
 
5.5.4 IN-SITU 51V NMR OF PV14 
Because there is a fluent transition between VO2+, [V10O28]6- and PV14, in-situ 51V NMR to 
detect whether the PV14 molecule is stable upon reduction (and therefore acts as the actual 
electron carrier in the RFB) was performed. Alternatively, PV14 could disintegrate upon 
reduction, potentially due to a local change in pH, into a V(IV)-containing species and 
reassemble when re-oxidised. Using in-situ 51V NMR, the chemical composition of 50 mM 
PV14 was monitored during reduction and oxidation in the NMR spectrometer (Figure 40 (a)). 
Figure 40 (c) shows a schematic of the self-made in-situ NMR cell.  
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Figure 40 (a) 51V NMR spectra of PV14 recorded in a NMR tube during an electrochemical 
experiment. In the graph, time proceeds from the back (red curve) to the front of the plane 
(blue curve). The time during which a reducing or an oxidizing current were applied are 
marked. (b) Integrated intensity of all three vanadium peaks (left, blue) and measured 
voltage (red, right). (c) Schematic of the in-situ NMR cell. 
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A carbon felt (GFD, SGL carbon) working electrode was contacted with a partly insulated gold 
wire (0.2 mm diameter), another gold wire served as counter- and reference electrode 
(0.5 mm diameter). The carbon felt assumed a cylindrical shape of diameter 4 mm and 
height 25 mm. The volume of electrolyte contained in the porous electrode was estimated 
to (0.30 ± 0.05) mL. Therefore, with a concentration of 50 mM, a charge of Qtheo= (1.4 ± 0.2) 
C (≘ (0.40 ± 0.07) mAh) has to be transferred to reduce the PV14 within the electrode by one 
electron. Figure 40 (a) shows spectra recorded during the reduction and oxidation of PV14 
inside the in-situ NMR cell. The first plot is the red spectrum at t = 0 h, then every tenth 
recorded spectrum is shown until t = 10 h (36000 s, blue line). During the reduction phase 
with a current of 500 µA the three peaks typically observed for PV14 decreased until their 
integrated intensity was close to zero after t = 5 h (18000 s, as shown in Figure 40 (b), blue 
data). The charge transferred during this time was Q = -2.4 mAh (≘ 6 ± 1 electrons per PV14). 
At this point a positive current of 500 µA was applied and the peaks began to re-appear until 
at t = 8.3 h the integrated peak intensities reached a plateau at their original values prior to 
the reduction. During this interval Q = 1.6 mAh (≘ 4 ± 0.7 electrons per PV14) were 
transferred. The interpretation is as follows: 
1. Peak intensity decreases upon reduction because diamagnetic V(V) is 
transformed to paramagnetic V(IV).235 The fact that all three peaks of the PV14 
lose intensity simultaneously indicates that the added electrons are delocalized, 
therefore influencing all three vanadium positions;  
2. As estimated above, the charge transferred per PV14 polyoxoanion corresponds 
to the addition of six electrons when its intensity in the 51V NMR spectrum 
vanished entirely. Re-oxidation was completed after removing four electrons 
from each polyoxoanion. The absence of a separator in the NMR tube is a likely 
reason for this imbalance. During reduction, reduced species diffuses out of the 
working electrode volume into the supernatant region, and these are replaced by 
fully oxidised PV14. These molecules can also be reduced so that the number of 
electrons added during reduction is likely higher than the number which would 
be needed without diffusion. Similarly, in the oxidation phase, less PV14 can be re-
oxidised, because some of the reduced species is able to diffuse away from the 
working electrode. Therefore, less electrons are removed from the polyanions 
during the oxidation than would be possible without diffusion.  
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The conclusion is that PV14 can be reversibly reduced and oxidised. Taking the error from 
diffusion into account, it was estimated that the 51V NMR signal disappears after 
approximately five ((6 + 4) /2 = 5) electrons have been added to the 14 vanadium ions of the 
POM. 
 
5.5.5 ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY OF PV14 
In order to determine the redox kinetics of PV14 electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
measurements were performed in 1 M LiCl with 20 mM PV14. The experiments were 
performed and analysed in the same way as for SiW12 (see section 5.4.2). This solution was 
reduced by 0.5 electrons per PV14 molecule by bulk electrolysis and contained then 
10 mM PV14 and 10 mM PV14-. The measured open circuit potential was 𝑼𝐏𝐕𝟏𝟒
𝛉,𝟏  = 0.75 V vs. 
SHE for the first reduction. This measurement was repeated to measure the kinetics of the 
second (𝑼𝐏𝐕𝟏𝟒
𝛉,𝟐  = 0.67 V vs. SHE), third (𝑼𝐏𝐕𝟏𝟒
𝛉,𝟑  = 0.54 V vs. SHE) and fourth electron 
(𝑼𝐏𝐕𝟏𝟒
𝛉,𝟒  = 0.24 V) transfer of PV14. Therefore, 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 electrons were added to fully 
oxidised PV14 to obtain the desired compositions (see Table 9). The obtained spectra were 
fitted to a Randles circuit and Nyquist plots for all measurements with their fits are shown in 
Figure 41 (a) and (b). 
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Figure 41 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements of the first four redox 
reactions of PV14. (a) Nyquist plots of 10 mM PV14/10 mM PV14-, 10 mM PV14-/10 mM PV142-, 
10 mM PV142-/10 mM PV143- and 10 mM PV143-/10 mM PV144- with fits and the used 
equivalent circuit shown. (b) Detail of (a) showing the semicircles. (c) Bode plot of 10 mM 
PV14-/10 mM PV142- with fits. (Experiments conducted by Felix Pfanschilling). 
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All fitted parameters are given in Table 9. Rohm and the double layer capacitance CDL are very 
similar for all measurements. The determined electron transfer constants are between 
k0 ≈ 9 10-3 – 1 10-3 cm s-1, slightly lower as for SiW12. It appears that the electron transfer 
constants decrease with reduction of the PV14 molecule. k0 for the first redox reaction of 
PV14 is very similar to the first redox reaction of SiW12 and the fourth redox reaction of PV14 
is roughly one order of magnitude slower than the first one.  
Table 9 Parameters for first four redox reactions of PV14 determined by fitting the 
experimental data to the equivalent circuit given in Figure 41 or by reading the impedance at 
0.16 Hz. 
 
ROhm / 
Ω 
RCT / 
Ω 
CPE / F 
s(a - 1) 
a (*) 
k0 / 
cm s-1 
CDL / 
µF 
|Z| at 
0.16 Hz/Ω 
D / cm2 
s-1 
PV14/ PV14- 21.4 20.3 5.6 10-6 0.87 0.009 1.32 625 5.9 10-7 
PV14-/ PV142- 21.6 34.3 4.4 10-6 0.89 0.005 1.27 677 5.2 10-7 
PV142-/ PV143- 22.4 82.1 3.9 10-6 0.89 0.002 1.22 883 3.4 10-7 
PV143-/ PV144- 22.8 136.7 4.4 10-6 0.88 0.001 1.28 1036 2.7 10-7 
(*) constant phase element parameter  
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (see Figure 41 and Table 9) shows that the transfer 
of the first redox wave, PV14/ PV14- proceeds at a rate of k0 = 9 10-3 cm s-1 which is 
significantly more facile than the VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction. 
The calculated diffusion coefficients D lead to similar values for all reduction states in the 
order of D = 10-7 cm2 s-1 which is reasonable for large molecules. The radius of PV14 
calculated by equation ( 42 ) with the hydrodynamic viscosity of 1 M LiCl 236 gives a value of 
r = 3 nm which is bigger than the radius of SiW12 r = 2 nm. That can be explained because of 
the higher negative charge and therefore bigger solvation shell of PV14.  
 
5.6 BATTERY STUDIES OF THE PV14-SIW12-SYSTEM 
5.6.1 CROSS-OVER STUDIES 
One prerequisite for an asymmetric RFB is that the redox shuttles do not penetrate the 
membrane. The crossover of Fe2+, as archetype for a small transition metal ion, was 
compared to that of SiW12 for two commercial membranes, Nafion N117 (thickness 183 µm) 
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and Fumatech’s FUMASEP F-1040 (thickness 40 µm). As the direct comparison of 
100 mM Fe2+ and 100 mM SiW12 (Figure 42) showed, the small cation Fe2+ easily crosses 
both tested membranes. The cross-over studies were performed by separating two half-cells 
each with a volume of 32 cm3 by a membrane with a surface area of 16 cm2. One of the half-
cells contained a concentration c of 100 mM of the species under investigation (Fe2+ or 
SiW12) in 1 M H2SO4, the electrolyte in the other half-cell was c = 20 mM of V3+ in the case of 
Fe2+ and c = 20 mM of Fe2+ in the case of SiW12. The half-cell with the high concentration was 
stirred. In the half-cell with the lower concentration a working-, counter- and reference 
electrode were used to measure CVs periodically. The measured peak currents for Fe2+ and 
SiW12 were then converted to concentrations and plotted as seen in Figure 42.  
 
Figure 42 Time dependent concentration of Fe2+ (blue data) and SiW12 (red data) measured 
by CVs in a half-cell that did not contain these species at t = 0 s. (Conducted by Erasmus 
student). 
The half-cell that initially was devoid of Fe2+ and was separated by the membrane from a 
half-cell with 100 mM Fe2+, contained half of the initial concentration (50 mM) of Fe2+ after 
19 h; the two half-cells had become equilibrated. In the case of the larger anion SiW12, both 
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membranes prevented crossover during the 20 h of monitoring. The inhibition of crossover 
for the POM can be explained in two ways. First, size exclusion: From x-ray diffraction in 
solution it is known that the 12 tungsten atoms of SiW12 form a roughly spherical unit with  
unit cell of volume (0.5 nm)3.216 With terminal oxygen atoms and hydration shell the 
diameter of the solvated polyoxoanion is likely to exceed 2 nm, as calculated from the 
Stokes-Einstein equation ( 42 ) from the diffusion coefficient. Conductive channels in Nafion 
membranes were determined to be of variable size from 1 - 100 nm 237,238. Narrow points in 
the channel might therefore restrict the movement of the SiW12 species as they are of 
similar size. Second, electrostatic repulsion: Both investigated membranes are based on 
perfluorosulfonic acid ionomers and are therefore cation-conducting membranes. The 
negatively charged SO3- groups in the membrane might repel the [SiW12O40]4- anion, thus 
preventing it from crossing the separator.  
 
5.6.2 FULL CELL RFB TEST 
The flow cell studies were performed in a laboratory flow cell with electrode area 5 x 5 cm2; 
a detailed description of the setup is given in section 5.3.3. The composition of the anolyte 
was 0.2 M SiW12 in 1 M LiCl, and the starting pH was adjusted to 1.6 from 0.6. The catholyte 
comprised 0.1 M PV14 in 1 M LiCl. Prior to starting the tests, the catholyte was reduced by 
addition of hydrazine (35% in water) while it was purged with nitrogen. The pH was then 
adjusted to 2.0 from 2.6 by addition of aqueous HCl (1 M). With four electrons per PV14 
molecule added, and each tank containing 60 mL of electrolyte, the theoretical capacity Qtheo 
is: 
 𝑄theo = 𝑛 ∙ 𝑉 ∙ 𝑐  ∙ 𝐹       ( 44 ) 
 𝑄anolyte = 2 ∙ 0.06 L ∙ 0.2 M ∙ 𝐹 = 640 mAh ( 45 ) 
  𝑄catholyte = 4 ∙ 0.06 L ∙ 0.1 M ∙ 𝐹 = 640 mAh ( 46 ) 
 
with theoretical capacity of anolyte and catholyte 𝑄anolyte and 𝑄catholyte.  
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was employed at an open circuit voltage of 1 V 
with an amplitude of 10 mV and in a frequency range 10 kHz ≤ 𝑓 ≤ 50 mHz. The resulting 
Nyquist plot is shown in Figure 43.  
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Figure 43 Nyquist spectrum of the flow cell after 155 cycles at an open circuit voltage of 1 V 
with values for ROhm and RCT given. 
The area specific resistance at high frequencies caused by the Ohmic losses in the current 
collector, the electrodes and the ionic resistance in the membrane was relatively high for an 
aqueous system, ROhm = 1.93 Ω cm2 (Nyquist plot in Figure 43, for comparison see values 
in 168). Typical charge and discharge curves at three different current densities are shown in 
Figure 44 (a). All curves exhibit two distinct plateaus. These stem from the two redox 
processes of SiW12 (compare Figure 32). For 30 mA cm-2 the theoretical capacity of 
Qtheo = 640 mAh is almost reached at discharge (Qexp = 612 mAh). Coulombic efficiencies are 
about 94% for each cycle and are slightly higher for higher current densities. The voltage 
efficiency was 65% at 30 mA cm-2, attributed mainly to the Ohmic losses ROhm and not to the 
kinetics of the redox couples. This is based on the three electrode measurements which 
found high k0 values for SiW12 in the order of 10-2 cm s-1 and the Nyquist plot shown in Figure 
43 in which the RCT ≈ 0.4 Ω cm-2 when ROhm = 1.93 Ω cm2.  
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Figure 44 Flow cell studies on a cell using 0.2 M SiW12 as anolyte and 0.1 M PV14 as catholyte 
in 1 M LiCl. (a) Typical charge and discharge curves for cycle number 5 at 30 mA cm-2 (grey 
curves), number 55 at 40 mA cm-2 (red curves), number 65 at 60 mA cm-2 (blue curves) and 
the last cycle (number 155) at 30 mA cm-2 (green curves). (b) Charge (open circle) and 
discharge (full circle) capacity for cycles 1-155 with current density indicated. Coulombic 
efficiencies are given as + symbol (c) Rate test for RFB starting at an open circuit voltage of 
1.05 V. The left ordinate gives the discharge voltage, the right ordinate the achieved power 
density. The voltage drop due to ROhm is shown by a broken line. 
This cell was cycled for 14 days, completing 155 charge and discharge cycles. The measured 
capacities are shown in Figure 44 (b). For 50 cycles a current density of 30 mA cm-2 was 
applied (grey markers), followed by ten cycles with 40 mA cm-2 (red markers) and                 
60 mA cm-2 (blue markers) each. Then the initial current density of 30 mA cm-2 (green 
markers) was reapplied to show that ageing has a negligible effect on the battery. From cycle 
20 to cycle 71 the capacity remained relatively stable and decayed with 1 mAh/cycle. 
Relative to the highest achieved discharge capacity (619 mAh in cycle 2), this equals a 
capacity decay of 0.16% per cycle.  
Chemical oxidation of reduced SiW12 and reduced PV14 by the oxygen in the atmosphere is 
the most likely reason for the observed capacity fade. To test this hypothesis, the nitrogen 
gas purge of the battery containment was stopped at cycle 80, thus permitting the ingress of 
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atmospheric oxygen. From cycle 85 to 97 an increased capacity fade of 3.5 mAh/cycle or 
0.56%/cycle was measured, suggesting that the measured capacity fade is due oxidation by 
oxygen 239. During cycle 98, 200 µL of hydrazine were added to the catholyte and the 
nitrogen purging was resumed. This addition of a reducing agent replenished the full 
capacity of the RFB: Cycle 98 had a discharge capacity of 648 mAh, which even exceeded the 
theoretical capacity. To achieve this, SiW12 can partly access its third, two-electron redox 
reaction, and PV14 can take up more than 4 electrons per anion. Figure 36 (d) shows the 
charge and discharge of a symmetric RFB that operates with PV14 in both electrolytes. The 
curves indicate that PV14 can store at least seven electrons. After the hydrazine injection, the 
cell test was continued to reach a total operation time of 14 days and the capacity fade 
continued to be 0.16%/cycle. The capacity oscillates in a day/night cycle, maxima in capacity 
are separated by 24 hours. It is known from other experiments that the day-night cycle is 
mainly influenced by temperature changes. The columbic efficiency oscillates with the same 
periodicity as the capacities. 
After the 155th cycle the cell was charged to reach an open circuit voltage of 1.05 V, then the 
cell was discharged at a certain current rate for 2 mAh, and immediately after that charged 
for 2 mAh. This was done for current densities from 2 mA cm-2 to 160 mA cm-2. The 
discharge voltage and power at these current densities are shown in Figure 44 (c). The 
maximum achieved power density was 100 mW cm-2 at 160 mA cm-2. At this current density 
73% of the voltage drop is caused by the Ohmic resistance of the cell (Rohm = 1.93 Ω cm-2). 
A 51V NMR spectrum of the catholyte was obtained after the 155 charge and discharge cycles 
shown in Figure 44 at a moment when it was fully charged. The pH of the solution was 1.2. 
This spectrum is shown in Figure 45 and is very similar to the spectra shown in Figure 38 (a).  
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Figure 45 51V NMR spectra of the catholyte after 155 charge and discharge cycles which took 
14 days. The individual contributions were fitted to Lorentzian curves. 
Most of the vanadium is present as PV14, however, a contribution from VO2+ at -544 ppm is 
also visible. Fitting of the peaks and data analysis revealed that the ratio of VO2+ to PV143 
signals is 0.10, and therefore the presence of VO2+ is as expected for the measured pH. This 
indicates, that degradation due to electrochemical processes does not contribute to the 
decomposition of PV14. A 51V NMR spectrum of the anolyte after 155 charge and discharge 
cycles gave no signal, indicating that no vanadium containing species had crossed through 
the membrane. 
Table 10 Peak positions and integrated intensities for the curves fitted to the 51V spectrum 
shown in Figure 45. 
Peak Chemical shift / ppm Integrated Intensity Ratio to PV143 
PV143 -530.8 240000 1.0 
VO2+ -543.0 23500 0.1 
PV142 -585.1 960000 4.0 
PV141 -596.0 495000 2.1 
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5.7 DISCUSSION 
In this study an asymmetric all-POM RFB utilising SiW12 as anolyte and PV14 as catholyte is 
presented. Four hypotheses regarding the suitability of POMs for RFBs were tested.  
1. It was shown that electron transfer using SiW12 is fast. An electron transfer in the 
order of k0 = 10-2 cm s-1 was determined by EIS which is four orders of magnitude 
faster than that of the vanadium redox reactions employed in the VRFB.3 The 
simultaneous decrease of the three PV14 peaks in the in-situ 51V NMR spectrum 
(Figure 40) also indicates that added electrons are delocalised. The loss in voltage of 
the battery cell was mostly determined by the Ohmic drop and not by charge transfer 
resistances.  
2. In cross-over studies, two types of commercial cation exchange membranes 
prevented SiW12 from crossing over into an adjacent half-cell (Figure 42). After 
14 days of RFB operation no vanadium was found in the anolyte by 51V NMR. 
Electrostatic repulsion between the SO3- groups of the membranes and the 
polyoxoanions, and limited transport of the POMs (1 nm) through membrane 
channels of comparable size (1-100 nm) are likely causes of this prevention of cross-
over 216,237,238.  
3. In-situ 51V NMR showed that PV14 was stable during reduction and oxidation (Figure 
40). Furthermore, the decavanadate also spontaneously reassembled after 
decomposition in excessively acidic or alkaline solvents when the pH was restored to 
2.3 (Figure 39).  
4. With concentrations of 0.1 M for PV14 and 0.2 M for SiW12, the RFB had a capacity of 
10.7 Ah L-1 and was able to reach this theoretical value reliably with minimal capacity 
loss (0.16% per cycle). The capacity loss was due to ingress of atmospheric oxygen 
and not due to instability of the redox shuttles. In VRFBs capacity decays of 
2%/cycle 57 or 75% after 50 cycles 5 have been reported. For the metal-free 
anthraquinone-bromine RFB an average capacity fade of 0.8%/cycle was reported 135. 
In addition, the full capacity of the all-POM RFB could be restored by adding a 
reducing agent to the catholyte. 
The above four points illustrate the potential for POMs as designable redox shuttles for flow 
batteries. There are several possible avenues for improvement: 
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Energy density: Two approaches are available to increase the capacity: First, to utilise more 
electrons per molecule. It was able to show that PV14 can be reduced by as many as seven 
electrons (Figure 36 (d)), whereas during battery operation the molecule was reduced by 
only four electrons. The limit to this needs to be explored. From its CV it is clear that SiW12 
can be reduced by four electrons (Figure 32 (a)), two more than are currently utilised in the 
battery anolyte. However, in order for these two additional electrons to be used the 
decomposition reaction of SiW12 at low potential must be understood and prevented 228. 
Second, the concentration of the POMs could be increased. For H4SiW12O40, the maximum 
concentration at room temperature measured was 0.875 M.  
Power density: The asymmetric POM-RFB reached a power density of 100 mW cm-2 at an 
open circuit voltage of 1.05 V. For commercial VRB systems power densities of 
50 – 300 mW cm-2 (at 1.40 – 1.60 V) are reported 240. The Ohmic drop causes 73% of the 
voltage loss, and this should therefore be improved with the highest priority. When 
correcting for the Ohmic drop a power density of 150 mW cm-2 can be achieved (shown in 
Figure 44 (c)). Common RFBs are operated in highly acidic conditions, and therefore protons 
can be used to transfer the charge across the membrane. Since the asymmetric POM-RFB 
operates in only mildly acidic conditions, it is necessary to use Li cations for charge transport, 
and it can be assumed that Li transport leads to a lower conductivity than proton transport 
(Li+: 38.7 S cm2 mol-1, H+: 349.6 S cm2 mol-1 at 298 K in water 241). Thinner membranes, or 
separators working on the basis of size exclusion should be tested to take advantage of the 
large size of the POMs.  
 
5.8 OPTIONS TO IMPROVE THE NEW POM BATTERY SYSTEM/INCREASE ENERGY DENSITY 
5.8.1 LEAD ADDITIVE TO THE ANOLYTE 
As described in section 5.4.1, the reduction of SiW12 was restricted to the first two electron 
transfers because at low potentials the POM irreversibly modifies the electrode which leads 
to its decomposition of the POM and catalysis of the HER 130. An access of four than two 
electrons per molecule SiW12 would double the energy density of the anolyte. An approach 
to make that feasible is to shift the HER to more negative potential and to inhibit the 
decomposition reaction of the POM at low potential. The idea is to significantly exceed the 
decomposition voltage of water by increasing the over-voltage for hydrogen on the 
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electrode surface. One example for an application that makes use of the strong increase in 
hydrogen overvoltage is the lead acid battery. The overvoltage of hydrogen on lead is so high 
that the HER only occurs at an acid concentration of more than 4 M at a noticeable rate 242. 
In the following experiments a lead additive was added to the anolyte with the idea that the 
addition of lead to the electrolyte is followed by the subsequent deposit of metallic lead 
onto the negative electrode and therefore increases the over-potential for the HER 
significantly. Hence, four instead of two electrons would be usable instead of just two (see 
also Figure 31). Figure 46 (a) and (b) shows the results of stationary battery cell tests of 
0.01 M SiW12 as anolyte and 0.02 M PV14 as catholyte, initially reduced with hydrazine by 
two electrons, in 1 M LiCl with (b) and without (a) lead additive. 
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Figure 46 Stationary battery cell studies and Typical charge and discharge curves, 
I = 1.25 mA cm-2, of selected cycles using (a) 10 ml 0.01 M SiW12 as anolyte and 10 ml 0.02 M 
PV14 as catholyte in 1 M LiCl and (b) 10 ml 0.01 M SiW12 as anolyte and 10 ml 0.02 M PV14 
with 0.001 m lead(II)nitrate as catholyte in 1 M LiCl. 
Figure 46 (a) shows selected cycles for the stationary battery test of the POM system 
without lead additive. The theoretical capacity is 10.7 mAh but the maximum capacity 
reached is lower and decreases with cycle. Cycle 10 and 15 show the three expected 
plateaus that stem from the first, second and third/fourth electron. Afterwards the shape of 
the curves change and the length of the third plateau decreases and disappears completely 
at cycle 25. This is indicative for an irreversible decomposition of SiW12 because the last 
cycle shows the pattern of a two electron transfer instead of four electrons in the beginning. 
Figure 46 (b) shows selected cycles for the stationary battery test of the POM system with 
1 mM lead additive. The maximum capacity is higher and decreases less with ongoing 
cycling. The curves show three plateaus and the shape does not change which indicates that 
the SiW12 does not decompose during cycling. The lead additive makes four instead of two 
electrons of the anolyte accessible what leads to an increase of the energy density of the 
battery by a factor of two. This result shows a significant improvement of the POM system 
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and should be transferred from the stationary cell test into a RFB to increase the energy 
density of the anolyte. 
5.8.2 INCREASE OF SOLUBILITY OF THE CATHOLYTE 
To reach a higher energy density of the battery another approach is to increase the solubility 
of the catholyte. The used catholyte PV14 has a lower solubility than the anolyte and limits 
the energy density. 
Investigations show that the sodium, potassium, rubidium and cesium ions all are weakly 
hydrated with only a single shell of water molecules. Because the lithium cation is much 
smaller than the sodium cation it is more strongly hydrated, most probably with a second 
hydration shell present 243, hence, its hydration energy and solubility is higher. PV14 is 
present Na4.75H4.25[PV14O42] ∙ NaCl ∙ 12H2O as it is synthesised using sodium metavanadate as 
starting material and recrystallized in sodium chloride solution, leads to a maximum 
concentration of 0.2 M L-1. The idea is to increase the solubility by exchanging the sodium 
cation by the smaller lithium cation, therefore, a new synthesis route was developed. The 
new Li-PV14 was synthesised under similar conditions as the (see section 5.3.1) Na-PV14. 
Instead of NaVO3, LiVO3 was used and Li-PV14 was obtained without further purification by 
precipitation due to high solubility and a 51V NMR spectrum was recorded. Figure 47 shows 
the 51V NMR spectra of Na-PV14 and Li-PV14 for comparison. 
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Figure 47 51V NMR spectra of Na-PV14 (green line) and Li-PV14 (red line) in water. 
The peaks of Li-PV14 appear at the same chemical shift as those for Na-PV14. The peaks are 
broader which leads to a superimposition and disappearance of the third peak at -596 ppm 
with Li+ as counter ion. The broadening of 51V NMR spectra of pentavalent vanadium 
compounds is usually due to the quadrupole moment of this nucleus, although chemical 
exchange cannot be completely ruled out. The quadrupolar broadening depends upon the 
local symmetry at vanadium and the molecular tumbling rate. The latter will be affected by 
the temperature, the effective dynamic radius (which may depend upon ion pairing - hence 
the difference between the Li and Na samples) and concentration. Spectral simulations were 
conducted by Prof. William McFarlane and an approximate doubling of the 51V line width can 
make the third signal “vanish”. No side products like [V10O28]6- are visible. The new synthesis 
was successful and it was possible to obtain a new POM which has not been published in 
literature so far. Using LiVO3 as starting material leads to a 3.5-fold concentration of Li-PV14 
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with 0.7 M L-1 compared to Na-PV14. Figure 48 shows an overview about the cation effect on 
the solubility of the polyoxometalates PV14 and SiW12. 
 
Figure 48 Cation effect on the solubility of the polyoxometalates PV14 and SiW12. 
Flow cell tests were conducted applying 0.06 L 0.1 M SiW12 as anolyte and 0.06 L 0.05 M Li-
PV14 as catholyte in 1 M LiCl and applying 0.06 L 0.6 M SiW12 as anolyte and 0.06 L 0.3 M Li-
PV14 as catholyte. Initially the catholyte was reduced chemically with hydrazine by four 
electrons per molecule Li-PV14 and the anolyte was applied in its oxidised form. One selected 
charge and discharge curve per concentration is shown in Figure 49. The red curve shows the 
result for the low concentration and the blue curve the results for the high concentration. 
The theoretical capacity for both systems is shown as vertical line. 
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Figure 49 charge and discharge curves of flow cell studies on a cell using (red curve) 0.06 L 
0.1 M SiW12 as anolyte and 0.06 L 0.05 M Li-PV14 as catholyte initially reduced with hydrazine 
by four electrons in 1 M LiCl, (blue curve) 0.06 L 0.6 M SiW12 as anolyte and 0.06 L 0.3 M Li-
PV14 as catholyte initially reduced with hydrazine by four electrons in 1 M LiCl. The 
theoretical capacity for both systems are shown by a vertical line. 
The applied current density was 10 mA cm2- for the low concentration and 20 mA cm2- for 
the high concentration. Both curves exhibit two distinct plateaus, which stem from the two 
redox processes of SiW12 (compare Figure 32). For the RFB test with 0.05 M Li-PV14 the 
reached discharge capacity was 312 mAh which is 97% of theoretical value (Qtheo = 322 mAh) 
and for the RFB test with 0.3 M Li-PV14 the reached discharge capacity was 1542 mAh which 
is 80% of theoretical value (Qtheo = 1930 mAh). For high concentration Qdischarge does not 
match Qtheo because a too fast chemical reduction with hydrazine before the experiment 
could lead to a decomposition of the POM. Before application of reduced Li-PV14 the 
electrolyte was filtered to remove precipitated side products which leads to a decrease in 
total concentration of the catholyte. A possibility to improve that is to reduce the catholyte 
electrochemically before the experiment to avoid decomposition. These flow cell 
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experiments show that it is possible to replace the Na-PV14 successfully by Li-PV14 and 
therefore to increase the concentration to 0.7 M L-1 which enhances the energy density by a 
factor of 3.5. 
 
5.9 CONCLUSION 
As described in previous chapters, overall-improvements of the VRFB system are limited by 
the sluggish kinetics of the V2+/V3+ and VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction. This chapter presented a 
new class of redox electrolyte, polyoxometalates, which combines the tuneability of organic 
molecules with the stability of metal ions to overcome the limitations of the VRFB. The main 
feature of the investigated POMs is that the kinetics of the electron transfer are 1000 times 
faster than the kinetics of the VRFB. This is a great benefit because k0 is proportional to the 
power density and this enhancement is a milestone in RFB research, opening new avenues 
for large-scale energy storage. Research in the field of new electrodes and cell design should 
be carried out to tailor and optimize their properties to the facile kinetics of POMs. 
Crossover studies showed that no crossover into the other half-cell occurs during long-time 
cycling which improves the lifetime of RFBs enormously. Hence, thinner membranes or 
separators could be applied for this system which would lower the cost of the battery 
system because membranes are implicated as substantial contributors to the capital cost of 
VRFBs 46. Investigations regarding new membranes should be carried out and should be 
optimized for the new POM system. In-situ 51V NMR experiments were conducted and 
showed that PV14 is stable during reduction and oxidation. For this experiment a self-made 
electrochemical cell was built inside a NMR tube with an inner diameter of only 4 mm. This 
novel set-up enables electrochemical in-situ investigations and offers a deeper insight into 
electrochemical processes in general. This application could be useful tool for the 
investigation of other systems, too. Options to improve the all-POM battery system in terms 
of the energy density were discussed and initial experiments showed promising results. A 
lead additive was given to the anolyte which significantly enlarged the hydrogen overvoltage 
with the aim to make four instead of two electrons per SiW12 molecule accessible. Initial 
stationary battery cell tests showed a stable cycling behaviour with a two-fold energy 
density of the anolyte. Further investigations regarding the optimum of lead concentration 
should be conducted and, for instance, SEM analysis should be carried out to investigate the 
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lead deposition on the electrode surface. Furthermore, a new synthesis method using 
lithium metavanadate instead of sodium metavanadate was successfully conducted which 
lead to an exchange of the counter cation in PV14 from Na+ to Li+. Hence, the maximum 
concentration of the catholyte could be increased by a factor of 3.5 and initial flow battery 
tests with a three times higher concentration of the catholyte and showed promising results. 
Some precipitation during the chemical reduction of Li-PV14 was observed, prior the flow 
battery tests. Investigations regarding the initial reduction of the catholyte should be 
conducted in the future to provide a higher concentration and therefore a higher energy 
density of the system. These results are worth carrying out further experiments to optimize 
the system. The newly developed system can be regarded as a model system for POM RFBs 
and offers many advantages compared to the commercially available VRFB. To improve the 
system further, more suitable POMs for the application symmetric and asymmetric RFBs 
should be investigated and research regarding new cell design should be focussed on. Main 
criteria should be costs of the chemicals and number of transferred electrons per molecule. 
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK 
This work shows possibilities to improve the energy and power density of RFBs. The main 
drawbacks of the VRFB are the sluggish kinetics of the V2+/V3+ and the VO2+/VO2+ redox 
reactions which limit the current density and therefore the power density 3. The power 
density is proportional to the electron transfer constant k0 which indicates that the power 
density of the VRFB is limited by the charge transfer resistance.  As described in previous 
chapters many attempts have been made to improve the application RFB, for instance, by 
heterogeneous catalysis. Since it was shown in the literature that the VO2+/VO2+ redox 
reaction cannot be catalyzed by oxygen functional groups on carbon electrodes 2–5 
homogeneous catalysis was conducted in this work to enhance the kinetics VO2+/VO2+ redox 
reaction. The kinetics of the VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction have been investigated in 1M 
sulphuric and 1 M phosphoric acid by cyclic voltammetry, chronoamperometry, 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and flow battery. The transfer of the system from 
1 M sulphuric acid to 1 M phosphoric acid increases the electron transfer constant k0 up to 
67 times. At higher over-potentials the determined currents match for the two electrolytes. 
This over-potential dependent difference in electron transfer constant is explained by 
variable contributions from three reaction mechanisms for the oxidation of VO2+ to VO2+, 
and by the presence of adsorbed intermediates for the reduction of VO2+, which means that 
the complex reaction mechanism is a combination of electron transfer and chemical 
reaction. In a laboratory scale flow cell that employed dilute vanadium electrolyte, it was 
possible to show that the over-voltages can be significantly lower in phosphoric acid as 
compared to sulphuric acid. This study shows that the redox kinetics of the VO2+/VO2+ can be 
considerably accelerated by altering the chemical environment of the vanadium ions, and 
that this effect can also be transferred into a flow battery 6. Despite all efforts made in 
recent years to improve the VRFB system its potential for further optimization is limited 
because of low k0.  
The idea in this work was to overcome the limitations of the system with a new chemistry. A 
new class of redox electrolyte which combines the tuneability of organic molecules with the 
stability of metal ions was suggested to improve the remaining disadvantages and two 
polyoxometalates, were investigated in detail. It was shown that these POMs exhibit facile 
redox kinetics (electron transfer constant k0 ≈ 10-2 cm s-1 for [SiW12O40]4-, which is four 
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orders of magnitude faster than V2+/V3+ and VO2+/VO2+), thereby enabling high power 
densities; in addition, they feature multi-electron transfer, realizing a high capacity per 
molecule; they do not cross cation exchange membranes, eliminating self-discharge through 
the separator and capacity fade; and they are chemically and electrochemically stable as 
shown by in-situ NMR. The catholyte species even spontaneously reassembles when 
destroyed by adverse solvent conditions. In flow battery studies the theoretical capacity 
(10.7 Ah L-1) could be achieved under operating conditions. The cell showed a capacity fade 
of 0.16% per cycle due to oxidation by oxygen when the cell was cycled for 14 days with 
current densities from 30 to 60 mA cm-2 (155 cycles). The Coulombic efficiency was 94% 
during cycling. Very small losses occurred due to residual oxygen in the system. The voltage 
efficiency (~65% at 30 mA cm-2) was mainly affected by Ohmic rather than kinetic losses.  
Options to improve the all-POM battery system were discussed and initial experiments 
showed promising results concerning the improvement of the energy density. A lead 
additive was given to the anolyte to significantly enlarge the hydrogen overvoltage with the 
idea to make four instead of two electrons per SiW12 molecule accessible. Initial stationary 
battery cell tests show a stable cycling behaviour with a 2-fold energy density of the anolyte. 
Furthermore, a new synthesis was successfully developed to exchange the counter cation in 
PV14 from Na+ to Li+ with the idea to increase the solvation energy and thus the maximum 
concentration of the catholyte. Solubility studies show a 3.5-fold higher solubility of the new 
Li-PV14 compared to Na-PV14. Initial flow battery tests were conducted with a three times 
higher concentration of the catholyte and show promising results. The results are worth 
carrying out further experiments to optimize the system.  
The main feature of the POMs is that the kinetics of the electron transfer are 1000 times 
faster than the kinetics of the VRFB. This enhancement is a milestone in RFB research, 
opening new avenues for large-scale energy storage. Crucial to technology and 
breakthrough, however, are the cost per kWh stored, also in terms of the target by the 
ARPA-e of DOE to limit the capital cost to US$100 per kWh for widespread adoption (see 
Chapter 2). Important are investment costs, maintenance costs and lifetime. The price for 
vanadium for example has increased drastically during the last years which can be seen in 
Figure 50.  
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Figure 50 Annual average vanadium pentoxide price (min. 98%, anhydrous), including (blue) 
and excluding (red) the inflation 244. 
The current price (September 2018) for vanadium is $19.65 per pound vanadium 245 which 
makes vanadium an expensive element. As shown in section 2.8 the capital cost for the VRFB 
was calculated to US$400 kWh, which is clearly a big leap to the target of the ARPA-e of DOE, 
to get a general idea.  
In the case of PV14, only four of the 14 vanadium contained are used and in the case of SiW12 
only four (six with lead additive, see section 5.8.1) tungsten are used, which represents only 
a small part of the theoretically usable amount of electrons per molecule, which is 
unfavourable in terms of cost. One way to improve this and to address more 
vanadium/tungsten is to increase the potential window in water or by using organic solvents 
to make more electrons per molecule accessible. Stability and solubility tests of POMs in 
non-aqueous media should be carried out. The advantages and challenges of aqueous and 
non-aqueous systems are summarised in Table 2. Another aspect is that tungsten is a quite 
heavy element (183.84 u), which is disadvantageous in terms of gravimetric energy density. 
However, the capabilities of POMs as redox active species in RFBs are undeniable due to 
their multiple redox centres and fast kinetics, hence, energy and power density can be 
addressed but other elements such as manganese, molybdenum or zinc are cheaper (see 
U.S. Geological Survey data bank) and less heavy, thus, lower the cost, get closer to the 
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target of US$100 per kWh and would improve the gravimetric factors. The investigated PV14 
- SiW12 system shows promising results as POM-RFB and can be considered as a model 
system to investigate and understand new POMs in the future with regard to technical 
application. New POMs that contain the aforementioned elements should be 
electrochemically investigated to test their suitability for RFB application. 
Due to the promising results in laboratory scale, SIEMENS AG conducted an upgrade of the 
investigated chemistry in technical scale for commercial application 246. A long term study 
(continuous cycling of the battery for 88 days) conducted with a large commercial cell 
(surface area 1400 cm2, J. Schmalz GmbH, see Figure 51 for set-up). An electrolyte solution 
with 1.5 L 80 mM SiW12 was prepared as anolyte, a solution of 1.5 L 80 mM reduced PV14 
was used as catholyte. The initial discharge capacity was 4.70 Ah (72% of Ctheo = 6.4 Ah). This 
discrepancy in capacitance can be explained by a lack of pre-reduced PV14. 
 
Figure 51 Photograph of the 1400 cm2 cell with periphery (tanks, pumps, tubing) and 
containment. 
During cycling the pH was measured (see Figure 52 (a)). The concentration of hydronium 
ions in the anolyte (green line) does not change significantly during one cycle, but the pH in 
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the catholyte (blue line) drops during charge and increases during discharge due to PCET. 
Figure 52 (b) compares the previously shown 10th cycle to the 1000th cycle. The latter was 
recorded 1508 h or 63 days after the former. As can be seen in the graph the general shape 
of the charge and discharge curves is not changed, exhibiting similarly high efficiencies 
ηCE
1000 = 99.2% and ηEE
1000 = 85.1%. 
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Figure 52 Cycling behaviour of the 1400 cm2 cell conducted by SIEMENS. (a) Recorded 
observables of the 10th charge-discharge cycle over time. Measured pH values of anolyte 
(green line) and catholyte (blue line) are shown, as well as the cell voltage (red line). 
(b) Direct comparison of cycle 10 and cycle 1000. Cycle 1000 was recorded 63 days after the 
10th cycle.  
The long-term cycling behaviour of the 1400 cm2 cell is shown in Figure 53. The changes in 
pH of anolyte and catholyte are given in Figure 53 (a). The pH of the catholyte is stable, the 
pH of the anolyte increases slightly from 1.5 to 2 during 1400 cycles. The pH sensors stopped 
working several times during the experiment, for these durations no pH data can be shown. 
Figure 53 (b) shows the capacity retention (red data) and the current density (blue line) of 
the 1400 cm2 cell during 1400 cycles. The discharge capacity dropped from 𝑄dch
1 = 4.70 Ah to 
𝑄dch
1000= 3.95 Ah, which equals an average capacity loss of 0.53 mAh per cycle. When the 
current density was increased from 4 mA cm-2 to 43 mA cm-2 (cycles 185 to 240) the 
discharge capacity dropped to Qdch ≈ 3.2 Ah. Figure 53 (c) shows the ηCE (black data) and the 
ηEE (red data). The Coulombic efficiency was nearly 100% over all 1400 cycles with the 
energy efficiency only dropping from 86.1% to 85.1% over the same period of time. While 
the electrolytes proved to be electrochemically stable (both 51V NMR and cyclic voltammetry 
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showed that the polyoxoanions in the electrolyte were not damaged during the battery 
operation and that the molecules had not crossed the membrane), an average capacity loss 
of 0.01% per cycle was experienced that stems from residual oxygen in the system, 
avoidable in an industrial system.  
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Figure 53 Long-term behaviour of the 1400 cm2 cell conducted by SIEMENS. (a) pH of anolyte 
and catholyte over cycle number (b) capacity retention and current density. (c) Coulombic 
and energy efficiency. Data analysed by Jochen Friedl. 
The obtained Coulombic efficiency of the SiW12-PV14 system in the 1400 cm2 cell is higher 
than for typical VRFB cells (ηCE
VRFB= 90%  50,247,248). While the VRFB loses charge through 
cross-mixing of the electrolytes and by the parasitic HER, the POM system experiences no 
cross-over and the HER has not been observed due to the potentials in the anolyte 
compartment, which means a very big advantage. 
The results obtained by SIEMENS AG confirm the results presented in this thesis and proof 
the suitablity of POMs as nano-sized electron shuttles for RFB. POMs offer an enormous 
variation in topology, size, electronic properties and elemental composition 8 which is 
pioneering and opens doors to further research opportunities especially in the field of RFBs. 
To find further suitable POMs for the application symmetric and asymmetric RFBs, a large 
number of molecules should be investigated with focus on costs and number of transferred 
electrons. 
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